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St. Paul’s Lodge Installed New Officers

To Observe 100th

Cali

THE ROCKLAND LIONS CLUB
Will Be Named Next Wednesday

The annual roll call of the Little,
field Memorial Baptist Church will
be held Monday night at 7.30. with
King Lion Josh will appoint the mony with 26 young ladies each ac
an outstanding program which will
be of interest not only to the mem-, committee for the bigger and bet companied by a color guard of three
bers of the church, but to friends ter Minstrel Show of 1950 at the Marines presented to the convention
of the church in the community.
i
next meeting.
flags of the 26 Lions Nations.
This roll call has become an an
Plans are being made for a play
The second night was Canada !
nual event in the life of the church
1
and is a time when each member to be presented by the Club with Night This was an entertainment
event
built
around
Guy
Lombard
i
of the church asnwers with the the entire cast made up of Lionand His Royal Canadians Leslie
reading of a verse of Scripture as and their wives.
Bell Singers, comprised a group of
their name is called. The non-resi
Monday night we are invited to
50
talented musicians. Also the four
dent members of the church fre join the Kiwanis Club at 6.30 to
Gabrielson brothers from Jackson
quently send their favorite Scrip
hear Dr. Charles Phillips, presi ville. Beach, Florida. These four
ture verse to the church clerk, ana
talented brothers lost their father
these are read in response to the dent of Bates College
in an air accident and were desert
Tuesday,
Nov.
15,
is
the
Advisory
calling of the name.
This year .he program committee; Council meeting at Camden for ed by their mother. The Jackson
ville Lions Club sent the boys to a
has arranged an outstanding pro-i Lions only. Plan to attend,
gram, with the challenging roll call
Lion Duke Annis is trying to plan dancing school for training and I
then brought diem to the Conven
message being brought by Rev.' and arrange a Donkey basketball
|
tion.
Jack Dow Mr. Dow was formerly, game.
The Koshare Indian dancers, i
i pastor of the University Church,
We are pleased to learn that th?
Lewiston, Penn., and of the First city has turned over the entire Bcr- authentic interpretations of the
. Photo by Gene'' Shaw Baptist Church of Allentown.i ry Engine House for the exclusive American Indian dances by th'1
St. Paul's Lodge, F. and A. M., Rockport, installed Mendav night. Left to right, front row Wor.
Boy Scouts of Troop 239.
Ernest Crockett, secretary; Wor. John l.evenseller, Installing Officer; Henry Williams, senior warden; John Penn. A splendid speaker, Mr. Dow. I use of the Sea Scouts. This will
The final sensational musical re
now
making
his
home
in
North-)
give
them
the
added
room
that
is
Annis. Worshipful Master; Donald Simonton, junior warden; Wor. Guy Annis, marshal
Second row left to
vue was Clsen and Johnson in
right: William Bartlett, tyler: Darrell Pound, senior deacon; Warren Ulmer, junior deacon; Wor. Herbert port, is in great demand, serving atj so badly needed.
Butler, treasurer; Harvey Simonton, senior steward; Howard Simonton, junior steward; Wor. John Fenwick,
present as the interim pastor of one
We had one visiting Lion, Mr. Funzapoppin.''
Installing Chaplain.
The Lions International Parade
of the largest Baptist churches in, Glen of Winthrop Lions Club, and
was
about four hours long.
I;
and climate, large scale propagation Canada, the First Baptist Church, two guests, Leslie Dyer of Vinalha followed along Central Park and
of Woodstock, N. B.
ven
and
Mr.
Pouscheh
of
Portland.
plans wculd be considered to be a
In addition there will be fine
Lion Wilbur Senter of the Oc Fifth Avenue headed by a mounted
great delicacy and bring prices as
gospel music, and a program of tober entertainment committee, in police escort. In the first official
high as 25c each in England. The
lighter nature to be held in the troduced himself as the speaker car was President Briggs and first
fact that they are commercially
vestry of the church. Refreshments He apologized for not showing his vice president Fisher. Some of the
abundant off the cold coast of Norwill be served by the women of the convention movies to the Club be outstanding and interesting part
t way leads officials to believe that
Ladies' Aid, and guests are cordially fore this time and said there were of the parade were the Alabama
I there is a good possibility of esSchool for the blind. Their float
invited.
two reasons, first, that the films
! tablishing a fishery in Maine.
The Roll Call Offering this year were delayed in being returned to contained a band made up entirely
Wallace said that the depart
of blind boys. There were 32 High
Experimental planting of Euro ter expert Dr. V. L, Lcosenoff, One- ment was also experimenting with is to be used in the building fund, him, and second, that he wanted School bands in the parade, most
which will enable the church to to wait until he was on the pro
pean oysters in three carefully se half of the shipment is beir. ntro- j Japanese oysters and that a lot set
undergo necessary repairs in its gram so as to relieve himself of of them of championship calibre.
lected locations along the Maine duceri m Long Island Sound waters out in Salt Pond. Brooklin, last program of expansion to suit its
First prize went to the Jackson
getting one speaker.
High School of Miami, 120 strong
coast is announced .by Sea and while the remainder was turned March, were growing rapidly.
growing needs.
Wilbur said that he arrived in
with
uniforms of chartreuse
Shore Fisheries shellfish specialist over to Maine.
Cloves are dried oower buds
New York on July 17th to attend
Maine's
float featured the Maine
Dana Wallace.
Wallace said that the plantings which grow on evergreen trees.
the 32d annual Lions International
Lions tpart in the C S. Saving
Wallace said that the project was were made in Basin Cove. Harp.sConvention. He went to Madison
being carried cn in co-operation well: Taunton River, Franklin and I Telegraph cables in the ocean rest Will Be Acted Upon In the Square Garden to register and was Bond Campaign.
By Bradford Burgess
with U. S. Fish and Wildlife experts at Boothbay Harbor. The oysters j on ^e floor of the sea.
Warren Town Meeting given a book of tickets that en
to determine if the species could be are submerged cn specially-built I ....... ~....
titled him to take tours of New
Monday Night
Both children and adults need
successfully propagated in Maine wire tray.-: and must first pass the
York and some of the buildings, adequate quantities of milk daily
have _*
beenI posted
a L,to many and
. . varied
waters.
rigid test of survival during the
_Warrants
i___________
dances,forand
TURKEY SHOOT
if they are to get calcium for the
special town meeting next Monday
The experimental stock, consist W.nter months. If this is success
forms of entertainment put on for biuding and maintenance of teeth
night at 7.30 in Warren in the Town the convention
ing of oysters of various sizes and ful efforts to get a natural set of
OCTOBER 30—10.00 A. M.
i and bones.
House, to act on three articles.
ages, was obtained in Holland and seed stork will be made next Spring
The first night -was called the
The first is to see whether to au California-Nevada night. A great
brought tc this country under the and Summer. - If the cysters arc1 Shotguns and Rifles—No 22’s
thorize the selectmen to transfer three hour program was presented
personal direction of Federal oys
found adaptable to the Maine coast
Thomaston Rifle Range
the sum of $659 from the snowplow by Fred Waring and his Pennsyl-^I
Items of Interest from
account to the hydrants account; vanians.
Auspices Kinney Melquist Post
the Towns Listed Below
the second to see if the town will
No. 34, zAmerican Legion
The convention sessions got un- Appear in This Issue
authorize the selectmen to purchase der way at 10 a. m on July 18th. |
Refreshments Sold All Day.
VINALHAVEN
a piece of land for a town dump, Dr. C. C. Reid, senior past press-:
UNION
or take any action on the same.
dent escorted president Briggs to)
101*103
THOMASTON
Hydrant rental was advancea, the platform for his speech. Th?
ROCKPORT
CHIROPRACTOR
CAMDEN
next speaker was the Hon. Thomas)
WARREN
427 MAIN STREET,
RCCKLAND, MAINE
E Dewey. Governor of the state of
NORTH HAVEN
New York. Following him was Ad
ST. GEORGE
TELEPHONE 1684
miral William H. B. Blandy, ComMATINICUS
OFFICE HOUKS: 10.06-12.00 A. M.; 2.00-4 00 I’. M.
SEARSMONT
mander-in-Chief of the Atlantic
NORTH SEARSMONT
MONDAY an;l SATURDAY EVENINGS 6.00-8.00
Fleet. A Flag Presentation Cere-'
To insure added comfort to our guests, we are proud to
SOUTH WARREN
102-103

EXPERIMENTING WITH OYSTERS

King David’s Lodge F. A. M.
Of Lincolnville Will Cele European Variety Is Being Planted Along the
brate Nov. 5
King David’s Lodge.
FAM of Lincolnville
will observe its 100th
anniversary Nov 5. Open house
will be held from 2 o'clock at Ma
sonic Temple.
Dinner will be
served at Beach Inn from 5 to 7.30.
A program will be presented at
8 o'clock at the Bayshore Federated
Church. Grand Master Granville
Gray will be present.
All Master Masons who wish to
attend the dinner should make
reservations not later than Nov 1.

GREGORY’S
FOOTBALL
FORECAST
BY JOE HARRIS

SATURDAY, OCT. 29
Probable

Probable

Winners

Loser*

and Scores

and Scores

20

Bates,

Maine,

13

Colbv,

Army,

48

V. M. I.
Navy,

Notre Dame 34

Harvard,

Yale.
Cornell.
Michigan,
Princeton,
Ohio State,

14
20

Three Articles

TOWN NEWS

DR. FRANK E. RICHARDSON

announce that one of the most modern heating systems avail
able is being installed Ihis week.

Holy Cross.

21
20

Dartmouth,
Columbia,
Illinois,
Rutgers,

21

N'Western,

41

Maine Coast

THE ISLANDER- VINALHAVEN

Bowdoin,

fine standard already set, as to the fine quality and style of

serving meals and the pleasant atmosphere, we feel that we

CHILDREN’S ART CLASSES

GREGORY’S

now offer service which compares favorably with any small inn.

102-103

(Ages 7-12)

AT

Last Week's College Recap
102 Right; 37 (Wrong; (3 Tiesi
73.4% Accuracy.

Bring us your forecast of the
above ten games before noon on
Saturday, Oct. 29. If it con
tains more winners than the
above list we will allow Sl-00
merchandise credit.

With all rooms heated, the

FARNSWORTH MUSEUM

Football Game

First Meeting, Sat., Oct. 29—10 A. M.

vs.

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

IN THE MUSEUM WORKSHOP

BRUNSWICK HIGH SCHOOL

Drawing, Painting and Puppet Making with
Occasional Talks and Films.

Community Park, Saturday, Oct. 29

FEE; TWO DOLLARS FOR THE YEAR.

Adults, 66c; Children, 30c

416 MAIN ST.,
TEL 294
ROCKLAND, ME.

101-102

HILLCREST US 1 Highway, Warren, Me.
OFFERS FOR SALE FOR WINTER STORAGE
GOOD SIZE—MEALY—CLEAN—FULLY RIPENED

GREEN MOUNTAIN POTATOES
U. S. Grade No. 1, as prescribed by the 1949 Maine Potato Grading Law.
Quality Assured, inspected and approved by representative o, Maine Depart
ment of Agriculture.
* Native, grown in South Warren.
* Inspection invited; if possible, please drive over and see these tine potatoes.
* WE DELIVER: free within reasonable distance; to dock for island trade.
*
*

Tel. Warren 35 ring 41, or mail coupon

s2’95for lOOIbs

PORT CLYDE
EAST FRIENDSHIP
SIMONTON’S CORNER

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

A Millinocket man. 96 years of
age. says that he's never shaved
himself, and that he is too old to
begin. Let's see, isn't that how some
folks grow old—waiting in barber
shops?

It looked like a handsome yellow
fox the call, r which the Black Cat
received yesterday. Though “Tlmmy” is no doubt as clever as a fox,
llc belongs to the cat family, outsize, and is the cherished pet of
Mrs. Alice Murphy of Tenants
Harbor. A varied diet, the same as
the family eats, has grown a silken
fluffy coat on this beauty which
weighs at the moment 12 1-2 pounds
but will be even heftier when he
stops shedding. During the hunting
season the family guards him close
ly lest he be taken for game.

If its posies you crave, there’s
no need to go to Florida yet for
down in a wood lot in Tenant’s
Harbor, bedded in damp moss, are
growing countless white violets.
Mrs. Alice Murphy, in making a
rustic bouquet, fashioned a basket
from birch bark, filled it with these
dainty flowerets.—and
presto, a
beautiful arrangement fit for a
queen Look to your laurels, Flor
ida.
—o—

My friend, Ralph H. Smith of
Cheyenne. Wyo., whom I pffered
to help with my snow shovel writes:
' Pursuant to the first item in the
Black Cat issue of Oct. 20.
I
ha.ien to reply that I appreciate
your offer to help, and we wopld
very much like to have you here
to enjoy the beautiful Fall weather,
but as lor snow, we just don’t have
any. as the sun socn melted the light
fall of a few days ago. We also
get those reports of all the snow
and cold which usually apply to
Yellowstone Park and far away
poms to the North and West,
some of these being as remote from
here as central New York State is
to Rockland. From this compari
son. you may know the distances
are great within Wyoming. This
corner of the State seems to be at
most times, a favored spot with re
spect to weather but we have lt
rough too at times, and good.”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
LOVE SCORNS DEGREES

Love scorns degrees; the low he
lifteth high.
The high he draweth down to that
fair plain
Whreeon, in his divine equality.
Two loving hearts may meet, nor
meet in vain;
’Gainst such sweet levelling Custom
cries amain,
But o’er its harshest utterance one
bland sigh.
Breathed passion-wise, doth mount
victorious still.
For Love, earth's lord, must have
his lordly will.
—Paul H Hayne.

Have You Tried
AIR-TRED
They Arc Maine Made Shoes

Do you have many Christmas
packages to mail this year? That
means writing your return address
several times. Why not have a rub
ber stamp made , with your name
and address- then, with a flip of
the wrist, it’s done—easily and
efficiently.
adv 101*102

WANTED AT ONCE
STITCHERS

“MAR’’ Black or Brown

$7.95

Caif AAA-C

(EXPERIENCED)

Work Under Ideal Conditions in a

Daylight Factory.
APPLY IN PERSON

“HIKE" Black Calf

$7.95

AT
HILLCREST, WARREN, ME.

We would like ................ bags at $2.95 each of
your U. S. No. 1 Grade GrPen Mountain Potatoes.

(which is 1 2-3 bushels)

2.00 P. M.

after a decision handed down in
August by the Public Utilities Com
mission following a hearing for in
creased water rates in July. This
makes it necessary to have addi
tional funds to meet the bill. The
town has realized a sum from the
sale of snow plows, town owned, a
few weeks ago
Warren's public dump was closed
early in August, for it was not pos
sible to meet requirements of the
new State laws, for the bull-dozed
and cleared strips about the plot.

ISSUE

Volume 104............ Number 102.

Littlefield Church Pas An
Outstanding Speaker and
Committees For Next Year’s Minstrel Show
Program

Dr. Frank Richardson Has
Excellent Training—Of
• Local Ancestry
Dr. Prank E Richardson, chiro
practor is now occupying offices at
427 Main street, phone 1684. Dr.
Richardson is related to the local
family of the same name and his
wife is the former Miss Frances
Louise Creamer of Friendship.
This interesting thumb nail
sketch of the young man appeared
in the Kents Hill Bulletin of recent
date.
“Frank E. Richardson is a chiro
practor in Rockland. After Kents
Hill he attended the Cambridge
School of Liberal Arts, and took
extension courses at Boston Univer.
sity. He then attended the Massa
chusetts College of Osteopathy for
three years and entered the armed
services, serving with the 112th
General Hospital. With the Nor
mandy invasion, this unit was
moved into the European theatre,
where he had charge of the physio,
therapy department. Following his
discharge from the Army, he was
married to Miss Frances Creamer
of Sorrento. The next year he
spent at the Palmer School of
Chiropractic Science, graduating in
September 1948. with his doctors
degree."

Annual Roll

TWELVE PAGES—5c COPY

THURSDAY

Name

Address

........................................ ;............................................

Van Baalen Heilbrun Co., Inc.
CAMDEN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

RAYMOND’S SHOE STORE
Formerly R. E. Nutt Shoe Store

436 MAIN ST.,

...............................................................................

99-106

Formerly R. E. Null Shoe Store

101-103

TEL. 1523

ROCKLAND, ME.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Page Two
A Year’s Activities
What Chamber Of Commerce
Did For Camden and
Rockport
National Affairs Committee, John
Wilson, chairman, stimulated inter,

est in national affairs through col
umn, "It’s Happening Here," In
Camden Herald; sponsored film
about
free
enterprise
system,

“America & Son Unlimited." Sent
messages to Congressmen regarding

national issues.
Fire Prevention Committee. Al
len P. Payson, Harold Churchill, cochairmen, carried out fire preven
tion campaign, won second place
in Maine in National contest. Spon.
sored local and State laws for ban
ning of fireworks except under mu
nicipal supervision.
Clean Up Committee, Percy Luce,
chairman, sponsored clean-up drive
in Spring and Pall; special Water
front clean-up campaign contin
ued.
Solicitations Committee, Charles
Dwinal. chairman, protected public
from
fraudulent
solicitations
through investigation of out-oftown solicitors; published informa,
tion about "rackets." Joined Na
tional Better Business Bureau.
Education Committee. Mrs. Frank
Kibbe. chairman, sponsored Cam
den and Rockport High School con
tests, regarding new High Schools.
Youth Opportunities Committee.
Howard Holton, chairman, sought
local employment opportunities tor

our young people.
Sewerage Committee. Dr. Sher,
wood Armstrong, chairman, en
dorsed extensions to sewerage sys
tem at Town Meeting.
Industry Committee .Carlton Un
derwood. chairman, publicized pro
ducts of Camden and Rockport in
dustries through displays in C. of
C. office window and Information
Center; and in newspaper and mag.
azine publicity. Obtained review of
Camden and Rockport insurance
rates by New England Association.
Purchased movie film. Maine Har
bor Town, about Camden-Lincoln
ville area, and made available for
showings. Furnished information
and service to prospective industries
considering location here Wrote
Congressmen endorsing legislation
to clarify Delivered Pricing.
Special Committee, Albert Collins
chairman, worked closely with Isles,
boro in efforts to secure Research
Laboratory for the island.
Maine Products Week Committee
Virgil Jackson, chairman, partici
pated in state-wide promotion of
Maine products.
Publicity and Advertising Com
mittee, Duane Doolittle, chairman,
prepared valuable recreational sur
vey Published and distributed 10,000 Directories with pictures, maps
and information about Camden and
Rockport. Distributed maps of foot
and ski trails on the Camden Hills.

WALDO

THEATRE

WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
Every Evening al 8.00 Matinees
Bntnrday at 2.M. Sunday at 1.00
TONIGHT, THURS., OCT. 27
June Haver, Ray Bolger
Gordon MacRae

in

“LOOK FOR THE
SILVER LINING”
In Technicolor
FRID’Y, SATURD’Y, OCT. 28-29
RANDOLPH SCOTT
in

“SAVAGE SPLENDOR ” AT THE PARK

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL]
DEMOCRATS HAVE THE POLE
What did the people think of the 81st Congress? Their
opinions may be reflected somewhat Nov. 8 when they go to
the polls in three special elections. It is conceded that John
Foster Dulles, Republican, faces an uphill fight in New York
State where he is pitted against former Democratic Goverernor Herbert H. Lehman. The latter has talked the situa
tion over with Prseident Truman and is so certain of eleoaion
that he declined the Chief Executive's offer to make a speech
in his behalf. A woman Democrat is expected to win a Con
gressional seat in the Tenth New York district, which is
heavily Democratic, and the Republican candidate is given
only an outside chance of winning.
A special House election in the Fifth California District
may furnish some idea of what West Coast voters think about
national issues. Despite the fact that they have held the
district for about 40 years Republicans say they are none
too sure of electing a party member to take the place of Re
publican Representative Richard J Welch, who died. We'ch
had won both Democratic and Republican nominations since
1926. so there has been nc general election battle there in
23 y ears.
Altogether the Republicans do not seem to have much to
look forward to on Nov. 8. except the size of the majorities.
A CLERGYMAN'S VIEW

An apparently current belief that churches should not
mix tr. politics is not endorsed by Rev. Herman F. Reissig of
New York, social action leader of the Congregational Chris
tian Churches, who addressed delegates at the Eastern re
gional meeting in Portland Wednesday. “Politics is an indis
pensable human activity." said he. "It's one of God’s ways of
establishing His kingdom upon earth . . . For the sake of
democracy and in the name of the Christian faith, we must
cease to put a taboo on politics and politicians—and we
cannot wait until politics is as clean as a whistle.’- But
"politics without religion is a menace,' he added, calling on
Christians "to know both our politics and our religion and
lo labor to bring them together."

GETTING AFTER 'EM

Grade Two, Addie R. Rogers

meters, street cleaning, arranged
calendar of holiday store closings,
sponsored Christmas Tree on Vil
lage Green and Christmas Lighting
contest for business section of
Camden and Rockport; sponsored
new street signs for Camden; con
tinuance of traffic policemen, im
provement of public landing for
parking; worked on traffic and
parking problems.
Wrote nearly 2,000 letters in an
swer to inquiries about industries,
hand crafts, real estate, vacation
accommodations, Winter sports and
to answer questions on many other
subjects.
Information Bureau; Helen McCobb, Counsellor, at Elm stree;
building, served as clearing house
for information for many seeking
employment and for employers, for
information about housing, about
recreational facilities, points of in
terests, places to stay, products of
local manufacturers, craftsmen,
artists; and was a point of contact
for Summer visitors and built good
will for these towns in a great va
riety of ways.
The necrology report for the past
araiafziBraaiafajarajaraizizrargizri
year shows the death of the follow
ing members: A. B. Bennett, James
A. Brown, Mrs. Ralph Brown, Dr.
There’s Frost On the Millard B. Long. William Patterson
and Pearl G. Willey.

and Winter sports folders. Adver
tised in Maine Invites You.
Secretary assisted Hostel Com
mittee in establishing first Youth
Hostel in Maine.
Mountain
Trail
Committee,
James Adams, chairman, cleared
and marked new trails and re
marked old trails; tested water in
mountain springs; explored caves;
plan repairing of bridge.
SnoW and Skiing Reports, Sonia
Allen, observer, publicized daily in
Eastern Metropol.tan papers, and
over radio during Winter.
Recreation Council. Albert Means
chairman, helped co-ordinate rec
reational activities.
Secretary secured national pub
licity for Camden and Rockport in
magazines and newspapers by fur
nishing news, feature stories, pic
tures. calendar of events, and by
co-operafing with writers
and
photographers
Merchants Committee. Leroy Morong. chairman, took poll of mer
chants in Camden and Rockport in
regard to store closings, parking

MAN!

“THE DOOLINS
OF OKLAHOMA”
with
George Macready,
Louise Albritton, John Ireland

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
A FALL BARGAIN—
A WONDERFUL VALUE
An attractive 32-acre Union place,
good buildings, near Route 17 and
Stickney Corner. It ought to please
the most particular at $1500.
HAROLD ANDERSON, Union, Me.
102'lt

“Father Was a Fullback”
Coming: “Top Of the Morning."

ANTIFREEZE

$5.95

99c Gal.
Alpaca-Wool or Pile Lined.
Also Leather.
Wool in Plaid or Solid Colors.

—r

ARHY*NAVY STORE

The Courier-Gazette
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Grade Four, Doris C MacDougal

The P.T.A. might view our efforts
The opening exercises have been with a critical eye. Anyway, they
very interesting so far this year. were fun to make and paint—even
A different child is in charge every if they do look line dinosaurs or
day. Stories read by Darrell Micue, some other kind of huge reptile,
Janet Ripley, and- Janice Black long since extinct. They were put
have been enjoyed. Riddles by Judy on display In the lower hall by
Savoy have had the class guessing, Miss Hutchins.
Our School Patrol girls are Judy
and vocal duets by Frances Larra
bee and Joyce Flanders have been Jease, Diane Valenta. Allie Gray,
done well
and Nancy Griffith
Our School Patrol boys are
In connection with our social
studies large, interesting pictures Charles Jordan, Hervey Colson,
hae been drawn by Alonzo Dorr and Ronald Belyea, Franklin Merrill,
Bertie Small, showing a trip up the ; Douglas Teel, David Hill, and sub
Congo River. A special table has 1 stitute Clyde Sewall.
been labeled 'Bombo’s Table” on ! Julian Rubenstein brought a
which all reading material about 1 piece of flint to school. In our mu.
Belgian Congo is being placed for: seum we have a dehydrated Sea
ttle children's use.
i horse, a meteorite, fool’s gold and
An “Information Please" radio some shell formation showing ma
program was carried on over the terial of which Florida is formed,
study of the continents. William I There are also mercury, a synthetic
Armstrong, Mary Kirk, Rose Marie i rubber ball (which bounces when

A baby contest will be held in
conjunction with the play "Laff it
Of f " which is being produced under
the auspices of the Weymouth
Grange. Thomaston, for the bene
fit of their building fund
Its one cent a vote, and who will
be winner in this newest of contests
is he question every one is asking.
The contestants in this clever con
test are up to six years of age. and
are sponsored by the leading mer
chants.
There are prizes, honors and
plenty of fun connected with this
unusual contest. Everyone can take
part. Contestants will be presented
to the audience on the first night
of the show, and winners will re
ceive their awards on the last
night of the show. All contestantare requested to be present on both
nights. This scene is part of “The
Children s Page" in which young
sters from the first four grades of
the schools will participate
First prize winners will be
crowned King and Queen of Toyland. and they will be given blue
ribbons and a loving cup as a me
mento of the occasion. Second pri
zes will be given and winners
crowned Prince and Princess. The
third boy and girl will be crowned
Duke and Duchess, and they too,
will receive prizes and ribbons.
Pictures of contestants will be
on display in store window of Lee’s
Beauty Shop in Thomaston, start
ing tomorrow. Standing of contest
ants will be posted each day. Watch
Lee’s window and watch for the
voting jar of your favorite.
For information about entering
your child in this contest get in
touch with Mrs Roger Jameson,
94-5. Contest closes at 4 p. m. Nov.
4th. Names of contestants will be
published in a later edition of this
paper.
heated), a pudding-stone from Mt.
Pele. magnets, compass, calabash
fre.n the West Indies, and $10,000
(whiqh we will not spend) from
Washington, D. C.
A Chinese doll was dressed by
Beverly Luce. Orange peel was
used as hat. an attractive and orlgi.
nal idea. Chinese slippers were
brought by Diane Valenta
If you like steamed clams, you
know lio.v luscious they are, but
the shells are a bit on the clutiery
side—throw them in an old news
paper. Bundles of old papers, io
cents and up at The Courier-Ga
zette.
62'aw

Grade One, Harriet Teeney
The children have taken an in

Grade One, Anna L. Webster
Cynthia Karl and Rosemary

MONEY

SAVING

New
Pueh
CANNED
FRUITS!

We lead the ’49ers in values all year but especially during the hunting
season. We are headquarters for quality hunters’ supplies at amazingly low
prices.
Every hunting need at MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO.

STOCK UP NOW!

For

summer

stock

up

PACK

on

goodness

these

Canned

the

year

WINCHESTER

'round,

budget-saving

NEW-

2
Apples
Peaches
A&P Applesauce 2
Fruit Cocktail
Peaches
Grapefruit
2
Pears
SLICED

IONA SLICED

NO. 2

CANS

NO 2'/2

OR HALVES

FOR COMPLETE GUN CARE

QCC
Aj

CANS

For c o m plete pro
tection —
t h orough
lubrication.

NO 2Vi
CAN

A&PELBER1A
SL ORHVS.

SECTIONS

A&P

no 2

CANS

BARTLETT

NO 2’/2

IONA HALVES

CAN

orc
M

SOLVENT

GUN
Cleaning
PATCHES

CAN
NO. 2

HOPPE'S No. 9

Hoppe's

GUN
OIL

Fruits.

Steel die cut from new, strong
cotton flannel — in size to
match the caliber of any gun
and insure a snug, thorough
bore-cleaning fit.

In 2 oz. Btl*.

For
removing
primer, powder,
lead and metal
fouling—and for
effective preven.
tion of rust
Keeps r i f lea
shotguns and revolvers in fin
est condition.

TRI-PAK SHOTGUN KIT
12 and 16
Et

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Radiator Repairing
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.
47-tf

APPLE CIDER -TO,
WALNUTS
shell
POPCORN
17
DIAMOND-IN

lANt

4>jUZ

PARKER

PRO

■

jzjzjararzrajarzjarzjgjzjgjzjzjzrejz

Speedometer

Repairing

Peerless
Engineering Co.

And Testing Of All

<85 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 744

Installations, Sales
Service

Chrysler Products.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND, ME.

80-U

JV

Gauge
35c

All Types of Plumbing and
Heating Equipment
101-103
■ , rJNr-irJrJrJrJfJrJrirjr-iD

• Duralumin Cleaning Rods—The finest clean
ing rod on the market
• Tri-Pak Lanolin and Sperm Base Oil in
transparent, unbreakable container
• Phospor Bronze Brushes—Precision Patches.

’12 Oz
CAN

,ULIANA GRAIED

TUNA FISk 1
MEaI
SALMON pinv alacran
POTATOES
APPLES
PORK LOINS
BfcSI
PORK CHOPS FRESH
CENTER CUI
COLD', 1 Rt AM

WINItR RttPINC
1 U S NO ’ MAINE

All the essential cleaning material to
properly service your guns and keep them
in perfect working order. Features:

LB J
CELIO<

LISH1

Job Printing Department
R. L. Atidersen, Supt.
PHONE 77», ROCKLAND, ME.
100-aw-tf

;

Our registration now is 39. Har
riet Epstein has moved to Limerock
street and joined the Second Grade
at McLain School
The room is gaily decorated for
Halloween. Masks, made from pa
Grade Five, Nellie Hall
per bags under the direction of
Miss Hutchins, caused much mer
Clyde Sewall and Hervey Colson
riment. The entire grade, with have drawn Halloween scenes and
masks on, lined in the hall as the witches on our easels.
the other grades passed out. A
Several of our children have been
large Halloween poster has been absent on account of colds. Diane
.nude by David Gamage, Richard Valenta, Marcia Jones, Julian Ru
Dearborn, Carole Cummings, Re benstein, David Hill, and Joseph
becca Dow, Robert Flanders. Donna Nye returned to school this week.
Cross, Nancy Cross, and Carl Grif.
Our fish are all dead, killed byfith. In the Arithmetic contest kindness, we hope. Was the fifth
Carol Cross is leading the girls and grade too strenuous for them?
Richard Dearborn the boys
Our plants are growing very well.
Much practical knowledge is be The squash v ne is almost ready to
ing derived from our store unit.
climb a string. The parsley is
Birthdays be.ng celebrated this' read}. for the table („olj,s) Our
month are those of Judith Brack rock-garden is growing fast and
ett, Gloria Colpritt, Kenneth Nolan, has a little petunia that just blcsNancy 'Cross, and Carl Griffith. I soms all the time. These plants
Gur room has recently been are cared for by ch ldren who find
equipped with new curtains. Such them interesting to watch for new
an improvement over the old leaves and blossoms. We have
blinds
found that “right food" makes
David Gamage brought a minia plants grow.
ture lobster trap for us to see. It
Everyone is working on our
was fully equipped, and had caught Thanksgiving project. Interest is
a “red” lobster.
running hgh. There is a secret
Mrs Gladys Benner recently visit that the girls do not know about.
ed us.
Our horses have tails and manes

Fireproof Garage
Co.

KILROYS

BUSINESS FORMS OF
ALL TYPES
LETTERHEADS, STATIONERY
Let Us Show You Samples

t

Little Folks Will Be A Fea
ture In Connection With
“Laff It Off”

In your own container.

$23.95

New Year Requirements
In the Printing Line

BENNER HILL SCHOOL
iSauncers have entered our class re.
Mrs Ellen K. Nelson
] cently. Cynthia was transferred
A nature exhibit arranged by from McLa n School and Rosemary
Marianne Wood and Anne Peterson from Port Clyde.
This First Grade had charge of
contained interesting plants and
articles pertaining to Autumn. the assembly program last Friday.
Dana Irving has brought acorns, Brenda Lewis was the announcer.
horse chestnuts and a kingbird's
Thursday afternoon we had fun
nest for the science shelf. For an j visiting the other First Grade They
activity in connection with science, | ha\ e a lovely display of cars, trucks,
turtles were made from walnut : fire engines, and other toys.
I The girls and boys have had fun
shells.
For a health lesson Sandra Peter ; making "Come and Ride" booklets,
son arranged and labelled a vegeta j They made pictures cf Alice and
ble display. We enjoy reading the ! Jerry iding in cars, boats, airplanes
interesting books brought by Mr. and trains. Then they copied a
Noonan. Richard Freeman selected j short story about each.
Viola Taylor and Alice Cole have
books from the Public Library for
1 been absent because of mumps.
our reading shelf.
In connection with language this
The lower grades enjoyed color
ing the pictures brought by Wayne last week, each child brought a fa, vorite toy. These were called
Johnson
We liked the record of "Bunky, ' "secrets” as they were kept In bags
the Monkey" which was brought by until class time. Then they were
j on display and each ch id told a
Carla Cassens.
I short story about his or her toy.
TYLER SCHOOL

An Unique Contest

ticipants and did a fine job in an
swering the questions asked by the
other members of the class
Beautiful geranium plants were
brought to the class by Janice
Black's mother recently. They are
very colorful on our plant shelf.
Frequent fire drills were held
during Fire Prevention Week. Fol
lowing the demonstration of the
fire engine, put on for the school,
many exceptional posters were
drawn, showing the fire apparatus.
Various groups of children have
completed working on charts show
ing the different groups of ani
mals in our sc'ence class. The
mammal group has the most pic
tures shown.

NO 21/2 CAN

FALL SPECIAL

to be thinking of your

ROCKLAND GRADE SCHOOLS

and Thomas Bryant were the par

SULTAN'

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
OCT. 30-31

It Is Not Too Early

•o get a good picture, the film is
filled with remarkable true-life
moments of h gh drama. An un
der water scene shot..ng a cluster
of hippopotami weaving about on
the bottom of the Rutshuru River
in the Belgian Congo provides one
of the amazing novelties of this
“Savage Splendor.'
Other startling sequences shew
the coronation of a jungle king, an
elephant hunt by pygmies, the cap
ture alive of aardvarks, giraffes,
zebras and rhinos.
Put "Savage Splendor” high on
the list of Important films for ev
erybody to see.

■ The next best th ng to an African
i trip is the film. "Savage Splendor,"
{a magnificent adventure - drama.
! produced by Armand Denis, print by
Technicolor, made in the course of
the Armand Denis-Lewis Cotlcw
African Expedition. This RKO re| lease is due for an engagement at
Park Theatre starting next Sunday
for three days.
From the dwarfish pygmies to the
i gigantic Watuse. the latter tribe cf
[ seven-feet-and-over natives, from
the thrill-packed sequence of roping
a full grown rhino to the breath' less moment when the explorers
advanced within a few feet of a lion

Francis J. McCabe, Chief of the Maine State Police
Troopers, is evidently bent upon having 100 percent efficiency
in his department. Recent orders from headquarters indicate
as much. The highways will be combed next Tuesday for
motor vehicles failing to bear the Fall State inspection sticker.
Troopers also were told to be on the alert for all vehicles
with obvious mechanical defects Chief McCabe warned that
his department would deal severely with both motor vehicle
owners and inspection stations involved in fraudulent inspec
tion cases. Chief McCabe said that Troopers have been
keeping a close watch this month on Maine’s 2,000 inspection
stations in an effort tc uncover bootleg work.

Punkin’ — But KILROY’S
has Jackets to keep you
warm.

terest in decorating their room for
Halloween. They have drawn pic
tures of pumpkins and cats and
have made masks to wear on the
night of spooks.
After reading about airplanes
and other forms of locomotion,
some of the children have trough;
toys from home to represent the
stories read.
Many girls have
brought dolls for the toy table.
One boy brought a toy hot dog
stand.

NO
<
CAN ,
LB
CAf

SOLE
BAG

MclNIOiH EANCY
HAND PICKED

IRISH WHOll
O’ EITHFP END

TRI-PAK

1
1

The ‘»me outstand
ing features as in
the shotgun kits

LBv

IB 1

MKIN
2&s

.22 and
.30 cal.

ST.HARDWARE CO

PAINT

• STOVES
441

AU price* subtoot to market clieiig.a and effective at all AAP Salf-garvlca
Store. la thia area

RIFLE

• HOUSEWARES

MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Deuven

KITS

2.25

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, October 27, 1949
Occupants of the Rockland Can-!
dy
Company’s office yesterday
sniffed a strange odor which might
or might not have been smoke So
they phoned the Fire Department
No smoke, no water, no fire. The
odor is still a mystery.

Artists Selected

The Isle O’Huts

St. George High

A speaking engagement of un
Community Concert Series Students Preface the Hallo Two Camden Pastors Offer
usual note will be fulfilled next
Will Offer Remarkable
ween Ball With a “Ghost
Endorsement Of Edward
Monday night when Dr. Charles
Talent
P. Phillips, p.esidtn; of Bates
Walk”
Meyer’s Book
College addresses a joint meeting
The selection of artists for the
The Junior class ol St. George
Camden. Cct 25.
of the K wanls and Rotary Clubs
The McLain P.T.A.. held its first 1949-50 Rockland season was made High held its Halloween Party Oct
I have read Edward A Meyer's
4fc.t Hotel Rockland. His subject meeting of the year Monday night ty the executive committee of the
will be "The Hoover Commission— with 90 present. Rev. and Mrs. Community Concert Association at 20, at the Grange Hall. The party book, the "Isle C’Huts ' Herbert
began by leading the students and Hoover's report which disclosed th
and Beyond.'
Charles Monteith were in charge its meeting on Saturday. For the
of the program. The meeting opened first concert there is still a question teachers through a "Ghost Walk," corruption in the affairs of the
The Rockland City Band will play with group singing led by Mr. Mon as to which of ;wo desired pianists immediately followed by ducking armed forces was revea ing. but
at Wessaweskeag Grange Hall in teith with Mrs. Ruth Bird at the. may be available. Ihe other dates for apples. The student body and when you remember that Mr Mey
South Thomaston Friday night.
piano. Mr.
Monteith presented not coming until 1950 should be as iaculty then moved to the upper er was on the ground investigating
Mrs. Esther Mayo, president, whs sured The piogram selections stand hall where Snap ihe Broom,' conditions’ his re‘Jort would seem
Goldie McAuliffe, owner of Gol
introduced her officers, Mrs. Inez as foll.ws: F.rst concert, Ervin
| much more interesting He is to be
die’s Beauty Shop, was model for
Harden, vice president; Mrs Win-[ Laszlo or Yara Eernette, pianists; "Grand Right and Left,"
j admired for his courage in this enB. Louis Bos on’s Expert Hairdress.
and other games were deavor and for his wflngnes to
ona Gay. secretary; Mrs. Margaret second concert, Clce Elmo, contral Cfliee
er at Hotel Rockland, Cct. 24.
Ladd, treasurer; Mrs Eleanor Was. to; third concert, Samuel Sorin ano played; this was followed by danc- accept what might coire to him in
At
The Curtis String Quartet will gatt, program chairman; Mrs. Mad-> Janies de la Fuente, vioiin and tng. The party ended with the Jun- exposing this misuse of the peoior Class serving cider and dough- ple.s monev
be presented in concert nt Bowdoin lene Jackson and Mrs. Alice Stil piano duo.
Full
information
about
each
of
nuts The students attending were.
Certainly citizens should be in
phen,
hospitality
and
membership.
College Thursday night Nov. 3.
'hese artists will be printed before
Seniors.
Beverly
Marriott,
Joan
terested
in reading this report, i
Mrs.
Marguerite
Marsh
and
Mrs
The program will include a Mozart
Olsen. Lionel Heal. Arthur Holman, Rley . re eenrous of purifying detheir concerts.
Quartet, the Debussy Quartet, and Kermit St Peter, ways and means
Because of the slow response on Robert Carter. Alton Hupper. Noble moeracy and keeping jt for lhei.
with Frederick Tiliotson (Head of Prizes at games were won by Mrs
renewals the membership campaign Dorrie, and Robert Polky. Juniors. country. Unless such corruption and
Emily
Stevens.
Mrs.
Katherine
the Music Department at Bowdoin t
has been extended until Oct. 28. Elaine Allen. Joyce Barnes. Kath philandering as is brought to light
at the piano the Schumann Quar Karl, Mrs. Louise Gregory. Mrs.
Inez Harden, Mrs. Mildred Brannan Any interested persons may enroll leen Barnes, Eleanor Daniels. Pa by Mr. Meyer in his book on Guam
tet. The concert will be open to
and Mrs. Margaret Ladd Mrs. Hel- with Mrs. Beulah Ames at ihe Cen. tricia Grant, Joy Glad, Ruth Ann can be stopped, we are opening the!
the public without charge.
{ en Perry’s third grade with 125 tral Maine Power Company office Hawkins, Flora Hupper, Jeanette way to the defeat ol all that we
Hyvarinen, Ruth Lantz, June Stud hold dear in this, our country.
"Poppy Howard” and his musica'. points won the attendance banner. on Main street.
ley. Robert Leighton, Jack Hupper,
The
sixth
grade
room
mothers
Those who have read Mr Hoov^jiiutts will provide the music for
LAWRENCE R. DOLHAM
Merrill Minzy. Richard Morris er's report should be glad to read
the Saturday night dance at Spruce served the refreshments with Mrs.
Lawrence Dolham who was in , Sylvanus Polky. Frank Shields | thjs ac.ount, because the two reDonald Haskell, Mrs. Montgomery
Head
and Mrs. Harold Halligan in charge jured in an automobile accident in i Marvin Smith and Dennis Sim- j ports substantiate each other. 1
Sophomores:
Marguerite I hope that a „reat manv people shal
Warren, July 19. died of those in mons;
The Knox Theatre Guild met at
BORN
juries Wednesday in the Wilson I Cold, Clara Peterson Sarah Den-|read this book and hand together
the Farnsworth Museum last night.
Anderson—At Sukeforih Matern
Hawkins, Patricia to do something that wifi force ou:
After a brief business meeting there ity Home, Vinalhaven, Oct. 24. to Nursing Home. Cooper's Mills He I nison, Caiol
had
received
treatment
at
Knox
Hawkins,
Carolyn
Inabinet, Mary; Congressmen to stop the mad exwas an entertainment hour.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Andersen, a
Hospital,and at the Maine Genera! Kangas, Janet Carter, Nancy Sin- penditure of the people's money,
daughter.
(Signed) B. F. Wentworth.
Private Richard M. Griffin, son
Brown—At Knox Hospital, Oct. Hospital, before going to Cooper'.; ger, Emma Watts, Alton Chadwick.i
Haiold Black. Hugo Lehtinen, Rob.I paster of Monument Square Methof Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Griffin. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Thurland Brown Mills in September.
He fell early in the evening of jert Faustini. Francis Kangas, Con-|odist church, Camden, Maine.
9 Griffin avenue, has completed a a son
Raekliff -At Knox Hospital, Oct July 19. from the running board of , rad MacKinnon, and Harold Put...
_,14 weeks’ course in basic military
25. to Mr. and Mrs Earl Raekliff, a truck driven by Walter Feyler of ansu; Freshman: Joan Wilson j
Camden. Cct. 25.
training with the 60th Infantry a daughter
Thomaston. The accident occurred j Helen Myrick, Lydia MacKinnon,! The message in “Isle O’Huts" by
Regiment, a unit of the battleTakash—At Chicago, Ill., Oct. 25.
Eleanor shields, Ann Stanley, Bar.! Edward A Meyer is very illuminatfamed 9th Infantry Division. Fort to Mr. and Mrs John J. Takash on Route 131 while the two were on
Lillion Grierson. inS and fells the story of governiheir way to the baseball game in bara Sawyer,
Dix, New Jersey. Prior to enter (Margaret Winslow), a son.
Daniels—At Concord. Mass., Oct Warren. He sustained a head injury. ! Elizabeth Mackie, Wayne Smith mental waste on the Island ol
ing the service April 17, 1949, Pri
Mr. Dolham was born in Warren i Claude Wiley, Stanley Stone, Ralpii Guam Mr. Meyer has produced evi
vate Griffin attended the Rockland 4 to Mr. and Mrs Edward Perry
Daniels. II, a son.—Edward Perry May 11, 1887, son of the late Er j Hupper, Ralph Cline. Paul Ander- dence to show that there is little
High School, and was employed by HI.
interest on the part of government
nest and Sarah (Robinson) Dol t son and Roy Swanson.
Leon White of Maverick street.
MARRIED
The faculty present were: Prtn- officials to put an end to such mis
ham. He had been an employe of
Dean-IIeald—At Rockland. Oct. the Georges River Woolen Mill for | cipal, Clayton M. Hunnewell. Mrs. management.
One year ago: Prof. Ralph Burns
It is important that all of us know
of Vinalhaven flew to Germany to 21, Arthur Forrest Dean and Rose 35 years Survivors are his wife. ■ Arnold Stanley and Arthur Frieder.
Marie Heald. both of Rockland—by
the inside of many government
serve as an education specialist.— Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
Lora (Jones) Dolham; two sisters
Cars said to have been owned j supported
projects. Mr
.Meye.
^Andrew Wyeth of Port Clyde won
Nash-Blake—At Rockland Oct 22 Mrs. George Stevens and Mrs
by
Adelbert
Smalley
and
Albert
worked
on
the
isle
and
thus
give.
second prize at Carnegie Institute Maynard Arthur Nash of Waldo Earle Moore and one brother,
Smith were in collision on Main1 first-hand information. The read—Ground was broken for the War boro and Fern Louise Blake of Charles Dolham; two step-sons
—by Rev. j. Charles Mac. Clayton and Raymond Littlehale street yesterday with no good to mg of this book should stir one to
Memorial on the Public Library Rockland.
Donald.
; either. Patrolman Clarence Perry exercise his right in making every
grounds.—Snow Marine Basin had
all of Warren.
j effort to see that those in author DIED
completed Quonset
building.—
Rev. Philip Palmer of Boston investigated.
IN MEMORIAM
*"*
m°neV
neCeSS‘tie
Robinson—At Camden, Oct 25. and Waldoboro will conduct funeral
Deaths: Rocklnnd
Mrs. George
In loving memory of Edith L. and that nien 8lve honest measure
Grover. 71; Warren, Charles G Harold Clifford Robinson, age 65 services Saturday at 2 p. m from
years. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock
< Maloney, who died Oct, 25. 1932.
in exchange for their pay.
Erickson, 70.
from Burpee Funeral Home. Ma the Flanders Funeral Home. Wal I Lovingly remembered by her
I According to the story of the
sonic Service, Rev. J Charles Mac doboro Interment will be in Leon
Fahter, Mother. Brother and author, this has not been so oil
One or two old Station Agent Donald officiating. Burial in Achorn ard cemetery, Warren.
!relatiVes-___________________ Guam
isle O'Huts"isan eyeStoves in fair condition, are wanted cemetery.
Hopkins—At Camden, Oct, 24,
4by John Meehan & Son. telephone
opener and should be read by evCARD OF THANKS
Lydia Eliza Hcpkins, aged 90 years
We wish to express our sincere
1 ery citizen of the United States,
21-W2, Rockland.
102-103
Littlehale—At Wilson's Mills, Oct. thanks and appreciation to our
i Signed) Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr.,
24, Marlene Ada, infant daughter many friends and relatives for the
. Pastor of Chestnut Street Baptist
of Marilyn Littlehale, Port Clyde kindness and sympathy shown us
AT
age 5 months, 25 days. Funeral during our recent bereavement;
Church.
Thursday at 3 p. m. from Port special thanks for the many beauSPRUCE
HEAD
Clyde Baptist Church. Interment tfiul flowers and to the people who
Read The Courier-Gazette
in South Parish Cemetery
EVERY SAT. NIGHT
kindly loaned their cars.
Dolham—At Cocper’s Mills Oct.
Mrs. Eva MacDonald, Mr and
STARTING OCT. 29
26, Lawrence R. Dolham bf Warren, Mrs Byton MacDonald.
102* lt
8.30-12.00 — Music by
age 62 years. 5 months, 15 days.
Funeral Saturday at 2 p. m. from
We have the best potatoes this
“PAPPY HOWARD ’
the Flanders' Funeral Heme, Wal year we have ever seen—Green
SALVATION ARMY
and the
doboro.
Interment
in
Leonard
9.00 to 12.00
Mail Orders Filled
Mountains,
U
S.
No.
1
Grade,
in

Cemetery, Warren.
MUSICAL MUTTS
SATURDAY.
OCT. 29
spected and approved. Handsome,
102-103
101*102
IN MEMORIAM
sound, top quality We urge you to
Mrs. Josephine M Grover
drive over and see these amazing
October 27. 1948
GOOD MATERIALS
potatoes — only $2.95 per 100
"Gone But Not Forgotten"
Sons and Daughters.
GOOD WORKMANSHIP 102* lt
pounds. We deliver free within
reasonable distance and at the dock
GOOD TASTE
araranuzraHJzrazjHrajzrajzraHJzr for island trade. Hillcrest, Route
It takes all three to make you
1, Warren.
99-104
proud of a good Monument. Let

DANCE

RUMMAGE SALE

Page Three
Found guilty on a new warrant,
on a charge of drunken driving,
Charles Ellis of Rockland appealed
and gave bail in the sum of $2JO
The complaint was brought m by
State Trooper Upton
• • • •
Jesse Havener and Jo aph Young
of Wall ojo.o we e .. ::-) guilty
Tuesday o. d.gging clains in the
restrict* 1 area on tiie
George
i ver
he night o.
.ct .4 They
were fined $1(5 and lost oi $1.8:
each Fine wa i s. en ed on pay
ment of co t. Coa t ; WardenMerle Lobuins a:. :
ona... ...kt
were the arresting, officers
Saturday, Oct 29, the da., es at
ihe Spruce Head Community Hal;
wifi be resumed. Due ii. nun- these
dances wto tempo: a.i.y disc-on.
itiiued but no.c a:e tanin a a il
with Nev. .lusi. an . u usual—th
popular prices.
1.2 It

The Courier-Gazette Re
states Its Policy On Ads
and Free Readers
The only way a newspaper can
five is to hate its income greater
han it expe . e •, and the operatnj ecs! of all newspapers at pres
ent is very high Cnly three sources
■1 in. ume ar- open to the averag'
i.ev. .aper subscriptions—job shop
nd advertising In ihe ease oi The
Cotirie:-Caz.-tte the advertising is
ronge t of the three.
As a lesul
advertising revenue
u t e ] r ..ee ed if the paper is
ii continue to terve the commun
ity. An important source of revenue
units from advertising dances,
ummage a'e-. tars, suppers and
the l.ke which raise mone\ by adm.-son, . i. e ;r idle tion. It has
.ng been '.he , ol'cy u. ih s n'ewsapei i g e :re? items, ipublcity

No obligation, of

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS
20 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 600

75-tf

Harvest Home
Fair and Supper

COMMUNITY BUILDING
APPLETON

WEDNESDAY. NOV. 2

Supper, 5-8 P. M„—Tickets, 50c
FAIR—ENTERTAINMENT
AUCTION
Don’t Forget—November 2
102-103

DAVIS

inuajzjajajjUBiBJZjafZJZjajziarajfa

FUNERAL HOMES

BEANO

Licensed Lady Embalmer

A NEW AND BETTER BEANO

Rockland Tel. 810

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

558 Main Street

At 7.30 P. M.

St. Bernard’s Church Hall

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

WILL do Laundry Work at my
home. TEL. 934-W.
102”lt
THREE Manchester Puppies for
sale, 3 months, old; weight when
fully grown, about 5 pounds. MRS.
J. D. AKERS, 138 Limerock St., citv
Tel. 1392.
102-104

meat

> LlU<«nyt |„v |y^y

Cop) Ad.e

'f y.ti . fa; .ily likes its meat—-and plenty of it—
then Perry's is the place to buy because our low
prices and close trimming cuts away bone and fat
before weighing- All government inspected and
graded.

Auspices Knights of Columbus
43-tf

rajaraaiaiaiarajiuamBrajzraizfaja

Dr. Perley R. Damon
WILL BE CLOSED
UNTIL
NOVEMBER 14

100-103

Have Your Car
Inspected
RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
KOCKLAND. ME.

i-tf

FRESH LITTLE PIG

A Whole Bird Cut for Fricassee,
Boiling or Braising

EXTRA TENDER—VERY DELICIOUS

WESTERN
Ih. 55c I STEAK,
SIRLOIN
lb. 49c CHUCK ROAST,

FRESHLY
HAMBURG,_
GROUND

BACON,

SUGAR (IKED
SLICED

NATIVE—GRADE A

SPINACH,

rajararajgJzrarajargfarzrgizraraizjEj

We Serve the BEST Food Money Can Buy.

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For All Chrysler Make Cars.
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
DeSoto
Also Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parts.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
82-tf

mow/
Christmas Cards

RED
RIPE

DOZEN

SWEET POTATOES, 4 lbs 27‘
BANANAS,
2 25*
CHEESE,

Ask Anybody.

102’lt

TOMATO

SMALL’S
ROCKLAND MF.

UPPER PARK STREET.

6 Lb. Ave.

Pork Chops

Chuck
Roast

37c

55c

39c

Large Native

Best Center
Cuts

Fowl

Smoked
Boneless

Hams

DEL MONTE

79c

Fancy Elberta

BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK.......................... lb.
RUMP STEAK ....................................................... lb.
SMOKED BONELESS HAMS, best center slices
FRESH BEEF TONGUES ................................. lb.
BACON SQUARES .............................................. lb.

Sirloin
Steak

Pot Roast

.

102*lt

property now!

(Don’t forget,

21z2 tin, 37c

MINCE MEAT.
CORNED BEEF,

have all

LIBBY'S

PIE CRUST MIX,
MUELLER’S MACARONI.

TOMATO JUICE

3 tins, 29c
IVORY FLAKES
Large Pkg.

marshmallows, Campfire,

NECCO JELLY BEANS,
NECCO BOSTON BAKED BEANS,

IVORY SNOW

Crisco.

The Courier-Gazette
Printing Department

28c

OXYDOL

DREFT

Large Pkg.

Large Pkg.

CAMAY SOAP
3 Reg. Cakes. 22c

28c
1 ib. tin 32c; 3 Ib. tin 87c

27c
— Ivory Soap,

MiMiMiMlMiMiMlMtMiaiMtMlM

Alfred C. Hocking. Supt.
102-104

DUZ

28c

JOHN MEEHAN & SON
TENANTS HARBOR

55c
29c
19c
19c

Large Pkg.

mooring stones with chain attached.

PHONES 21-W. ROCKLAND and 56-13

gallon
Ib.
8 oz. pkg.
8 oz. pkg.

Large Pkg.

Printed with Your Name.
Large Assortment of Modern,
Colorful Designs.

2 tins 29c
two 16-oz. pkgs. 33c

CIDER. Bessey’s

28c

sizes granite boat

2 Ib. jar 35c
12 oz. tin 43c

Dinner Size

Protect your

Better do the necessary work now

2 tins 25c
2 tins 29c
pkg. 21c
2 tins 27c
oz. bot. 26c
pkg. 32c

PURITAN

We have plenty of stone suitable

we

APPLE SAUCE,
OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY SAUCE
HERSHEY’S CHOCOLATE BITS,
FRANCO-AMERICAN SPAGHETTI,
LETTUCE LEAF SALAD OIL.
8
RITZ CRACKERS. N. B. C„
SOUTHERN MAID

for above purposes which we will deliver for hand

ling charges.

59<

VERY
SHARP

MAINE PACK

PEACHES

69c

59c

49c

.69
.79
.89
.49
.35

Top Round
Steak

Bottom Round

Winter storms will soon be here!

ORDER

We

2 pkBs- 29c
n>. 17c

CLEANED
CELLO PACK

TOMATOES,

Large Size

property and waterfront.

100-103

Treat your family this week-end.

are bringing MR. Pit; to you at prices that ar. well within your budget.

RIPE

This is the time to fix that dock—Fill in on your

Official Station 684

Fresh spareribs, fresh hams, young tender

loins, fresh pork, fresii pigs' feet and many other cuts.

GOLDEN

WHY NOT NOW!

ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT!

lb. 65c
lb. 45c

MR. PIG COMES TO TOWN:—This week at our meat counters you will find any choice of

cuts you like—Cut from native young tender pigs.

,eiafaraianjBrazfajeraiarafararaizjzJzrafBiaraJBieiBiaraiajaraiaiararc.

245 Main St., Rockland
Tel. 511

FOR ROASTING

FULLY TRIMMED READY FOR YOUR OVEN

Ride up and get a good hot Lobster or Oyster Stew.

45c

STANLEY’S
GARAGE

VEAL

SPECIAL DINNERS SUNDAYS

Lean, Boneless
Brisket

at

BONELESS—WASTELESS

45c lb.59c
FOWL
SHOULDERS lb.39c each 99c

After Our Vacation.

Corned
Beef

NOW

EATEBS

RIB ROAST

^ TOMATO SOUP

THE OFFICE OF

For social items in The Courier' izct.te. phone 1044. City.
59tf

z

Opens Again Friday, October 28

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY/

1O2*1M

/#) BIG

YORKIES IN CAMDEN

us help you.
course.

support) when requested to these
sales, fairs, etc., when advertise
ments are used in its columns.
This is a courtesy to advertisers
and an additional boost to the
venture.
It is obvious that only to such
ventures carrying paid advertising
can the courtesy of free advertising
be extended. These affairs are not
news, but money-making ventures,
ft is the definite policy of thi-i
newspaper to carry items concern
ing these ten tores on y when they
carry advertising n.atter in The
Courier-Gazette
This newspaper tries meticulously
to be lair to all concerned and it
iertainly would noi be fair to those
who use legitimate advertising If
free advertising is given those who
do not choose to use the advertisng support of its columns.

About Free Ads

In Municipal Court

ROCKLAND

2 large cakes 27c

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49
Miss Bertha Teague has returned
from a visit in Sanford, with Mrs.
Bert Day.
Mrs. Myra Teague has returned
from several weeks visit with
friends in Canaan. Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Hilton have
been guests of relatives in Cutler
Joseph Pellerin returned home
Monday from Bennington. Vt.,
where he passed the week-end with
his mother, Mrs. Jennie Marcoux.
and other relatives. Mrs Pellerin
passed the week-end in Portland,
with her sister, Mrs. W. D. Halpin.
Mrs. Idis Bracey flew Monday
from Portland to Albuquerque. N
M.. for a visit with her son-in-law
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs Allen
Dyer. Mrs. Bracey was overnight
guest Sunday of relatives in Fal
mouth Foresirfe.
Dr. John Bradbury of New York
City, speaker Monday at the open
ing Bible conference of a circuit,
at the Baptist Church here, defined
the church from the new Testament
by four points—as a commonwealth
bride, body and dwelling place.
Other churches represented were,
the First Baptist and Littlefield
Memorial of Rockland. Rockport
Camden, West, Rockport, Tenant's
Harbor, Thomaston and Owls Head.
Allen Payson, chief of the Cam
den fire department will give in
structions in fire fighting at 7 p
m., Thursday, at a meetnig of War
ren volunteer firemen, to be held
at the fire house Mr. Payson will
bring his miniature village to aid
in his talk.

SIMONTON CORNER
The Farm Bureau was well rep
resented at the annual meeting
Thursday in Camden
Mrs Alice Simonton and Mrs.
Lillian Simonton attended the Order
of Rainbow Constitution Wednes
day in Rockland
Mrs Kathryn Pound and .son
Darrell, Jr., spent Thursday in Cam
den With her sister. Mrs. Fred
Bartlett.
Mrs Alice Simonton was in Bath
Thursday
Mr. and Mrs Lester Shibles have
recently returned from a week's
trip in Canada. They visited sev
eral days with Mrs Shibles' sister
and brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs.
Carleton Fisher, in St. John and
returned via Aroostook County
Mrs. Alice Simonton and Ray
mond Simonton of Harbor Light
Chapter, O.ES.. Rockport, are to be
guest offlcers Wednesday at Grace
Chapter, OES, Thomaston.
Mr and Mrs. Howard Simonton
and daughter Sarah spent the
week-end in Burlington.
Mrs. Mildred Stone of Camden
and daughter, Mrs. Helen Gay. of
Stoneham. Mass., were callers Sat
urday at Mr. and Mrs. Herbert

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning
Speedometer Repair Work On
All Chrysler Make Cara

Nelson Bros. Garage
515 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf

TRADE

Alexander's.
The children are looking forward
to the Halloween Party Friday
night at the Community Building.
Mr. and Mrs. Darell Pound and
family, Mr and Mrs. Fred Bartlett
of Camden spent the week-end at
the home of Mr and Mrs. Guy
Annis, while they toured Canada.
Bill Annis, who is attending the
U. of M. spent the week-end with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Annis.
Mr. and Mrs Sam LeClair of
Portland were week-end guests of
Mr and Mrs. Henry Carver.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Carver at
tended a family gathering Sunday
in Appleton.
Mrs. Gordon Cash entertained
the 4-H Club boys Saturday at her
heme. G rls were invited. They
were well entertained with gamess
and music.
Refreshments were
served. These present were: Rich
ard Cash. Byron Haining, Ralph
Miller Howard Simonton. Herbert
Annis. David Pound. Kenneth Mor
ton, John Annis. Jr., Dcnna Mor
ton. Judith Rhodes. Arlene Magee,
Gail Alexander and Candace Alex
ander.
Mrs Mary Ccle of Portland was
week-end guest of her daughter
and son-in-law, Mr and Mrs. Har
vey Simonton.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jameson
recently visited their daughter and
son-in-law. Mr and Mrs Arnold
Swanson in Hooksett, N. H.. their
son. Lloyd Jameson in Hanover.
N H . also friends in Vermont

SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs Gilbert Peaks of
Weston, Mass., spent the past week
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
James Robbins and other relatives
and friends here.
Mr. and Mrs Homer Clark cf
West Uptcn Mass., were guests the
past week of Mr. and Mrs Allaine
Adams.
Mr. and Mrs Albert Bardsley. Jr.,
and sen Billy dined recently with
Dr. and Mrs. John Woodward in
Orono in observance of Dr Wood
ward's birthday.
Mrs. Nellie Marriner and Mr. and
Mrs Manley Gocdale and daughter
Helen of East Vassalboro and Mrs.
Morrisette of North Vassalboro vis
ited Sunday with Mrs. Etta Marri
ner and George Lawry.
Mr and Mrs Albert Bardsley. Jr.,
and son Billy of Orcno were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs Albert
Bardsley, Sr
Neighborhood Grange met Oct.
20 with Victor Grange
Visitors
were present from Grand View,
Equity, Tranquility and Mystic
Granges—a total attendance of 87.
A fine program was enjoyed and
dancing followed the meeting with
music by the Neighborhood orches
tra. Supper was served
Mrs. Albert Bardsley, Sr, was
host recently at a party at her
home. Mrs Bernice Mahoney of
Lincolnville gave a demonstration
of housewares.
A surprise Halloween party was
given Friday for Mrs Minerva
Packard at her home by members
of Rosewood Chapetr, O.E.S. The
guests numbered 25
New cider,
doughnuts and cookies were served.
The W.S.C.S met Oct. 18 at the
A harvest basket laden
vestry.
with vegetables, fruit and canned
goods was presented to the pastor,
Rev. J. Clarke Colltnd The new
coffee dripolator, recently bought
for futue use, was on display. A
decorated cake and autographed
card were presented to the vice
president. Mrs Caroline Adams, in
observance of her birthday. Re

freshments were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. Josephine Adams,
assisted by Mrs. Mina Bardsley and
Mrs, Elmore Payson.
Robert and Maurice Smith, who
resided with their uncle, Ira Pack,
ard, for the past four years, arc
enioute to Los Angeles by bus
where they will make their home
with their mother. They were ac
compan ed by their sister. Miss Hildred Smith.
Parent-Teacher Association met ’
Friday at the Village schoolhouse.
Chairmen appointed were: Budget.
Mr. ahd Mrs. Maynard Marriner:
program. Mrs. Riley; sales, Mrs
Berdena Wnig; project, Mrs Louise
Robbins: membership. Mrs. Shirley
Cunningham; publicity, Mrs Helen
Stearns. Officers are: President,
Mrs. Harleth Davis treasurer, Mrs.
Thedma Ratten; secretary, Donald
Allgrove.
Donald Allgrove, teacher of the
6th, 7th, 8th grades reports for first
six weeks of the Fall term of the
Village school, those on the scholas
tic honor roll are: Ann Marriner,1
Daniel Knight, Harold McAnley and
Sandy Carman. On the attendance
honor roll are Norman Gerrish.
Benjamin Hemenway, Faith Harrimn, Berth Cushman, Howard
Keene. Ann Marriner, Earl Bowles.
Mildred Thomas, Helen Leadbetter,
Douglas Wilson, Murdock Ratten.
Annie Leadbetter, Dan el Knight
and Ruth Cushman
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Roberts
and daughter of Gardiner were vis
itors Sunday at the home of Mrs.
Minerva Packard and Mr. and Mrs
Iva Packard.
Quantabacook Lodge, FAM., held
its annual installation of offlcers
Saturday, when R.S. John Levenseller assisted by Albert Bardsley,
Sr., as grand chaplain, Aubrey Fui.
ler as grand marshal and Ira Bry
ant as grand organist installed
officers. W. M„ Irving S. Berry; S
W . Samuel H. Payson; J. W.. Wes
ley V. Tibbetts; treasurer, Hiram
R Dave; secretary, Albert Bards
ley. Sr.; chaplain. Emery I. Clem
ent marshal, Irving R Jackson; S.
D., Morgan W Hastings; J. D.
Earl T bbetts; S S„ Royal I. Wood
bury: J S., Donald C. Allgrove;
tiler. Don E. Lucas. The entertain
ment. which was in charge of R
W Hiram Davis, included songs and
duet by Loren Potter and Hazel
Flanders, stories by Les Merrit hew.
readings by Mrs. Sabra Baker,
songs by Eddie Dyer, and moving
pictures by Charles White. Sup
per was served to 150 members and
guests. The next meeting will be
Nov. 5.
A Halloween festival followed,
wiht guests and families of the
members enjoying the games and
supper. Visitors from Rockport.
Liberty and Belfast were also pres
ent. Next meeting will be Nov. 11

BUILDING AND LOT
TO BE SOLD

Knox County Members Fig Ruth Sturgis Of Portland
Delivers Interesting Talk
ure As Alternates To the
In Warren Church
General Court
The Maine Chapter Daughters of
Founders and Patriots of America
met with Mrs. James Patterson, 710
Highland avenue South Portland
on the 22d with Mrs Horace 3.
Crosby of Portland, president pre
siding. An excellent luncheon was
served by the hostess, after which
there was a brief business meeting,
at which time a delegate, in addi
tion to the president and vice pres
ident and alternates were chosen,
to general court
Mrs, Leroy Fogg Hussey, of Au
gusta, was chosen delegate to the
annual General Court held in
Washington, D. C., in April. Her
alternate is Mrs Charles B. Rose,
of Tenant's Harbor; and Mrs. Ar
thur Haines, Rockland Alternates
to the president is Mrs. James
Patterson. South Portland; and
Mrs. Oscar Loo. Jonesport; Mrs.
Joshua N. Southard, Rockland, is
the vice president; her alternate is
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett and Mrs Oli
ver L. Hall, Hampden.
The Maine Chapter has a mem
bership of 33, scattered all over thq
state and elsewhere in the United
States, all being Maine women.
The junior past president, Mrs.
T Kelsey Edes, of Dexter, was ill
and unable to be present; a card of
sympathy was sent to her together
with her past-president's ribbon,
to be worn at meetings of the So
ciety at all times.
This national society was founded
June 7, 1898. and incorporated
June 14, 1898. Membership is a val
uable asset, since its requirements
are unique among Societies, for this
Society together with its other ob
jects, is aiming at obtaining a com
plete history of all the men who
came to this country in early Col
onial days and assisted in the
founding of this country, and
whose direct descendants bearing
their own names, remained and as
sisted in establishing the Republic
and are represented today by mem
bers of our Society.
The next meeting in May 1959
will be with Mrs. L. F. Hussey, 29
Bangor street, Augusta, with Mrs
Herbert Foster, Winthrop, assisting
Present Saturday were: Mrs. Ho
race B. Crosby. Portland; Mrs.
James Patterson, Portland; Mrs.
Edwin Stockton Cox, Portland;
Mrs. Ernest Odell, Farmington;
Mrs Harry F. Newman, Farmington; Mrs. Early Richardson, Bruns
wick; Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Rock
land; Mrs. J N. Southard, Rock
land; Mrs Arthur Haines, Rockland
Miss Marion Weidman. Rockport;
Mrs. Leroy F. Hussey, Augusta;
Mrs. Herbert Foster.Winthrop.

Read The Courier-Gazette
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At a special Town Meeting
held at the Town House, Union,
Maine, Oct. 10, 1949. The in
habitants of Union, Maine, au
thorized the selectmen to sell a
building and lot. located near
the town house and known as
the James Griffin Cider-mill, to
the highest bidder.
Sealed bids will be received
jy them for this property until
Monday Nov. 7th, 1949, 7 P M.
E. A, Matthews,

J. R. Danforth.
L. F. Barker,
Selectmen.

102-105

SUP FOR GRIP!

Get Winter Traction Tires

good/Vear

“The GoodOid Days”

Delegates Named

WOO//

Be safer in mud, snow, slush with

STUDDED SURE-GRIP
TIRES

Personalize
With Your Name
Choose today from our tre
mendous selection of beautiful
Christmas cards. Religious, sen
timental. traditional, humorous,
historir cards in all pricr ranges.
Come in early and scleet while
our collection is full and com
plete.

The Courier-Gazette
Printing Department

EVERY USED CAR

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 18 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called i. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ada.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.

ESTATE Heatrola for sale. No. 72,
Miss Ruth L. Sturgis of Portland,
wood or coal. TEL. UNION 28.
head of the English department of
,______________________ 102*104
Portland High School, presented a
SWEET Cider, fresh from the
delightfully entertaining and in
press daily; McIntosh Apples;
Johnson Dry beans; Fall vegetables
formative talk on “The Good Old
for sale, at the STILES FARM,
Days,'' Friday night at the Congre
Camden Road, Rockport.
Tel.
256-W1.
101-103
gational Auditorium. In her more
or less informal method of delivery
GLENWOOD, small white range
with oil burner, watercoil and
Miss Sturgis touched on outstand
grates. Used 3 years. Reasonable.
ing events of the history of the city
TEL. WARREN, 18-11
102-104
of Portland, many of them taken
GLENWOOD C Kitchen Range
from family diaries in her possess
with Lynn oil burner. Excellent
ion. She poined out that John Smith
TO LET
condition. Reasonable for quick
had come into Portland Harbor in
MAN'S Wallet lost in the vicin sale. ALFRED FREDETTE Tel.
APARTMENT in Camden to let,
367-W1.
101*103
1614, the longed looked for visitors five rooms, pantry, shed, nice cellar ity of Thomaston street on Monday
of traveling ministers, for whom and flush. Downstairs. Nice and morning. Conains valuable papers.
BALED Hay and nice Winter
the burial services, marriages and sunny. No objection to children. Finder please contact THOMAS Squash for sale. NEIL RUSSELL.
GROSS.
Valley
View
street,
or
Tel
PHONE 2952,
christenings were saved, the start Soon available.
Tel. 408, Lake Ave., City
101-103
102* lt
102-194 1292.
of the first church in 1669, of ar. Camden.
WOMEN, 825.00 reward, in quality
NOTICE Is hereby given of the merchandise from our brand new
THREE-ROOM Furnished Apart
actual housing shortage in Portland
ment to let, private bath, heat and loss of deposit book number 10570 catalog. Run clubs among friends
years ago, of blue laws.
furnished. Call at 100 UNION and the owner of said book asks for and co-workers. It’s the easy mod
Being a teacher she also pointed lights
ST.
101*103 duplicate in accordance with the ern way to get those things you
out events of interest in the begin-I
provisions of the State Law. KNOX want for your home without spend
FURNISHED
four-room
Apart COUNTY TRUST CO., by Lendon ing money. Extra valuable premi
nlngs of education in Portland.
ment with bath and garage to let. Jackson, Treas., Rockland Branch. ums for members. For new, free
Reading from a diary the audience; Available Nov. 1 through to June
Rockland, Me.. Oct. 27, 1949
catalog write AMERICAN HOMES
learned of the tough Winter of 1737 30 204 Rankin St. TEL. 122-W.
102-Th-108 CLUB PLAN, Dept.. 21, Bangor,
101*102
when the ground froze to the un
101-102
PAIR of Girl’s Glasses lost in the Maine.
usual depth of four feet. Snow in I THREE-ROOM partly furnished
CHROMIUM Stroller and Carrier
vicinity of the Quality Shop
April that year was five and one Apartment to let, hot and cold Cloudy gray frames with the name for sale, practically new, 817. TEL.
water. TEL 276-M.
191*103 Rio engraved on frame. ALBERT VINALHAVEN 114-5.
half feet in depth.
101*103
101*102
Miss Sturgis devoted the finai TWO-ROOM Furnished Apart QUINN. Tel. 257-W3.
PURE Extract Honey for sale, at
half of her talk to a display of ment, private bath, $10.00 week.
$1.60, 5 pound can in first zone.
TYLER S. DAVIS. Union. ,101*106
Tel.
some valuable old costumes, many CHAMPLIN, 2 Orange St
100-102
PIGS and Shoats. MASON JOHN
of them complete with accessories, 1315-M.
WINE covered Davenola; Magic SON, West Meadow Rd.. City. Tel.
and including children's as well as
Large Front Rcom with steam
Chief
four-burner
Gas
Range,
ivory
101*103
adults clothing of many periods. A heat, to let one person or couple. and green, with oven and broiler; 553-R.
100‘102
NORGE Oil Burner, with two oil
graduation gown of 1853, rated high TEL. 269-W, after 6 p m.
also cottage Crawford Kitchen
drums for sale. TEL. 176-W
attention, and many of the lovely FRONT Room to let. light house Range with oil burner and stand,
101*103
keeping. kitchen privileges. MRS.
old shawls shown were imported ROLAND SUKEFORTH, 31 Ocean in good condition, for sale. Price
TWO year old Shropshire Ram
reasonable. TEL. 13C6-M, 35 Ocean
years ago by Miss Sturgis's rela St. Tel. 561-M.
100*10? street.
102* lt for sale RAYMOND GENTHNER,
tives. with the addition of much
Rockville. Tel. 813-W2.
100*102
FURNISHED Apt., 2 rooms to lei;
TWO Storm Windows for sale,
humor, and the ability to practi steam heated, hot water, private
HUNTER'S
Trip
Insurance.
Ex^
51x31 inches, one light below, two
cally act out many of her stories, bath, electric kitchen 67 TALBOT above; also three wood-slat Vene ample: 10 days $10,000 for death,
101-103 tian Blinds, all in excellent condi- $500 for medical, premium 85 40.
she was greatly enjoyed by all who AVE.
FURNISHED APTS.
t ons. Blinds 54x32 and 36x32. Other examples quoted on request.
heard her.
Two
Apts.,
2
large
rooms,
newly
ivory.
PHONE 1593, city
102*103 S. A. LAVENDER. Thomaston. Tel.
She wore a gown of the vintage
369.
99-103
furnished, has electric range, with
1853, and in keeping with the af bath, heated: both on front of
POWER Wood Sawing Unit with
LONG Slabs, $6 load; dry sawed,
pcwer pulley adapter and governor approx. 1 cord, $8; jumbo load, 810.
fair, the ushers ,Mrs. Jefferson house.
Kimball, Mrs. Edwin Boggs, and One Apt., large room with- toilet, for sale. F. M. RIDER, Rockport. Delivered. WM A. HEATH. Tel.
Maine
102*104 Warren, 32-5.
0U*103
Mrs. Michael Halligan wore cos has cook stove for heat.
One
Apt.,
4
rooms
with
toilet,
REAL ESTATE
tumes of an earlier year.
cook stove heat.
1. Cape Cod Colonial, 3 fireplaces,
The program was prefaced by a Tel. 8060, V. F. STUDLEY. or call town
water, 8 rooms, $5500
fifteen minute period of organ mu to see my caretaker, 77 Park St.,
2. Seashore Home in Owl's Head,
Mrs.
Henry
Miner.
82tf
sic, played by Mrs. David Oxton.
moderrt conveniences, year 'round
with well planned selections, excel, ROOMS. Board by day or week; location. Priced under $3000.
WBBBER'S INN Tei 34O-*. Thomas
Rockland City Homes, priced We have the latest patterns and
lently rendered.
ton
3tf
from $$3260 to $12,000. A home for designs in such name brands aa
The speaker of the evening wa'
every income.
• ARMSTRONG
introduced by Mrs Fred Perkins,
If you want action in selling your
• CONGOLEUM-NAIRN
• BIRD'S
home, just phone 551-42.
Jr„ president of the Warren Wom
TYPING to do at home or in an
• SLOANE-BLABON
EDWARD W. COFFIN,
an's Club, sponsor of the talk.
office wanted. TEL 256-Wl.
Inlaid Linoleum
Owl's Head
102-104
Rubber, Asphalt Tile
102-105
EAST FRIENDSHIP
All installations are Guaranteed
STORM Windows wanted 31x66.
FOR SALE
Satisfactory
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mullen were TEL. 763-J after 6 p. m.
102*103
For $4000 you can own a Home Let us give you an estimate on
in Augusta Sunday, dinner guests of
ELDERLY Lady wanted, to board. that appears structurally sound.
your floors.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McCausland. AGNES HALL Tel. Warren 57-11. Yes this house needs attention.
TEL. 939
101-103
A
2-family
House,
South
End,
for
George Doe is a patient at Knox
United Home Supply Co.
BABY wanted, to board, chile $5500.
Hospital. Rockland.
Rockport nicely located property
Where Willow and Rankin
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Anderson are under two preferred 13 BUNKER for $6000.
101*102
Streets Meet
visiting relatives in Massachusetts ST . City.
Thanks for reading
579 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
DRESSMAKING and Alterations,
FREEMAN S YOUNG,
and New Hampshire
92-T&TH-tf
also Tailoring on men's clothes.
A shooting match was held at MRS. ELVA BLACK, 15 Myrtle St. 163 Main St. Tel. 730 Rockland, Mc.
102-lt
the Austin Havener place Sunday Tel. 1426-J.
100*102
CLEAN, Dry Slabwood. sawed
NEW ABC Oil Burner, for sale,
with a big crowd attending.
PIANOS and House Organs tuned, never used, $40; 15 GAY ST., City. stove length, $10 for jumbo cord
Ernest Nord of Rockland has re $4.00. Pipe Organs tuned, $50. JOHN
102*lt load No delay, simply call HELLCREST, Warren, Tel. 35-41 for fast
turned home after visiting his HUBBS, 69 Park St Tel. 199-M.
BROODER
Stoves
(3);
Buck
 delivery.
96tf
97*102
brother. Frederick.
eye 120 A size, excellent condition;
SAWED
Dry
Slab
Wood
for
sale.
Sheep
—
Hampshires
flock
of
31,
for
Miss Sallie Emery has returned
sale; also hay priced low for quick Free delivery, $8, approximately
to her work at Al's Beauty Salon
sale. TEL. 387-W1
102*104 one cord. TEL. WARREN 32-22.
I
WILL
Buy
after a two week’s vacation spent
___________________________ 100*103
CRAWFORD
Range
with
oil
1st and 2d Mortgages
at New Jersey, Portland and East
POTTED
Hardy Chrysanthe
burner and hot water coil, for sale.
Friendship.
On Real Estate
Inquire 72 MECHANIC ST.. City. mums,. 50c, 75c, $1.00; Fine Tulip
Mrs. Jennie Teel and Mrs. Ber
102'104 Bulbs, $1.00 per doz.. Cut Flowers
and
Potted
Plants.
DEAN'S
"UNCLE BEN"
tha Stone of Port Clyde have been
GREENHOUSE, 325 Old County
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette Road,
vacationing at the Doral Farm. 12 Myrtle St., Rockland. Me.
City. Tel. 348-J.
96*103
Their guests were Stanley Stone
Tel. 670
DRY Hard Wood, Lumber Spruce
and children, Albert Stone, Mrs
Laths, for sale. ED. WOTTON, In
87-tf
graham Hill. Tel. 1388-M. S9*103
Donna Tripp and son, Mrs Stella
WE want to buy all kinds cf
BICYCLES bought, sold and
STOVE length Dry Slabs, dellvAnderson. Mrs. Marguerite Har
scrap iron and metal, motors, ma
mon, Miss Kathy Anerson and chinery, batteries and rags. High- traded; repaired, painted like new. ered, large load, approx. 2 cords,
RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott $19, small load $10. Hardwood sawed
Miss Glenn Teel.
j est prices w 11 be paid for these St., City.
93*Th*102 as desired.
LELAND TURNER.
j items. MORRIS GORDON Jfe SON,
Tel. 406-J, after 5 pm.
64tf
CHIMNEYS
cleaned
and
re

6 T St. Tel. 388-W. Rockland.
paired.
Prompt
service,
years
of
CITY
Service
Range
and
Furnace
94tf
experience, go anywhere, including Oil; del. anywhere in Rockland,
ANTIQUES. Olua. Chin*. Furniture, out of town. ALBERT E. GROVER, Thomaston, Warren; prompt and
*/OIH THI
old Paintings, etc., wanted
CARL E.
FREEMAN. Glen Ooze Tel. Rockland 4 Warren St., City. Tel. 1030-W. courteous service. Tel. 406-J. L.
OPPORTUNITY'
109
111
101-103 R. TURNER, Old County Road,
oR/ve
DO your Fall plowing now. No City.______________ ___________ 86hf
job too big or too small. Phone DRY Hardwood, first grade for sale,
408, NEIL RUSSELL, Rockland, mostly maple. Stove length, $18
Will Pay Cash Lake
Ave.
101-103 per cord. HILLCREST, Tel. Warren
WVESTIN US.SAVM6S
36-34.
»itf
LEARN
DENTAL
ASSISTING
for real estate no matter where lo
Instruction. Train for a place in
VEGETTABLES, wholesale and re
Lessons tail.
Cabbage, squash, potatoes
cated or in what condition. If priced this fascinating field.
come to you by mail, followed by and Turnip, for Winter storage.
right will make cash bid and pass short resident training. Write for CURRY & BOWLEY, head of Tal
83tf
Free information abcut this well- bot Avenue.
papers at once.
paid field. WAYNE SCHOOL, INC., STEEL Rails SO I ba., several thousand
care The Courier-Gazette. 101*102 feet for sale. Good for boat railways
or lumber yard to atack lumber. JOHN
"UNCLE BEN"
MEEHAN Sc SON, Clark Island. Tel.
We Carry Name Brands
Rockland 21-W3. A. O. Hocklna, Ten
ant's Harbor. Tel. M-13.
35tf
12 MYRTLE ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
such as:

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
GOODYEAR

TIRES

470 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 677

GUARANTEED
A 90 day guarantee is attached
to the good Used Cars we sellPlenty of cars—all makes. Fast
turnover. Just the car you want.

DREWETT’S GARAGE
Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Service

WARREN, ME.
TEL. 33-1

48-tf

p

Want New Smooth
Floors?

WANTED

YOUR FLOORS
Can Look Like New!

Tel. 470

* CONGOLEUM-NAIRN
* SL0ANE BLABON
* ARMSTRONG

87-tf

We Guarantee All Installations.
Let us give you an estimate
on your floors.

Meredith
Furniture Co.

T ABUTS
A

modern, medi-1
cally-sound treat- ’
ment that gets
real results

Pin1orms

TEL. 1425
313 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

Time to have your car
Inspected!

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP
Our men arc qualified through knowledge and M years oi
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, lo Automotive
and Marine Service. Let ns serve your Machine Shop Require
ments. Come In especially and aee our New Large Stationary
Crank Shaft Regrlndcr.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
586 MAIN ST.,

a
*

FOR SALE

“Now Is The Hour”
Liberal Allowance for your old tires!
Get set for Safety . . . Stop in Todayl

<4

LOST AND FOUND

* BIRD’S

WE SELL IS

ROUTE 1,

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE '
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

LATE
International
Pickup
Truck (1937) for sale. Five good
tires, good running condition 8275.
HOMER RUSSELL, East Friend
ship, Me
10B*lt

MISCELLANEOUS

We’ve
Christinas
Cards Galore

— Be safer on wet roads with

ALL-WEATHER TREAD
TIRES

FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL 24
70-tf

BUYERS
ATTENTION!!!

Note These Two Values!
A. 25 Acres of Land on Route
1. Fine view of Penobscot Bay
and Islands. An Ideal spot for
Cabins. Only $25M.

B. Large Apartment House In
Rockland. Good location. Sound
business proposition. Ask us the
price.
Listings wanted on all types
of real estate and businesses. I
have buyers ready to buy. So
list your property with me.

Stop in Now—Today
and let us check your car.

Fireproof Gara ge Co.
WINTER ST., ROCKLAND, ME
TEL. 889
92-tf

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.
HOSMER POND ROAD

PHONE 8537.

CAMDEN
a-tf

WASHING Machine and Wringer Roll
Repairing Pick up and deliver. Tel
<77, Rockland. BITLER OAR * BOMB

13M

8OPPLT.

GRANITE LIVES FOBEVEB

'

Staoa,

Stone Walks, nagging, Well
Paving. Property Markers, Honor Rolls,
Pier Stone. Outdoor Fireplaces, Rip Rap
for Breakwaters and Piers, Boa* Mow
ings and Chain, Culvert Stone.
"BVBRYTHJNO IN GRANITW
BUILDING STONE
JOHN MEEHAN A SOE
Clark Island, Me.

Tel. Rockland M-W3
A. O. Hocking

Tel. Tenant's Barber M-M
________________4-tf
CONCRETE Products for sale_Burial vaults, septic tanks, building posts,

outside concrete work, sir compressor
work. ROBERT O. BURNS. TeL MM.

WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS

ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND/ MR.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Rae, Jr., pianist, Marion Woodcock.
Mrs. Elmer Simmers returned
Saturday from a visit with friends
in Portland and Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Kendall Hatch, son Fred and
daughter Susan of Cape Elizabeth
arrived Tuesday and are visiting
Mr. Hatch's grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs
Hollis Knowlton and family re
turned Tuesday to Camden after
spending the week-end with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn
Knowlton.
Sigvard Beckman and son John
Beckman have returned from Wis
consin, where they have had em
ployment.
Miss Antonette Villamier of Oak
Hill is guest of Dr. and Mrs. Cam
eron Rae.
Parent-Teacher Association met

VINALHAVEN
MRS. OSCAR LANE
Correspondent

Telephone 85
A teachers meeting of Union
Church Sunday School was held
^Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Ruth Loveless and she was ap
pointed superintendent.
Pupils of the Junior and Inter
mediate department
of Union
Church will hold a Halloween party
Monday night at’ the vestry.
Officers elected Sunday night at
Fellowship meeting were: Presi
dent, Priscilla Carlsen; vice presi
dent, Doris Dyer; secretary, Phyl
lis Robertson; treasurer, Cameron

Monday night at Fireman's Hall.
Attendance was 25, and seven guests
also several new members were ad
mitted. President Mrs. Eleanor Con
way was in charge of the meeting.
Miss Edith Grimes gave a talk on
lunches in Maine schools and Mrs.
Margaret Hood talked on lunches
in Indian and Negro schools in
New Mexico.
Recent guests at Down Easter
Inn: J. J. Donovan, Boston; Robert
Pike, South Portland; Leon Stin
son and L, S. Poland, Adin Hop
kins, Camden; Arthur Nelson, Win
terport; U. N. Loud, Brewer; George
Perry, Bath; T. G. Langer, Man
chester, N. H.; Joseph Leavitt, Au
gusta; Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bar
nard, Cambridge, Mass.; Mrs. Ada
McConnell, Rockland.
Oris Norwood returned Monday

to Worcester, Mass., having visited
his grandfather, Ernest Norwood
who is ill at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Oakes were
given a pleasant surprise Saturday
night, by Mr. and Mrs. John Beck
man at their home. The occasion
was in honor of the 23d wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Oakes.
A group of relatives and friends
were present and luncheon includ
ed a large decorated birthday cake
made by Gary Oakes A social eve
ning was enjoyed and Mr. and Mrs.
Oakes were recipients of nice gifts
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Roberts re
turned Saturday from Rockland.

UNION
MRS. CHARLOTTE HAWES
Correspondent

•

Telephone 2-21

R. E. Thurston leaves for Boston
today, accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Goss.
Miss Jane Stanford, a student
at Kent's Hill will spend the week
end with Mrs R. E. Thurston.
Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes and daugh
ters Marilyn and Carol visited with
his sister and brother-in-law^, Mr.

NORTH HAVEN
New Hampshire.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Maiden and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brown an
Victor Prescott returned home nounce the birth Oct. 24 of a daugh
Tuesday from a tour of Maine and ter.

and Mrs. Colby Messer. Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Burgess, Mrs. Frank
Burgess and Mrs Bliss Fuller were
in Bangor Friday. Miss Eva Burgess
of Orono returned home with them
to spend the week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Grevis Payson at
tended the Ladies' Night, dinner
and ball at Kora Shrine Temple.
Lewiston, last Friday night.
The Legion and Auxiliary are
entertaining friends at a Hallcween
party Sunday nignt. A bus will
leave the Legion hall at 8 p. m.
destination, the "Haunted House."
Arthur Bowley of Braintree,
Mass., called recently on Merle
Messer
Mrs. Ernest Cramer. Mrs. Clinton
Cramer and son Miles spent Satur
day in Portland.

w

SWISS

LARGE
PARKING SPACE

Maine Harvest Week
Proclaimed by Gov. Frederick G. Payne
Oct. 30 Through Nov. 5

FRESH NEW PACK

NATIVE BROOKSIDE GRADE A

lunnvd Fruits

Blueberries

Fruit Salad

FIVE DELICIOUS FRUITS
IN HEAVY SYRUP

itff wl I
Finast Peas
Finast Beets

3 t

□I
1

2

□
C
□ |

CAN

*)nc
Zx

17-OZ
CAN

29c

i's-oz

TENDER
MEDIUM SIZE

SHOESTRING STYLE

20-OZ
CAN

19c

20-oz
CANS

33c

oz

r*c
Z)

2
2

JARS

20-OZ
CANS

3□

ZX

Hrrrut ttviliuiioiis
C* C

I UI1O r ISll

SOLID
PACK

White Tuna

7-OZ
CAN

FLAVORFUL
ALASKA

Pink Salmon

TIMBERLAKE
SOLID PACK

Asparagus

Prune Plums

30-OZ
CAN

| QC

Richmond Pork and Beans
Libby's Corned Beef

READY TO
SERVE

10c
12-OZ
CAN

45c

LARGE
CRISP

Sour Dill Pickles

1-LB

Blue Rose Rice

FANCY

£ 30c

ALWAYS FRESH

'Answer next time)
RICHMOND NEW PACK

Cut Green

A
2

Cut Wax

A

19-OZ 0CC
CANS 45

19-OZ qaC
£ CANS JO

FINAST YORK STATE

APPLESAUCE
20-OZ

2

CANS

EC
JUX

PORK LOINS

oz

EDUCATOR SALTINES

18

FRESH FOWL

20

FRESH NATIVE BROILERS OR FRYERS

24

1 25

CHICKENS

29

So

Shoulders

lb

45c Rib Roast

SMOKED LEAN REGULAR STYLE

Shoulders

lb

Bacon

lb

Mackerel

lb

59c

ROCKLAND

59c Frankfurts

I Plump for Stewing

lb

MAINE

55c

__

Doughnuts

Pilgrim Hard Candies

25c OystersPt 69‘ Halibut u> 59‘

4

Visit
First National's
Completely Remodeled

8

Denotations Filled
With Candy

Ar

Zx

APPLE

McIntosh

CIDER

CORTLAND

Hallowe'en Favorite
ViCAL
JUC

35‘

DELICIOUS

JUC

NATIVE FIRM GREEN

TENDER BABY GREEN

ORANGE JUICE
Highly Concentrated—Makes 1 '

EA

NEW CROP CAPE

99<

NATIVE TENDER SWEET

Beets

2

bchs

HANS M- GARDEN FRESH

Spinach

CELLO
PKG

CELLO
PKC

¥

FANCY MAINE WHITE

13
1 I—C

I

Potatoes

£GB’P9

CRISP NATIVE PASCAL

Celery

CELLO •» JC
PKG

Z3

Pints of Fresh Juica
2-OZ AfC
PKG J J

Snow Crop

2&&49c

SNOW WHITE

Cauliflower

High Quality
Long Lasting

LBS

CRANBERRIES

BELLEVIEW

BROOMS

VEGETABLES

Lima Beans

LBS

CABBAGE

QUICK-FROZEN FOOD

43c

Tomorrow"

CAL

ANNUAL FALL SALE

Asparagus

"As Modern As

FANCY MAINE ALL PURPOSE

FANCY MAINE FOR EATING
EA

3-LB
JAR

35c

SUPERMARKET

ANCY MAINE FOR COOKING

for garden

ALL GREEN SPEARS

'25c

Ji

New Modern

PLAIN OR SUGARED

Hallowe'en Novelty Candies

_

t Ocean Fresh Eastern

NATIONAL APPIEN^

NEW FALL PACK

Minute Maid 2 ™55c

Prices

effective at First National Super Markets in this vicinity.

F,RST

r

4S

1W

4&

49

Prices subject to market fluctuations.

NATIONAL

1ST ORES

SelfService
Meats
Ho More Waiting

55

59

sfi

FANCY SKINLESS—TENDER

Hallowe'en Suggestions
Ice wl*eain

IS

FRESH GROUND LEAN BEEF

45c Hamburg

SLICED LEAN RINDLESS

331 MAIN ST.

5b

ii

19
'SjS 22
vivi
2b

27 - 2&

il

1 34

42

w
45

J

4b 47

50

51

53

52

69c

12

lb

Ml

HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF

II

39

40

> 49‘

LAMB FORES

IO

9

& 37

.

BONED AND ROLLED IF DESIRED

8

7

31

33

> 59‘

COOKED HAMS

b

21

MILD SUGAR CUREp WHOLE OR EITHER HALF

In Heavy Syrup

■"J

5

17

29-OZ
CAN

PT
PKG

4

NATIVE TENDER

CRISP ANO THIN

Pumpkin
Center of Orange Pineapple

3

15

Large Ocean Fresh

Finast California Bartlett

LB

2

14

FRESH MEATY PORK ROAST

CRANBERRY
SAUCE
16*1 Qc
CANS JtX

2

1

CELLO

BROOKSIDE HOLIDAY TREAT ROLL
I
Choeolote ond Vanilla With

The isflower
for the month of Febj ruary
the violet.

FANCY FRESH—RIB OR CHINE END

PEARS
SUNSHINE ho CRACKERS

furnished by Mrs. Aubyne Hawes,
Mrs. Christine Barker, Mrs. Edith
Bowes, Mrs. Agnes Creighton, Mrs.
Ethel Creighton ano Mrs. Dorcas
Thurston.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD

OCEAN SPRAY - Pure Cape
10’ 2-OZ
CAN

CALIFORNIA
IN HEAVY SYRUP

aaaas ssa n
arasE siisaHE
RlCl
SiT~lsT
|YlcfflR|N|S|
he
taanss
see

(Vacuum Packed)

H AC

canZx

light solid meat

The answer to the question often
asked, “How is the Flagpole Fund
coming?" is that it is now on its
way to the $1100 mark. Along
with generous contributions from
absent Thomastonians come so
many gracious expressions of good
wishes and live interest that it Is
regretted they cannot be shared by
everyone in town. They do give us
the responsibility of a good deal
to live up to. for example, the let
ter of James Matthews:
"Many thanks for giving me the
'touch on such a splendid project.
Count me in by the attached dona
tion. It is indeed a great civic
honor to be counted among Thom
astonians. My kindest regards to
you all and may the old pole soon
be replaced so all may look to see
'where the wind is'."
Henry Fales writes, "I am glad
you contacted me on this as I am
very happy to contribute."
Harris Shaw, "Greetings, and a
pleasure always."
From Wilbur Hyler “If you are
having any difficulty let me know."
Mrs. Maud Stone Silva, “It is my
sincere wish to see the old Liberty
Pole replaced. I have been holding
back because other members of my
family wished to contribute”—and
they did. generously.
Following are additional con
tributors: Edgar L. Newhall. Ed
ward K. Leighton Miss Mary Nich
olson. Mrs John Chisholm. Mrs.
Vioia Dizer Hatch, Miss Annabel
Williams. Capt. Woodrow Wilsoh,
William Tessin, Mrs. Minnie Haffner, Mrs. Minnie Gillchrest An
drews Ralph J. Patterson, Maurice
Hall, Mrs. Retta Wall Watts, Mrs.
Eugenie Henry Tonk, Mrs. Mary
Edgerton Ahern, Mrs. Sadie Edger
ton Patterson, Mrs. Elizabeth Dono
hue Libby, Mrs. Clarissa Lewis
White. Miss Angela Upham, Mrs.
H. Nelson Keene Russell Morgan.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Edward R. Veaze of Rockland, who
said. “Well, I suppose I'm a Thomastonian by marriage," and Ralph
Lane of Cushing were unsolicited
givers.

Whole Kerifel2£“31‘

New Crop--- Sweetened

7-OZ

CLOVERDALE

Made By Former Residents
To Thomaston’s Flagpole
“Jouch”

N

Whole Kernel 2 SSi 33'

STRING BEANS

2 16-

Happy Responses

c

vgvlublvs

Finast Shell Beans

TT

Z^

20-OZ
CANS

FANCY SMALL SIZE

Richmond Peas

^PC

30- OZ
CAN

COMSTOCK'S
READY FOR THE PIE
FANCY MAINE
PACK

SM*-

29- OZ
CAN

FANCY HALVES
IN HEAVY SYRUP

Finast Apricots

Sliced Apples

Cream Style 2S"29‘

CALIFORNIA CLING
SLICED OR HALVES

Finast Peaches

< Of

MAINE CORN

50‘

FRESH EGGS
I

Se

PORK PRICES ARE LOWER ...

FROM MEADOW POULTRY FARMS

Mr and Mrs. Holman Robbins will
leave Friday for New York City.
Enroute they will visit Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Barlow in Manchester Conn.
Junior Choir members of the
Methodist Church have been invit
ed to ride at Thurstonia Riding
School Saturday afternoon. Their
leader, Mrs. R. E. Thurston will
take them to ride in groups of five.
The entire group will meet at the
Methodist vestry. While there they
will enjoy games and party activi
ties under the leadership of Mrs.
Bliss Fuller, Mrs. Edgar Barker and
Mrs Alfred Hawes. The group in
vited are: Frances Guyette, Grace
Calderwood, Joan Knight, Sandra
Morine Sandra Richards, Faye
Robbins, Elaine Robbins. Sylvia
Farris, Janice Moody, Lynnette
Hilt, Jackie
Reynolds, Ronald
Barker. Wiliiam Doughty, Ramona
Hunt. Greta Luce. Vincent Wil
liams, Betty Lou Austin. Cheryl
Raynolds, Evelyn Guyette, Kenny
Calderwood, Nancy Messer, Regina
Cunningham, Marlene Knight, Beth
Knight, Paul Doughty, Roger Aus
tin. Fred Morine, Carl Cunningham.
Jr.. Vaughn Luce, Gretchen Rus
sell, David Barker, Judy Payson,
Audrey Goff, Juanita Hunt, Cath
erine Guyette. Judy Howard, San
dra Calderwood Patty Thomas and
, Mary Alice Barker.
District Director. Mrs. Sumner
C. Pattee cf Belfast was guest of
I honor at the Woman's Community
Club meeting Tuesday afternoon.
Luncheon was served at 1 o’clock,
by Mrs. Martha Abbott, Mrs. Avis
Nichols, Mrs. Christine Barker,
Mrs Ethel Cre ghton, Mrs. Edith
Bowes, Mrs. Lela Haskell and Mrs.
Isabelle Wiggin.
The business
meeting was conducted by the presi
dent. Mrs. Esther Keating. Mrs.
Pattee spoke on Federation activi
ties. the club’s relation to and bene
fits from the Federation. She ex
tended an invitation to Union Club
members to attend the District
meeting to be held in Camden Nov.
2. Mrs. Pattee was presented with
a gift of appreciation by Mrs.
Keating. Musical numbers were

Five

54

1

57

vsv!
btt

bO

bl

bl

b4

b5

bi

HORIZONTAL
1-A fish
5-High wind
9-ltem in one's
property
)4-Surface
15-Goddess of discord
16-Measuring device
17-Snare
18-Pinches
19-Not any
20-Edge
21-Not so much
22-Self-possessed
24-Plural suffix
25-Top of the head
26-Tumultuous flow
29-Begins
31-A liquid measure
(Pl.)
32-lnterjection
33-Pastry
34-Wise men
35-Five hundred two
36-Small particle
38-Contests of speed
39-Chums
40-Seed covering
41-Furniah food
42-Sailor
43-Very
44-Rescued
45-Dogmas
48-Chosen

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
50-Suggestion
51-Pronoun
52-Failure to keep
53-Allowed for
temporary use
54-Obese
55-A fruit
57-A condiment
58-Diapatched
59-Change the form of
61-lsland (Poet.)
62-Seizd
63-Snow vehicles
64-Furnished with
shoes
65-lrish Gaelic

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-Three (Ital.)
21-Tardy
22-Fruit of the pine
23-Worthleaa leaving*
25-Extremely r.eat
26-Wild animal
27-Claw
28-That is here present
30-Footieaa
31-Meaaured by strides
34—Satisfied
35-Venture
36-Altar end of a
church
37-lmplement
38-Ranta
39—Gasp
VERTICAL
41-Feline*
42-Canvas shelter
1-Cleanses with water 44-Tallled
2-Check
45-Stained
3-To crease
46-Expresses gratitude
4-Weaken
to
5-Small Spanish
47-Sofa
horses
49-Excite
6-Ascend
50—Form of salutation
7-Part of the -louth 53-Whip
8-A letter
54-Dread
9-’art of verb To be' 55-A dance
10-Spaniah title (pi.) 56-House addition
11-Ecclesiastical
57-Little girl
vestment
58-Sainte (abbr.)
12-Even (contr.)
60-Rupees (abbr.)

NOTICE
Change in Schedule North Haven
Boat
STARTING SEPT. 16
Daily Except Sunday
Leave North Haven
8.00 A. M.
Arrive Rockland
9.15 A. M.
Leave Rockland
2.00 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
3.15 P. M.
Subject to change without notice.
North Haven Port District.
83-tf

NOTICE

WINTER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN
BOAT
STARTING OCT. 1
Daily Except Sunday
Leave Vinalhaven ...... 8.00 A. M.
Arrive Rockland .......... 9.30 A. M.
Leave Rockland .......... 2.00 P.M.
Arrive Vinalhaven ...... 3.30 P.M.
Subject to change without notice
•
88-tf

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Salvation Army’s New Caravan

THOMASTON

CAMDEN
MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent

rt tnd Social Items, Notices snd Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

Telephone 2214

Mr. and Mrs. Richard O. Elliot
left last week on a trip tc San
Francisco to attend an American
Banker’s Association meeting. The.r
itinerary includes stopovers at Chi
cago, Denver. Yellowstone National
Park, Sun Valley, Idaho, Portland.
Ore., Yosemite National Park. Los
Angeles, Boulder Dam The Grand
Canyon and other places of inter
est. They expect to be away five
or six weeks.
Mrs Ethel G Cushing left Wed
nesday for a visit with her daugh
ter, Jean, in Calfornia
Mrs. Albert T. Gould has moved
to Beverly Farms, Mass where site
has bought a house. Mr and Mrs.
Robert Anderson will occupy tile
apartment in the Georges Bank
Building vacated by her.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Moody have
closed the former home of H. C.
Moody at the Creek, which they
have occupied tor the Summer, and
returned to Exeter. N H., for the
Winter.
Barlow Weatherbee. who is at
Hewett’s Tourist Home for the Win
ter, is recovering from a severe fall
Announcements have been re
ceived from Edward and Earlita
Porter Daniels of Concord. Mass. of
the b rth of a son, Edward Perry.
III. on Oct. 4
Miss Cora Robinson entertained
the Warren Pythian Sisters recent
ly at a fish chowder supper. Beano
was enjoyed after the supper,
George Cross is spending a few
days in Portland, visiting Mrs. Ruth
Cross and his grandson. Joseph.
Mrs. Alden Stanley entertained
at her home cn West Main street
Friday night. Those present were:
Miss Erma Barter of Camden; Mrs
Raymond Ludw g Mrs. Percy Clark.

Mrs. Erwin Spear. Mrs. James Roach.
Rockland; Mrs Ellen Jones, Mrs.
Junetta Kalloch. Mrs Lawrence
Dugas and Mrs Dora Maxey of
Thomaston.
Refreshments and
music were in order
Pythian Sisters will Held a game
party Friday night at 7.3‘J at the
home of Mrs. Mertie Grover. Each
one bring a prize
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dugas
and family are occupying the
George McManus house on Erin
street.
Pvt Roland Weaver who has been
stationed at Okinawa is spending a
30-day leave with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Weaver.
The Beta Alpha Club has elected
the following new officer; : Presi
dent, Mrs Olive Strcut vice presi
dent. Mrs Hazel Young; secretary.
Miss Nellie Tibbetts: treasurer. Mrs
Minn e Newbert; work committee.
Mis. Bertha Lovejoy, Mrs Ann Day
and Mrs Madeline Spear; sick com
mittee. Miss Nellie Tibbetts, Mrs.
Lavinia Whitnej and Mrs. Dora
Kalloch. Mrs. Minnie Newbert will
be hostess to the Club Monday
night at her home on Wadsworth
street.
The We Two Club held a Hal
loween costume party al tiie Fed
erated Church. Mondav night witli
Dr and Mrs. Roy Moss and Mr.
and Mrs Norman Kalloch acting
as hosts. Present were. Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Carroll Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Abbott. Mr. and Mrs
Irving Bracey, Mr. and Mrs, Ed
gar Ames, Mr,, and Mrs. Forrest
Stone, Mr. and Mrs. R chard
Woodcock. Mr. and. J . Warren Ev
erett, Mr. and Mrs Horace Keizer
Mr. and Mrs Warren Knights, Ml
and Mrs. Charles Lawry and Mr
and Mrs. James Hamilton.
Pvt. Roger Steele, who has been
stationed a, Japan and Guam is
spending a 30-day leave with his
I parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
| Steele.
i Town schools closed Wednesday
I night for the remainder of the
j week, so that the teachers may at.
| tend convention at Bangor
Mrs. George Hall and son Greg
ory George, have returned home
from Knox Hospital, Rockland.

her home. 64 Mechanic street, Oct.
24, following a long illness She
was born in Camden. March 2, 1859,
daughter of Watson and Julia Calderwcod Hopkins. She was a mem
ber of the First Congregational
Church. Survivors are two sisters.
Miss Eda Hopk ns and Miss Grace
Hopkins both of Camden, and a
nephew
Hopkins of Brockton. Mass. Funeral services were
held Wednesday from the Gilbert
C. Laite Funeral Home, Rev. F. J,
Loungway officiating
Interment
was in Mountain View cemetery.

I-’HEI) L. MILLER

Rev. Lee A. Perry officiated at fu.
neral services Thursday afternoon
at the late home of Fred L. Miller,
64, Warren farmer and poultryman.
who died Oct. 17. after a long ill
ness Burial was made in the fam
ily plot at Sterling.
Mr. Miller had been in poor
health for a number of years, and
the last several months had suf
fered a great dea;, during wnich he
had been faithfully cared for at his
home by Mrs. Miller.
Mr. Miller was a ‘man of simple
tastes, obtaining enjoyment from
those things connected with home,
mostly.
Born Dec. 16, 1884, in Walnoboro,
the son of Norman and Rebecca
Creamer Miller, he had been a res
ident of Warren for 44 years. He
had served the town in the capa
city of road commissioner, and a
member of the boad of assessors at
different times, in addition to that
of good citizen.
Besides the widow. Fannie Brack
ett Miller, he leaves on daughter,
Mrs. David Hill, and one son, Bow
doin Miller all of this town, and
four grandchildren; four brothers,
Harry of Belfast; George of Washongton and Norman and Austin ot
Waldoboro, and one sister, Mrs.
Clyde Hilton of Waldoboro.

Daniel R. Yates received word
Friday of the death of his brother
in-law. Clarence D. Libby of Houl
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fuller are visit
ing their son. Dr. Douglas Fuller,
and family, in Farmington, this
week.
William F. Sauer
Milton Christie and Orman Good
Funeral services will be held towin. Jr., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Davis in Saco for a few day. at 2 o’clock, from the Gilbert
days
C. Laite Funeral Home, for WilLindon Christie, Jr., is spending liam F. Sauer, 52, who died on Oct.
a part of tiie Tea hers’ Convtn- 23 at the Togus VA Hospital. Burial
tion school recess in Hollis.
will be in Oak Hill cemetery. Mr.
District No. 9 of the Maine Fed- Sauer was born in Philadelphia,
erat on of Women’s Clubs will hold sen of William and Dora Geisse
an all-day convention at the Con- Sauer. He is survived by his widow,
gregational Parish House on Wed- Bertha Carlson Sauer; a daughter,
nesday, Nov. 2, The Friends-in- Marjorie F.; three brothers, Her
Counc.l being the entertaining club. man, Qinton, N. J.; Leonard and
The sess en will begin at 9 o'clock, Henry, both of Philadelphia; and
and luncheon will be served at 12 Ralph, in California and four sis
noon by the Congregational Ladies’ ters, Mrs. Esie Shanda and Mrs.
Circle, at $1.25. Members of the Sophie Shourds. of National Park,
Friends in Council, who will attend, N. J.; Mrs Carrie Jacoby and Mrs.
are requested to call Mrs. Florence j Edith Goebels of Philadelphia
Millington, president befoie McnCOURIER GOES WITH YOU
1 day. Nov 2. Special guests to at- j When yon, as a subscriber of The
tend this meeting are Mrs Gilbert Courier-Gazette go South or West
Loebs State President MFWC. of nr any place'on vacation for a week
Ready for service throughout New England Is The Salvation Army’s new mobile-type caravan.
In Waterville;
Mrs. W. Bradford i or six months, phone or write The will be sent you, each Lssue, at no
U
„
. .
, Courier-Gazette, and your Courier expense hi you.
special dedication services in Boston recently Colonel William H. Fcx, provincial commander of New Eng
Cushman,
first
vice president, ofj___________________ '___________
land. is accepting tiie keys. Looking on are William A. Nicol, (at the Colonel’s right) who is originator
of the project and director of the provincial public relations department; and Richard A. Ehrlich, president Portland Mrs Norman Faye Plouff, 1
of the Greater Boston Advisory Board.
second vice president, of Dexter; |
and Miss Stella Scurloek of the
was enjoyed, thus ending the eve- General Federation cf Women’s
n ng program.
Club. Washington. D. C.
— the 4 most Fuel that
Miss Emily Laite and Mr. and j
MRS.
MABEL
F.
SHERMAN
serves
the 4 most needs
The Athletic Association Will
MRS. LEE' SHAW
Mrs Keith Walton and sons, Donald
Funeral services for Mrs. Mabel and Robert, of Newbury, Mass.,
Hold Meeting In Thomas
Correspondent
F. Sherman. 83. widow of the late were week-end guests of Mrs. Gil
*,
k
ton Friday Night
Tel Camden 2564
Lester Sherman who died in Rock
bert
Laite.
The Thomaston Athletic Associ
cooking
land, Oct 10, were held Oct. 13, at
Mrs Ruth Brown has returned to
ation will meet Friday at 8 p. m. in
Wor John la'ven.seller. Past Dis- the Russell Funeral Home Inter
the Masonic Temple to discuss 'l'iet Deputy of Quantabacook ment was in Achorn cemetery, her heme in Flushing, L. I. N. Y,
after a two weeks' visit with her
plans for the next year's edition of
Lodge, Searsmont assisted by Wor. Rockland
cousin, Mrs. Lewfis Cucinnotta.
the Thomaton
Clippers Issue,
Mrs Sherman was born in War
Milford Payson is d rector of the
champions of the Knox Twilight Guy Annis. marshal, and Wor John ren. in 18C6. the daughter of John
Fenwick
as
chaplain,
installed
offi

League. All interested in the team
E. and Sarah Cushing Wyllie. She Book Exhibit at the Maine State
both men and women, are cordially cers of St. Paul's Lodge. F&AM on passed all her married life in Rock, Teachers' Convention in Bangor.
invited to attend
Monday night The officers in land, where she was a member of Charles Massalin is one of his as
Refreshments will be served un stalled were John Annis, Worship the Universalist Church, and lady sistants. Mrs. Jocelyn Christie is
der the direction of a committee ful Master: Henry Wili ams, Senior Knox Chapter, DAR. She was affil chairman of a clinic on "The Ef
headed by Mrs Blanche Lermond. Warden Donald Simonton. Junior iated with the Charity Club and as fects of Funnies, Mov es and Radio
Members of the team met last Warden: Worshipful Herbert But sisted in many ways in the admin cn the Lives of Eoys and Girls" to
week with nine directors and held ler. treasurer; Worshipful Ernest istration of the Home For Aged be held at the Bangor High School
preliminary discussions. The team Crockett, secretary;
Worshipful Women, for 10 years. As a young on Friday afterncon. Mrs. Hazel
"for better living"
members expressed their desire to Leman Oxton. chaplain; Worship woman, she was fond of driving Peabody Sixth Grade teacher at
be backed by the Association and ful Guy Annis marshal; Darrell horses, and she always had a spirit, the Brick School is also on this
Comfort and convenience are yours when your
it is planned to elect a three-man Pound, Senior Deacon; Warren Ul ed horse to drive.
clinic's commitee.
committee to appoint a manager mer. Junior Deacon Harry Simon
home is equipped with this clean, speedy, de
She led a busy, useful life, but
Lydia E llopkins
for the next year, and assist him ton, Senior Steward; Howard Sim still found time to visit often, her
pendable modem fuel. No inconvenience for
Lydia Eliza Hopkins, 90. died at ,
with his off-field duties, such as. onton. Junior Steward; and Wil old home in Warren, and her sis
G. A. R. HALL
arranging the schedules, transpor liam Bartlett, tyler Dur.ng the in ters, and brothers to whom she was
installation. Let us show you why thousands of
tation. ec. Election of this com stallation pupils were presented at very close That place in their In Wintrv Cold or Summer’s
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 29
New England families benefit by the many
5.00-7.00 P. M — Price 50c
mittee will be taken up Friday intervals by Mrs. Myrtle Wheeler. lives, which she held, can never be
Heat,
Auspices of Anderson Auxiliary
night.
There
’
s
Always
Something
Good
advantages of Utility Gas.
The pupils were Carol Anne Cash. filled.
102*lt
To Eat
Dr Frederick Dennison is the Helen Leland Judith Rhodes. Lor
Her husband died in 1943.
At
president of ihe Association.
Surviving are four sisters, Mrs.
raine Dow, Beth Anne Smart.
/
Donna Morton, Clement Farnham Grace Andrews of Thomaston and
STORM WINDOW TIME
Sheila Billings, Ruth Young, Ruth Miss Mary Wyllie. Mrs. Jessie Walk,
McLOON WHARF, ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 51
T44E BURROWES
102-Th-tf
er
and
Mrs.
Evelyn
Robinson
all
of
Anne
Erickson
and
Marietta
Erick

All Aluminum Rustless Storm
Warren,
and
two
brothers,
Harry
son
A
jewel
was
presented
to
the
Sash and Fireproof Wire Screen,
Spruce Head Community Hali out-going Master. Luncheon was Wyllie of Warren and Alban Wyllie
made to fit your window, changed
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29
served by the officers and dancing of Belfast.

Next Year’s Team

BOTTLED

GAS

ROCKPORT

Vtiiittrf0*

Public Supper

A. C. MCLOON & CO.

Make Your Floors
Look New
Rent Our

HIGH SPEED SANDERS
Easy To Use.

Low Rates.

STUDLEY
HARDWARE CO.
TEL. 20,

THOMASTON, ME.

Re-Opening Dance

from inside in seconds. Good for
life. No obligations for estimates.
Call or write—

New Music—Popular Prices

Halloween Dance

E. T. LONG

Factory Representative
113 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 1503

DANCE

87-th&T-tf

Friday Evening Oct. 28
GLOVER HALL. WARREN

SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE’HALL

I CALL THEM DARING!
White Collar Criminals

BRAZEN!

IN AN ILLUSTRATED

EVERY THURSDAY
8.30 to 12.00
Music By

CHARLIE WOODCOCK
New and Old Fashioned Dances
Adm., 50c, tax inc.

93-Th-tf

BODY BLOW to BUREAUCRACY
RESERVE YOUR COPY OF

"ISLE O' HUTS"
A REPORT OF

A

GOOD' JOB

FOR

YOU

II. S. Army
CHOOSE
FINC

THIS

PROFESSION

NOW!

A convenient and inexpensive
way to remove grease from your
pots and pans is to wipe them with
old newspapers which you can buy
at The Courier-Gazette in large
bundles for 10 cents.
62’aw

Wear Old Clothes

STRAND

CAMDEN THEATRE

s—< TELEPHONE

TODAY-FRI.-SAT.

EAST TIME TODAY
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello

“AFRICA SCREAMS”
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
SAT. NIGHT, CASH NIGHT

“ADVENTURES OF
GALLANT BESS”

8 9?.

Ingrid

Bergman

shaws

the

heights and . . . the . . . depths
to

which

a

like

woman

tills

can go.

AFRICA’S WILDEST SECRETS
IN BLAZING COLON!
ROUTE 17, WEST ROCKPORT
PHONE CAMDEN 8013
Luncheon, 11.30-2.00,
Daily Except Tuesday
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30
SPECIAL

BAKED VIRGINIA ‘HAM
Noon to 8.30 P. M.
CLOSED EVERY TUESDAY

102-103

and

“MISS MINK OF 1949”

PAR|Cg|
■ ROCKLAND ■

DICTATORSHIP,
MISERY
and WANTON WASTE
under the
UNITED STATES
FLAG!
I

ENDS TODAY
FRANCHOT TONE

“JIG-SAW”
Also

JIGGS and MAGGIE

“JACKPOT JITTERS”

By an investigator who “worked” as a carpenter on a
Government project on the Island of Guam.
Mr. and Mrs. Taxpayer — It’s dedicated to YOU!
It tells you some of the reasons for $40 Billion Budgets
YOU’LL LAUGH!
YOU’LL CHUCKLE!
You’ll get so mad your blood will boil!
— Nothing like it ever printed before —

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
AMVTNfMG CAM HAPPfH...*

ON* »f)N *TMC I ASM’ Mteet

COLOR THRILLS!
RAGING RHINOS! KILLER LIONS!
LASSO HUNT! JUNGLE MAIDENS!
BEAUTY TORTURE! STAMPEDING HERDS)
HIPPOS UNDER WATER! and many, many ami

UNDER
W

Do it now while you’re thinking about it

by ARMAND DENIS • Aoecieterf in Production LEWIS COTLOW
course of the

Edward A. Meyer, Camden, Maine
Encluned find $1.00 for my copy of

y<wr Local

M BROS. TRANSATLANTIC

It will take you a little more than an hour to read it—

BUT you’ll never forget it!
’Copyright 1949 by Edward A. Meyer — Printed in U. S. A.

THE EXPOSE OF 1949
The voters of Camden, Maine petitioned Congress to
investigate Mr. Meyer’s charges. No action was
taken. Read his report written for you!

What is quite so impressive as your own
name imprinted on the holiday greeting
cards you send? Practical too, for you
can whisk out cards in half the time.
Come in NOW and place your order, while
a complete selection of styles is avail
able, and prompt delivery is assured.

directed

e»

ALFRED HITCHCOCK

«aac9ssaaMim»-'

tt(V« cxjewuu iH *O0Mh ’10 *O**6 ?
ON MtftON OH .OOM MO W*
iANO' lAlMKIB *O» 0UNCAN

Sc,P®'7 P>ay by James BfiJ'F

At.j •’ "
h -eC'O"»n • Bated oh lhe e"*»
f-y .‘ch” Cotton
Margj-ft l.npen
From the t.o«e' e» Helen S’-f-iBen

ARMAND DENIS-LEWIS COILOW I
zuewviMdby JAY BONAFIELD

Technicolor

“ISLE O’ HI TS”

li, cheek or poettil note — no btarnpw plet

First-Time

THE FRONTKft PHANTOM*

LIMITED EDITION
RESERVE YOUR COPY TODAY!

Please Print .Name and Addre««

Mortal jungle combat!..Strange men
and women-in seething scenes stolen
from forbidden places!..Filmed
at reckless risk of life and limbi

Dodge and Plymouth

SUNDAY

Dealer

Note: Evening shows start at

6.30

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

with

"Under

Capiicon."

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

“ROSEANNA McCOY”

PRINTING DEPARTMENT
kMtMi

Joan Evans

NELSON BROTHERS GARAGE
515 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 720,

ROCKLAND, ME.
102-103

ruesday-Thursday-Saturday
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OTTO-SAARI
United in marriage at a double
ring ceremony were Miss Muriel E.
Saari. daughter of Eino Saari of
I Thomaston and the late Mrs. Hilda
Saari, and Charles Robert Otto.
■ son of Mr. and Mrs. August Otto.
47 Orchard street, Tuckahoe, N. Y.
St. Ursula's Church. Mount Ver
anent at the Marine Hospital in , Mr. and Mrs. Hugh M Benner were
non. was the scene of the Nuptial
ortland.
dinner guests Monday of Mr. and
Mass., performed at 9 a m Satur
Mrs. Maurice Miller, Broadway.
day
by Rev James O’Mara. A
Browne Club will meet tomorrow Mr. and Mrs. Miller entertained in
ight with Mrs Crosby French, observance of the Benners’ first breakfast for 30 guests followed at
the Otto residence.
ummer street.
wedding anniversary. The evening
The bride was attired in a light
was spent In playing cards, and a
Mr. and Mrs. George Bean spent
blue satin dress, navy blue acceslate luncheon was served.
ae week-end in Colebrook, N. H.
i sories and had a corsage of white
orchids.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hugh
M.
Benner,
Mr and Mrs. Earle Perry left
] Mrs. Clifford Baumgartner of
is morning to spend parents and Mr. and Mrs Barrett M. Jor Mount Vernon was matron i f honor
eat-end at Centenary Junior Col. dan of South Paris are in Boston in a light rose silk dress black ac
■ge. Hackettstown. N. J., where today.
cessories and wearing a corsage of
aeir daughter Earlene is a stuMrs. Frank R Cowan of Brewe pink and white carnations. Mr.
ent.
has been spending a few days with Baumgartner served as best man.
Among the out-of-town guests
Mrs. L. M. Rokes Is visiting Mr. Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Cole at their
were Mrs. Arnold Laine and Mrs
d Mrs. Harry Snow in Nashua,' home in the Bicknell Block.
I William Anderson of Thomoston.
H. Mr Snow is her nephew.
I
-----After touring New England, the
___
[ Mr. and Mrs. G E. Umberkind
Mr. and Mrs. Roland L Richards j,ave returned to Portland after a couple will make their home at 4G
d Mrs. Carleen B. Nutt enter-1 jew days visit with her mother. South Twelfth street. Mount Verined at their home Monday night. Mrs Mary Wiley, the Highlands.
non.
ith a supper in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. Otto is dental assistant to
Trs^Forest Brazier and son HerMr. and Mrs. Hector G Staple Dr. T. H Swift of Mount Vernon
rt. who are leaving this week on were in Bangor Wednesday to at- she graduated in 1948 from ThornJourney across the Continent, tend the 50th wedding anniversar aston High School.
Irs. Ruth Locke, mother ot Mrs of Brigadier General and Mrs Wil
The bridegroom, a 1941 alumnus
razier was also present.
liam E. Southard.
of Edison High School, served three
years with the Naval Air Corps.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan
Mrs. John Duff was hostess to He is with Patsy Pagliocca, carpen
ho have spent the Summer atJ the M D. Club Tuesday night at
ter. in Tuckahoe.
oliday Beach, have returned ,o her home on High Street Tripo'i
leir home on Main street.
) was followed by late lunch. Presen.
Mr and Mrs Ralph Dudley and
Chapter
OES
!
were
Mrs.
Gerald
Black.
Mi
s
Ruth
daughter
Lee are spending th ■
Golden Rod
Emery, Mrs. Juhn Uartson of week-end in Boston.
eets Friday night. Officers teed
Rockland and Mrs. Frank Sawyer
i^vear white
Margaret Isabel
Coughlin oi
of Camden.
-----Charleston. W. Va.. is visiting her
Every person suffering from painThere is to be an important busi. uncle and aunt, Mr ancj Mrs. J.
11 feet should visit the McLain
ness
meeting Tuesday. Nov. 1, at Donald Coughlin, Rankin street.
tioe Store Nov. 9 and 10 and re
ave information on foot relief, 7 o’clock in the Red Cross Rooms
Week-end special. 109 percent
jsolutely free, from a widely relative to raising funds for the
town expert. There is no obliga- purchase of a beach wagon which woo! coat material 52. :0 a yard,
on to buy, just our invitation lo is urgently needed. All Branch Rayon linings, 25c a yard and up
scuss reled to your painful feet. Chairmen of tne Knox County The Remnant Shoppe, 200 Main
Chapter are asked to be present.
street, Tel 523.
102-lt
1C6*1U7

Social Matters

Page Seven

HONORED AT PARTY

’Twas A Real Treat
B. Louis Of Boston Demon
strates the Latest In
Hairdressing

Many Nurses Met

Married 50 Years

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred John Local Club Told Of Annual
son Observe Golden Wed
Meeting Of the State
ding In Laconia. N. H.
Association

Mr and Mrs. Afred Johnson cf
Twenty members of the Regis
Last Monday night was a rea'
Ingraham's Hill celebrated their tered Nurses’ Club met in Bok
treat fer ihe Knox-Waldo Hair
dressers' Unit. It was a “Double
Golden wedding anniversary on th; Home Tuesday with Mrs. Alice Stil
Feature', held at Hotel Rockland.
evening of Oct. 19. at the home of phen presiding. The program con
.One of the season’s biggest attrac
heir daughter Mrs. Robert N. Sis. sisted of reports given by Mrs. Adan
tions was B. Louis of Boston do
son in Laconia. N. H.
McConnell, Mrs. Rachel Kenrick,
ing a permanent wave, several hair
Neighbors and friends came in to and Mrs Esther Long, delegates to
shapings, lecturing, and the new
extend their good wishes on the the 35th annual meeting of the
curley cut and how the sun lamps
happy o.casion. The gathering was
are used while working. The much
State Nurse. Association, held at
a complete surprise to ihe honor;3
talked about haircut in the big
he Northeastland Hotel. Presque
ouple
While
games
were
enjoyed
cities.
Isle.
a ,lestive supper was arranged by
Another special guest, the State
Theme of his meeting was ’ Nurs.
he hostess and a friend in another
president. Edna Marshall spoke
ing Today and Tomorrow." Attend
room Refreshments consisted of a
ance of 225 nurses from all over
on “Why we should belong to
sandwi h loaf, potato chips, sweet
Maine was reported There was sec
a Unit” and “What it is doing for
gherkins, ccffee. sherbet, mints
tional meet, ns on Ihe League of
us.’’ The information she gave was
nd a cake decora ed w th a golden
Nursing Education, Public Health
most valuable.
bell and the numerals “53.' Table
Nursing, Mental Health Nursing,
Last but far from least was a
decorations and favors were in
Privat Duty, and Staff Nursing,
magnificent display of Christmas
gold color.
with a speaker on each subject
articles for re-sale was brought
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson were preAn assistant executive secretary oi
from Lewiston by the kindness of
•ented with a bouqjet of chysan- , he American Nurses' Association,
Victor Fournier and his salesman
themums in > hades of acid and rusj
spoke on ihe subject of the Nurses
of C. and C. Beauty and Barber
and w.th a love y tr vet bearing a
Economic Security program
Supply Co. It was a wonderfi 1
design of cupids.
Officers elected to se ve for the
chance for everyone to look around
An
anniversary greeting
in coming year: Mrs. Lloyd C. Haley
and decide what to put in the
rhyme c. mpo-jed by one of the
of Portland, pres.dent; Mrs Rubybeauty shop for Christmas.
guests, accompanied the gift. Indi Bull of Houlton, fust vice president;
The machine used by B Louis for
vidual fortunes were found at each
Mrs. Retta Mc.nness of Bangor,
his demonstrat.cn was loaned by
place inside gilded scallop shells second vice pre.,ident; Miss Viola
the same company.
These were read and enjoyed con
Cyr of Portland, secretary; Miss
It was a very outstanding evening
cluding with an appropriate for
Margaret Bryant of Bar.gar, trea
and these opportunities are made
tune for the couple married 59 surer.
possible only through a successful
years. Numerous w.shes were ex
Members of the R N. Club pre
Hairdressing Unit which in turn is
pressed ior many happy year, sent at local n eet.ng were Mrs.
able to br ng to smaller cities anti
ahead.
A.lice Stilphen, Mrs Maude Blod
towns these fine personalities to aid
gett, Mrs. P.achel Kenrick. Mrs.
its in bettering our work and beauty
Adah McConnell, Mrs. Esther Long,
shop. Several years ago KnoxMrs. Leroy Elwell Rockland street, caught by ihe camera as sin was
Mrs. Dorothy Folta. Mrs Laura
about
to
cut
birthday
cake
before
jolly
company
of
friends
and
Waldo Hairdressers were not able to
Maxim. Mrs. Jean Bachelder. Mrs.
neighbors
witness such remarkable workman
Edith Fales. Mrs. Thelma Ames.
Mrs.
Leroy
Elwell,
Rockland
ing
the
birthday
cake.
Mrs.
Elwell
ship and the progress of the hair
Mrs Margaret Gutoske, Clark
street, was the happy recipient of received many lovely gifts. A social
dressing field.
Island; Mrs. Mary Hussey, Thom
double honors Monday night when! evening was enjoyed The guestaston; Mrs.
Kathleen Gerrish.
a group of friends and neighbors; were: Mrs Ora Ingerson. Mrs. AnCamden; Mrs Margaret Dudley.
Because oi its great size, Brownie
gathered to honor .her birthday and I gie Gabrielson, Mrs Thelma GabCamden; Mrs. Mary Major, Port
35111 wedding anniversary which j rielson. Mrs. Helen Johnson, Mrs Troop No. 6 has been split into two
Report Of Federatino Meet fell on that day. Mrs. A. P. Snow-! Margaret Knight, Mrs Dorothy divisions, meeting Friday and Sat land; Mrs. Margaret Stenger,
Miss Inez Dean, Cam
ings Presented At Last mah was the hostess and arranged] Smith, Mrs. Mary Sistaire, Mrs. urday afternoon at the Scout room Friendship;
den; Mrs. Eva Post, Mrs Mary
but
with
one
set
of
leaders.
Mrs.
ihe
affair
to
the
smallest
detail
]
Rose
Niles
and
Mrs.
Nellie
McAulWeek’s Session
Chisholm. Capt. Mary Emery, Owl ;
The luncheon table was lovely iffe of Rockland and Mrs. Helen Louise Cole assised by Miss Sylvia
The first meet ng of the season and the repast was sumptuous .all Gordon of Thomaston Mr Elwel! Adams. Last week the groups visit Head.
The last three served refresh
of the Methebesec Club was held of Mrs Snowman's cookery includ- was present to greet the guests.
ed the Central Fire Station on their
ments consisting of doughnuts and
Friday at the home of the president
respective days and were given per
cheese and cider Those of commit,
Mrs. Irene Walker.
sonally conducted tours oi the sta
DEAN-HEALD
tee for November meeting are: Mrs
A very interesting report of the
tion.
its
equipment
and
trucks
The Baptist parsonage was the
Jean Bachelder, Mrs Edith Fales
meetings oi the Federation of Wom
scene of a dcuble-ring wedding which proved highly interesting and Mrs Margaret Gutoske
ens’ Clubs at The Samoset Hotel,
and
instructive
The
youngsters
The Directors Of League Of Friday night when Rose Marie
June .8-29-30 was given by the
Heald and Arthur F Dean, both of were especially intrigued by the
delegation from this club. Mrs. Women Voters Told About
Rockland, were united in marriage. bells, the big brass pole and the recthe Unit Plan
Gladyse Burns.
Admissions: Herbert Calderwood,
Mrs. Dean is the daughter of ! reation rooms.
Mrs Mildred Havener rendered
Miss Barbara White, a member] Doris M Heald of Warren Mr. 1 The Friday group includes De- Rockport; Mrs Blanche Wallace,
most pleasingly “Beautiful Dream
of the exeiutive staff of the League Dean is the sen of Mr and Mrs. ana Allard, Patricia Arey, Kather Friendship; Mrs. Dora Hillgrove,
er’’ by Stephen Foster, with Mrs.
Mrs Edith
Martin.
oi
Women Voters, met for luncheon Harold A Dean. Old County read, ine Bower. Dorothy Childs, Pris Rockland;
Walker at the piano
cilla Curtis, Mary Lou Cole. Anna Rockland: Mrs. Stella Snow, Rock
Nov. 2, is the date of the District meeting witii the directors of the city.
Coughlin. Judy Davis, Susan Jor land.
The bride wore a brown faille
meeting to be held in Camden, and Rockland league Wednesday.
dan, Gail Ladd, Hortense Micue,
Nov. 8, the Methebesec Junior
Try a tasty. Hot Lunch Special
Miss Wh’te stressed the import-j two-piece dress-suit with brown Janice Phillips, Earlene Sayward.
and
beige
accessories.
Her
corsage
Women's and Rockland Women’s ance of member participation and
Rose Ann Small, Mary Soule, Helen at "Chisholm's Spa—perfect for the
was yellow roses and brown pom
Clubs, will hold a Joint evening
Lynda Goodnow. ! business worker’s nocn n.eal. Prices
ihe orientation of new members. In; poms. The maid of honor, Ger Winslow and
meet.ng in the Universalist vestry.
discussing the use ol the Unit Plan maine A. Heald. sister of the bride, Saturday group: Fla villa Billings, I are reasonable and the food—but
At the close of the meeting, reCarolyn Bird, Mary Brown, Judith come and try it—taste fer yourself,
freshmens were served by the host wh eh the Rockland League is' wore lavender faille witii brown ac Carver. Marcia Foley. Marie Gard then we’ll see you daily.—adv.
lorming,
witn
Miss
Dorothy
G.
ess.
cessor es, with a corsage cf pink ner, Joanne Grispi, Judith Harri
191-102
I.very, chairman.
carnations.
The next meeting is to be held in
man, Regina Hyland, Priscilla New.
Mi
Wh.te
aid
the
Unit
is
the,
the Farnsworth Museum Auditors
Best man was William Hooper of bert, Barbara Philbrook, Nancy
etc where the program reaches
um, Nov. 4, with Michael DiRenzo
Rockland.
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Hospital Notes

For greater comfort this winter, and for thrifty fuel savings too,
here are supplies to seal out the cold, and to heat more efficiently
inside .. . priced at a saving.

WEATHERSTRIP

A

nnnnnnnn: 9

Asbestos Cement

Felt Weatherstrip

A pure asbeitot fibre cement in
powder form. Just add water to
uae. Works like putty.

Brown, hair felt atrip that it1
easily tacked on dooOand window
frames to seal out cold. »/«-inch

5 ,b bae

P?Z'

35c

.. .. .. .. .. 19c

STOVEBOARDS

Tin p .in iai over n.inivarping mas-mitc base. Protect
voi r floors and rugs from heat,
ashes or oil
p<i qq
’’’’ x 301

Ice Cream Is Good

STOVE PIPE
Uniform blue color, cold reduced
steel pipe. Face of scale. Seama
lock without rivets.
9Q.
24-inch lengths .............. O./C

FO*

kw

Ik
<

SOOT
REMOVER

J

s?co

A quick« sure
easy to use
preparation that
removes soot
quickly from oil
burning boiler*
•nd furnaces.

BE WARM
SAVE FUEL

1

49c

2

with the oil-saving
1 Lb. Can

PERFECTION

FURNACE

SCOOP

Home Heaters
Exclusive "Midget" Pilot
Burns Over 40 HOURS
On A Gallon of Oil
Modern, attractive, the Ivanhoe
Heaters, made by the Perfection
Stove Company, combine beauty,
quality and real economy. Illus
trated is Model 2150 which de
livers 50,000 B.t.u. per hour, can

NOSE DROPS

“BOTANY” BRAND 500

Senter Cranes are now featuring
the famous Haviland Chocolates.
Five samples available
96-Tii-ll

TAILORED BY n.AROFF

Suits and Topcoats . . . .. .. .. .. ..

$60.00

SPECIAL

Suits .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

45.00

$1.98

Clothrraft and Clippercraft

Stove Pipe

'/a Ft.

met

fnej

cm

HARDWARE

'SPORTING goods

APPLIANCES

Topcoats

ANTI-FREEZE
ZERONE
ZEREX
OR
PRESTONE

ENAMEL

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..

Topcoats

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..

45.00

Gabardine. Coverts and Tweeds

Other Topcoats.. .. .. .. .. . . 35.00 and up

FIREPROOF GARAGE
ROCKLAND, ME.,

60.00

Gabardine With Zip-in Lining

AT THE

WINTER ST.,

39.50

All Wool Worsteds

—--- ft.
IVANHOE Model 21 SO

’

Suits .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

PERMANENT

be made FULLY AUTOMATIC

to save work and fuel too.

VICKS
VATRONOL

Steel "D" Handle,
deluxe grade. Made
from carbon steel,
finished in black
enamel. Blade 10Vi
x 15 inches.
30
inch handle.

TEL. 889
OUR TAILOR SHOP IS AT YOUR SERVICE

93-tf

I
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SNAKE SHIP” TO LIVE AGAIN

Ronndy and Mrs. Margaret Stew
art. Thomaston.
Miss Jessie Stewart made her
mother a memorial member on the
State roster by paying of $10. to
the State fund. The Camden Union
made Mrs. Etta Fernald a memor-'
lal member.
Thursday forenoon was taken up 1
w ith reports and election of officers'
I By Clara Emery,
liquor consumption.
the same corps of state officers |
Mrs Christie and Miss Carnmai
The 75th annual convention, the
was re-elected and was installed by
Diamond Jubilee year, of the Maine Bradford gave a brief report on Mrs Jeanette McCrum of Mars Hill
Woman’s Christian Temperance the National Convention wh.cn in a lovely and impressive service.
Union was held in Waterville, with they attended in Philadelphia in
A playlet “It Can Be Done", was
all officers present and a large as- July, there was the largest num
put on by the Augusta Union, in
ber
of
delegates
attending
of
an,embly of delegates and friends.
the interest of obtaining new mem
Augusta K Christie, president, pre National Convention, and attracted
bers. A very clever skit.
wide
interest.
Four
radio
stati
i.-i
sided at all sessions.
The president's address, lor the
A feature of the Wednesday- offered time speakers, some were re
75th anniversary ol the State W.C.
corded
and
rebroad:ast.
Saturday
morning program was a Depart
T U. was delivered by Mrs Christia |
ment Round Table—"How to Make night was Maine night when Mrs
entitled ''Indicted;' She said in part
Christie
offered
the
prayer
end
Cur Department Work More Ef
."As we look back over the years
fective”—in charge of Miss Mary Senator Margaret Chase Smith was
of effort, we honor those women,
the
speaker.
Worthley. Directors of six depart
yes, and men, of the past whi
Mrs. Carl Russell of Augusta pave
ments took part and gave helpful
worked so loyally and untiringly
reports of work done with sugges a very interesting report on what
that our State and Nation might be
tions for improvement This was was done bv the last State legisla
kept free of the curse of alcohol.
much more interesting way of prc- ture. Large groups attended thePerhaps some might ask today
enta'ion than stereotyped reports. hearings on bills before the tem
Are their labors lost?" We say
Thursday afternoon a similar j perance committee, and although
No ". They have set us a standard
Round Table was held in charge the commit'ec of 10 was three
of living and a goal toward which
of Mrs Wynnifred Shepard, with drys, two neutral and five wet. a
a standard of living and a goal to
even department directors taking number of points were gained.
ward which we will continue to
The
highlight
of
the
evening
part.
trive, total abstinence for the in
Mrs Christie, in her reonimen- program was a pageant written and
dividual and the abolition ot the
directed
by
Mrs.
Winnifred
Dye.
dations, asked that, each locil union
of Eliot, presented in seven par's liquor traffic.
make a definite effort to double i
We are conscious of the fact that
depict
ng incidents in the history
membersh p by July 1953; that to
today
we are facing, if possible, a
tal abstinance pledge signing be a of the Maine W.C.T.U, from tiie
more serious situation than that
part of each Sunday School tern-1 time of Neal Dow, and establishing
faced by these women who founded
perance lesson program; that we of the Maine Prohibiting Law, the
our organization. I believe the elec
secure signatures for the Langer- founding of the Maine Union a,
torate of our State and Nation, the
Bryson Bill to prohibit federal li Old Orchard in 1874 down through
its history to the present time ana -oters, a large percentage of whom
quor advertsing
are. because of their indifference,
To secure introduction of and its Diamond Jubilee.
responsible for the repeal of the
sponsor bills in State Legislature to! In part 6 Diamonds of Bright
outlaw all alcohol c beverages in-I est Hue." tribute was paid to prom '8th Amendment, stand indicted
eluding beer in grocery stores, nub- inent workers fiom each county b. before God, the Judge of alt the
lic eating places, and gasoline st a- the president, those given for Knox earth It is these same indifferent
tions, also that a bill be introduced! County, by Mrs Clara Emery, in oters who stayed home, who are
to place the manufacture and sale cluded Miss Clara Fernald, Mr now beginning to wonder what an
of beer and wines under the same! Beulah S Ox,on, Mrs. Emma Hail. be done about drinking conditions.
Alcohol addiction is not a mat
restrictions, regulations and prohi. Mrs. Jeanette Dunton. Mrs. Hope
bitions as the law requires for man- Brewster. Rockland: Mrs. Sarah ter of mental instability, but if
ufa turc and sale of hard liquors. J Bramhall. Miss Margaret Crandon due to social pressure and the ease
That ea-h local union raise a j Thomaston; Mrs. Etta FernalJ, with which liquor can be obta nod.
li'erature fund to purchase leaflets! Camden; Mrs. Elizabeth Newber Many of our National leaders also
stand indicted for their part in
favoring total obstinance, need for; Appleton.
outlawing the liquor traffic an:!' At the Memorial service conduct making our Nation the hardest
facts concerning conditions due to' ed by Mrs Doris Thistle of Bath drinking nation in the world today."
tribute was paid to the memory o. i Copies of the address nicely print
Mrs Evelyn Crockett and Mrs ed in small booklets were distri
cu.-ie Morey. Ro.Kland: Mrs. Ros. i buted Millions are being spent to
find a cure for alcoholism, but there
is no cure, the only cure for alco
holism is no alcohol.
All surveys show a great drop
during prohibition but since Repeal

OBSERVED DIAMOND JUBILEE

In Painting By John F. Leavitt who “Grew Up” State Convention Of the W. C. T. U. Heard
Reports Of Consistent Progress
In South Warren, and Sailed the Seas
Duxbury's famed old "snake
ship" will come alive again next
month when John F. Leavitt, ma
rine artist, has his first public ex
hibit in Boston.
The “snake ship" was originally
the Maine stone sloop M. M Ham
ilton, but she ended her days as a
glass topped bioligical laboratory in ;
Duxbury.
Nearly a century ago. when gran
ite paving blocks were the last word j
in street construction material for;
the up-to-date ci»y. a new type of j
cargo vessel was envolved on the .
Maine roast, a type now as dead
and almost as forgotten as the pav.’
mg stones it used to carry. Called
rock or stone sloops, they were
broad beamed and solidly timbered
to bear up under the rough usage
they re e ved, and carried very
heavy spars.
Built in 1869 at Harpswell, Me.,
lor the Hamilton family of Chebeague Island, the M M. Hamilton
was one of the last stone sloops
1917,
sne
constructed.
Until
ploughed the coastal waters luging paving blocks and stone tor
breakwaters from the mainland
and island Maine quarries to NewEngland ports
The writer remembers as a boy in
the early 1900's rowing aound the
Kamil on in Portland harbor and
mart el.ng at her lofty mast and
lengthy boom. At that time netmainsail was reputed to be as large
as that of many three and four
masted schooneis
Sold by the Hamiltons in 1918 to
Lewis Bernstein of Portland, she
was rerigged as a two masted
schooner, and was employed in the
coastwise general cargo trade unti- purchased in the ea 1, 1923’s by
C. L Lyman of Seal Harbor. Me
who continued her in the same
bu sine- s.
In 1929 the Hamilton was ac
quired by Dr. Will.am F. Clapp,
professor of oiology at the Massa
chusetts Ins i1 ute of Technology,
who used her to house his collec
tion nt snakes which he studied a

a hobby
After two years at T wharf, Bos
ton. Dr. Clapp sailed the vessel to
Duxbury, where, fitted out with a
glass topped
midship compart
ment, she became a familiar sigh,
for visi'ors at Duxbury Harbor
Gradually going to pieces after
64 years of rugged service, she was
towed out into Duxbury bay and
sunk, her stout timbers lying in
side High Pines ledge
Gone is the M M. Hamilton, and
forgotten by all except those whi
are interested in maritime history.
One who remembers her with
affect on is Mr. Leavitt, marine
architect and designer, and formei
professional yacht skipper, who al
so paints water colors of sailin ',
craft and marine life
He served on the Hamilton dur
ing her coasting days under the
Lyman ownership and during the
past September completed a water
color of the vessel, showing her as
she appeared years ago under sloop
rig.
fn August he also finished a
painting of the schooner Pollv,
which until she fell apart in 1918
at the Quincy dock of the Baker
Yacht Basin, now the Quincy DryDock and Yacht Corporation. Iicld
thr record for longed service in
the American merchant marine
Built at Amesbury in 1805, the
Polly served as a freighter along
the coast for 113 years.
—By Harlan L. Harrington in the
Quincy 'Mass) Patriot Ledger.
John Faunce Leavitt, while a
native of Lynn Mass., grew up i.i
South Warren, where his father
now resides. Among the coasters in
which he has sailed, between 1919
and 1927 were, George W Collins o.
Rockland; lulu W. Eppes of Ells
worth; M M Hamilton of Seal
Harbor; Alice S. Wentworth of
Wells; Gilbert Stancliff of Rock
land; Eugenie of Portland; Aboie
S. Walker of Vinalhaven; Lavolta
of Ellsworth and Annie and Reuben
of Stonington.
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SALADA

Listens To a Timely Talk
By Past President Of the
Belfast Club

DELICIOUS, FLUFFY

(blends better!

• No need to risk costly in
gredients... no need to dis
appoint your family in the
treat you promised! For
here is your secret of de
licious homemade muffins
that are light as a feather
every time ...

"No matter how little or how
much you have to spend, you can
have a charming home,” said Mrs.
DeWitt C. Brewster in her talk be
fore the Rockland Garden Club
and their guests assembled in the

we are notv back to pre- prohibition
level, jails are crowded, hospitals
are over crowded, crime is on the
mcrea.se etc , ravages of alcohol in
the U. S costs eight to nine billions
of dollars, what people spend for
alcoholic drink is another nine bil
lion.
The convention closed on a high
note with Mrs. Winnifred Shepard
singing the glorious aria. “How
Beautiful Upon The Mountain Are
the Feet of Him that Bringelh
Good Tidings.”
As song leader and soloist, Mrs.
Shepard did much to enliven the,
sessions, a male quartet also ren- j
tiered line music, Mrs. Gertrude
Rines ot Gardiner was accompan
ist.
Those attending
from Knox
County were: Mrs Clara Emery,
Mrs. Kate Brown Rockland; Mrs.
Eessie Luce. Camden; Mrs. Ora
Woodcock, Mrs Rose Hill. Miss
Jessie Stewart. Mrs. Eleanor Clark,
Mrs Lilia Clark. Mrs. Linexin,
Thomaston.
The Diamond Jubilee Banquet
was well attended County presi
dents as speakers, brought "Gems",
from the Counties, the high points
of work accomplished the past
year. Aroostook County lead in mo^t
points having ga ned 200 new
members, bringing its total active
memfcershp to 1C0J. Sagadahoc
County holds the silver cup for
most new L.T.L. members. Knox
County made a very creditable
showing with a gain in membership,
Camden for being a double Light
Line Union. Rockland for contri
buting $50 to the Jubilee Fund.
Thomaston for obtaining 20 new
members and organizing three L.T.
L's. with 30 members.
The address of the evening was
given by Hon. Joseph T. Lottoli,
Judge of Boston Municipal Court,
on "Alcoholism and Its Relation
to Diseases. Crime and Poverty."
He said he was there to confirm
by facts what the WCTU was show
ing in science and theory

ou
women?
----
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ST. GEORGE
Miss Esther Flinkham of Engle
wood, N. J„ will be the guest speak
er Sunday at Jalonen, North Wal
doboro, Nov. 6. The harvest saw
was a success at the church.

RE AD THE ADS
THE TIMES /

HOMECRAFT®

. • ,^.y

n ■ m

Power Tools

CAINS

J 49.95

Made by Delta specifically

for the home shop . . •

HOMECRAFT® 10-inch Lathe
New! Big! Economy-priced!

32

PRICES ARE LOW AT

B0B1LL S

This Handy DELTA
14-inch Drill Press is

store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
Including Sundays

7 tools i»1
• It drills, mortises, routs, carves,
sands, shapes, and grinds.
• Takes all standard wood bits up
to V4* shanks.
• Drills up to 2" in diameter with
standard multi spur bits. Drills
Vi" holes in cast iron.
• Self-aligning drive and free-float
ing spindle.
• Sturdy quill design and construc
tion. Quill furnished with stop rod
• Lubricated for-life ball bearings

216 Main St.

Rockland, Maine
ROYAL
GUEST

COFFEE
49c lb.
IGA

MILK

Just-right

Seasoning!

SAUSAGE

Here’s a sturdy, popular-priced lathe built by
Delta expressly for the home shop. With it,
you smoothh- turn wood, metals, and plastics.
Features include heavily-ribbed cast-iron bed
. . . husky headstock with built-in indexing
mechanism . . . easily-locked tailstock . . .
spindle carried on oil-impregnated bronze
hearings . . . spindle that permits repetition
work and use of long-rod stock. It’s a ma
chine you take real pride in owning. Come
in to see this Homecraft 10-inch Lathe soon.

For easier curved
and straight-line cutting . . .

H0MECRAFT®10-inch Band Saw
You will like this compact machine, engi
neered by Delta to give you safety and con
venience. Has a 6Vz" capacity under guide
and a throat capacity of
Cuts hardwood
up to 6" thick. Upper wheel runs on needle
hearings. Look at this popular •
Homecraft 10-inch Band Saw in • QQ QC
o ir power tool department...... ..

Come in to see this popular Delta
14-inch Drill Press.

x 55c

lb. .39

BACON,

lb. .59

Has lots of room in front of the
saw blade. Safely and dependably
rips, cross-cuts, and miters stock
up to 2>A" thick. With moulding
cutterhcad, also makes hundreds of
different mouldings. Oil-impreg
nated bearings are constantly wick,
lubricated. Ask us to show you
this Homecraft Circular Saw noW. ,

.

_

$36.95

Homecraft 4-inch Jointer
For forming straight, true edge*
I
— smoother and faster than by
hand. Planes any piece of wood
up to 4 inches wide. Cut!
j
rabbets. Cutterhead runs in lubri.,
cated-for-life ball bearings. Comein to see this popular J Off QC
Homecraft Jointer soon. * O/S.l/O

ft.oJquoUtn Itr Woodworking Svpplks^

LARGE NATIVE

FOWL,

Homecraft 8"Cireular Saw

l

Moodquorfori for Woodworking Supptiol '

Standard equipment includes
10" x 10" tilting tab’e, builtin depth gauge, depth scale
on quill, and pulley guard.

Swift's Brookfield

SWEET RASHER
SWIFTS PREMIUM—1 lb. Cello

FRANKFORTS,
BUTTER,

Feature of
the Week
IGA

PANCAKE
FLOUR
15c

lb. 4 oz. pkc.

Celery, 2 bch. .31

POTATOES,

You Can Have Yonr Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limits
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

JACK OLANTERN

BGBILL’S MARKET

PUMPKINS,

Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street

NATIVE HUBBARD

TELEPHONE 1218

ago when she bought and restored
the little brick house on Northport
avenue known as "the oldest house
in Belfast.”

More Tun from your
woodworking hobby —
with these popular-priced

MAYONNAISE

Sirloin Steak, cut from Western
Beef .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... lb- -53
T-Bone Steak.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... lb. .65
Lean Boneless Pot Roasts.. .. .. ... lb. .55
Stewing Beef .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... lb. .55
Hamburg Steak .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... lb. .39
Native Fowl .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... lb. .39
Little Pig Pork Roast .. .. .. .. ..... lb. .50
Gold Medal Flour.. .. .. .. 25 lb. bag 2.10
Pillsbury’s Best Flour .. 25 lb. bag 2.10
Potatoes .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pk. .39
California Pea Beans.. .. .. .. . 2 lbs. .27
Armour’s Milk.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 cans .47
Armour’s Cloverbloom Butter lb. .67
Pure Lard, in 4 lb. pails ... .............. 83
Squash .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... lb. .03
Cabbage .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... lb. .03
Tomatoes, No. 2 can.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 for .25
Cranberries.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 lb. pkg. .17
Carrots.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 bunches .19
Cigarettes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 packs .98

auditorium of the Farnsworth Me
morial Tuesday afternoon.
“It all depends on choosing ma
terials that harmonize and the ju
dicious use of color." Mrs. Brewster
illustrated her talk with sample
rooms showing wall paper, drapery
and slip cover materials as well as
rugs for each room and finished
with an appropriate floral arrange
ment for each room.
Mrs Brewster, well known in
Rockland, is immediate president of
the Belfast Garden Club, a graduate
of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts
and was for years a creator of De
sign in that city, having moved to
Belfast, her girlhood home 12 years

A
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Double-acting Davis gives
double protection. Batter
rises in your mixing bowl
...then again in your oven.

Is Delicious
TEA

The Garden Club

SQUASH,

LOG CABIN

Homecraft®
16-inch Scroll Saw
Smrdv. Good-looking. Whether

you work with wood, light metal,
or plastics, you obtain accuracy
with ease and safety. Coine in
to see this Homecraft ♦ •> 1 nrScroll Saw by Delta.
■ ji.*/,)
Headquarters for Woodworking Supplier

42” Youngstown Sink and Cabinet with Faucets
and Basket Strainer.

$79,95

SYRUP
27c bot.

IS lb. bag .39
lb. .04

lb. .03

Five- foot Recess Cast
White Enamel Tub. Trip
waste, over the rim
chrome plated fittings.
Deluxe Wall-type Toilet
bination with Scat.
17 x 19 Cast Iron White
mel Lavatory, complete
faucets, P. O. plug, chain
Chrome plated fittings.

Iron
lever
filler,

Com
Ena
with
stay.

$139.00

— Tel. 205 or 206
328 Main St.

H. H. CRIE CO.

Rockland, Me.

Looking Backward

Events Of 1904, As Compiled
For This Paper By James
Burns
Oct. 15

Webster said,
"Ain't it?”

CHAPTER XV
It wag a desperate retreat, and one
that would aoon put distance be
tween him and the eager-eyed girl
he hadn't seen since the house. warming. Keeping the house be
tween him and the point where the
pickup was stopping, Dave ran
fast, southward. Ha disappeared in
the growth.
Harley was in high mood. "Merry
Chris’mas, Andy Ives!" he cried
In his froggy voice. “Birdie said
we’d Just drive by a minute an’
wish you the best of the season,
an’ I said—”
"Now, Harley,” Mrs. Webster
protested, “it was you that said it
first. You said last night that we
sure ought to drop by the Ives
fjiiace tomorrow—that's today," she
pointed out, looking at Andy.
"And I said—”
“Oh, all right, sugah. It don’t
matter who said it first. We both
wanted to come. You all are well,
I hope, Andy.”
“Merry Christmas!" Oreen sang
out as she descended from the cab,
doing her best to be graceful in
stepping to the ground. “Where’s
Dave?"
“Oh, he's around some place,”
Andy told her. “Come in to the
Yfcre. Maybe you can have dinner
with us."
"Goodness, no!” Birdie protest
ed. “We wouldn’t think of that! I
cooked our Christmas dinner early
this momin’, what I hadn't fixed
last night, that is, an' we'll stay
Jest a minute here."
And Birdie went into the house,
saying, “Now, Miz Ives, if you’re
busy, don't stop. Just you go right
ahead an’ don’t let us bother you.”
She noticed Bigelow Halleck at the
fire. “Howdy. Big.” she said and
*ehot a keen glance at Hope.
“Hey, Big," Oreen called, flash
ing him a smile.
“Hi, ’Reen. If you’re lookin' for
Dave, he Just went out the back
door.”
“She's not lookin’ for Dave,”
Birdie almost snapped, with a
quick, over-the-shoulder glance at
Bigelow Halleck. “Go take off your
wrap, 'Reen, an’ git your feet
warm in front of the fire. It was
cold in the truck.”
£ Oreen smiled at Big again, as if
apologizing for her mother's sharp
ness. “What made you think I was
lookin' for Dave?” she asked challengingly.
•'I heard you ask where he was
when you got out of the truck,”
Big told her. “That's why I men
tioned it”
Birdie bristled slightly at that,
and would probably have said
something if Harley hadn't been
coming in at that moment, talk
ing loudly. So, she spent her feelings on him.
” “Don't yell so, Harley! My good
ness. we’re in a house now." And,
to the others: “Harley has to yell
to make hisself heard when he's
drivln’ the truck. It takes ’im a
time to stop it when he gits out"
’ “All right,
honey,” Harley
agreed, using softer tones, “I
didn't know I was yellin'. Hi, Big.
Nice Chris’mas, ain't it?”
Mr. Eliot, disappointed by these
interruptions to the progress he
and Hope were making on “Indian
# Love Call,” returned violin and
bow to the top of the piano.
“Hello. Harley," Bigelow Hal
leck answered. “Right nice. I’ve
got to be gettln' along, though.
, I'm out after a black-necked Jer
sey heifer this morning. Seen her?"
“Shore haven’t. Big. Maybe she’s
oil somewhere, takin’ Chris’mas.”
And Harley chuckled.
Hope took Oreen’s coat into the
new room and laid it on the bed.
Tha girl followed her and went to
tha window, stood there looking
^ut, searching the area back of
-ihe house and out through the
woods as far as she could see. But
there was no sign of Dave.
Birdie was plainly glad to see
Bigelow Halleck go. "I was afraid.”
she whispered to Kate, “that he
had come to dinner here. I sure
would hate to see him an' Hope git
to likin’ each other. Or any other
girl like Hope or Oreen.”
Hope, who had heard herself
catalogued with Oreen just as she
re-entered the room, groaned. She
-wondered why she deserved this
’dubious distinction. She also won
dered why Birdie Webster, on such
Blight evidence as she had reported,
was so dead set against Bigelow
Halleck in her remarks!
•That smells like turkey,” Mrs.

sniffing

the

air.

Birdie Voices
Her Suspicions
Kate, leading the way to the
kitchen, for the bird needed bast
ing, told her that it was. "Take a
chair and join in the talk," she
invited. "I just have to see about
things in the kitchen.”
“Maybe I can help you." Birdie
followed. “You know, I feel right
at home here, Miz Ives. We had
such good times durin’ the work
on the house. I tell Harley ever’
once in a while that if we got any
real friends it's you Iveses. There’s
just some people you feel at home
with, an' some you don't Brother
Cowann calls it the spirit of
brotherly love, an’ I reckin that’s
what it Is. Where'd you git the
turkey?"
“It was brought to us a few days
ago," Kate told her. “We couldn't
have afforded to buy one this
year.”
"Goodness, I should say not!
Turkeys is too high to buy. 1 been
talkin’ 'bout raisin' some for the
market in Newcastle, but Harley
says they’re awful hard to raise,
an’ that they eat like hogs. Course,
w'e could range 'em through sum
mer an' early fall, an’ fatten them
up on corn just ’fore Thangsgivin'
an’ Chris’mas; but there’s so much
to do that I ain't got the time to
spare, I reckin." She paused for
breath. Then, relentlessly but
gently, she asked the question that
was bound to come: “What friend
brought you the turkey?’’
“Did I say a friend brought it?”
Kate parried. It was her view that
this was none of Birdie's business,
and she was rather determined
that she would withhold the source
of their roasting bird. There were
good reasons for keeping the news
from spreading, that Hank Butler
had brought the Iveses a turkey.
’’Well, you didn’t exactly say a
friend brought it,” Birdie admit
ted, "but I guessed that much. It
don’t look like anybody but a
friend would've brought you all a
turkey, so I put two an’ two to
gether. Course, if you'd ruther not
tell me, then that’s all right." She
looked hurt and a little defeated.

0
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“You did!” Dave whispered. "It's
—it’s Deefy! Be right still; he’s
watching us.”

"I ain’t ever been one to poke into
other people's business.”
“Oh, I’m sure of that,” Kate
said. She basted the turkey, taking
a long time at it, then closed the
oven door.
When she straightened up and
turned. Birdie Webster was stand
ing with folded arms, a grim light
in her pale blue eyes.
“Let's go back to the fire now,”
Kate said.
“That ain't a bought turkey, or
a yard raised one,” Birdie said. “I
seen it I know the diff'unce ’tween
tame turkeys an'—an' the other
kind.”
Kate felt a nervous anger, but
she concealed it. “Well, I guess
there is a difference,” she said
easily, “but I don’t know what it
is. Tame turkeys are the only kind
I’ve ever eaten.”

Christmas Spirit
Pervades the Steam p
Mrs. Webster nodded and gave
Kate a look that was quick and
sharp and totally lacking in the
brotherly love she had mentioned
a moment ago.
The Websters at Birdie's sugges
tion, left soon after this. Kate knew
that the woman was miffed and
suffering from a defeated curiosity.
Maybe it would have been better
to tell her who had brought the
turkey, but, goodness alive, a wom
an in her own house, in her own
kitchen, should be able to cook
something for her family without
telling people where it came from!

the driving public.
Half a dozen of Swan’s Island j
young people who laughed and
whispered too much in church,]
were fined $1 each by Judge Spof
ford at Stonington.
"Bangor, which is the only place {
of any size in New England, where
milk is sold at five cents a quart,
is likely to have to pay six cents
soon, l.ke rest of us," read a nwes
paper item.

October lime business In Knox
) County was unusually brisk and
1 owing to an excellent market and
good prices, the Rockland and
Rockport Lime Co. had 48 kilns
Oct. 22
afire and other lime manufacturers
The Lewiston Journal said, "The
were also busy. The total output shipments of lobsters from Rock
Dave returned when the truck however would not equal that of land does not indicate that they!
had passed out of hearing. "I last year, it was said. The local
are disappearing from Maine wa
heard Deefy down in the deep
business
Was
seriously
affected
last
ters very fast," and then said,
swamp." he reported before Hope
could start on him about his re Winter by the severity of the ‘ Twenty-five or thirty tons a week
treat from Oreen. “He was making weather, totally suspending water are shipped all over the country ”
those strange sounds, and some shipments for several weeks when
The City of Rockland was
times he makes you think he’s Rockland harbor was frozen over. launched from the yard of the At
laughing."
Yesterday there was not a mate, lantic Works at East Boston, hav- ]
“He was lookin’ at you,” Mr.
cook
or sailor to be found in the ing had her repairs completed by
Flipp said. “You didn’t see him,
city, and Commissioner Tibbetts William McKie, her builder. The
but he was seein’ you."
"He sounded ’way back in the was obliged to*wire to Boston for Rockland was badly damaged when
swamp, though,” Dave said. "I men for these positions.
she went aground on gangway
don’t think he saw me.”
ledges recently.
Oct. 17
"It’s the way he makes them
Oct. 25
Word w'as received in Rockland
soun's,” Mr. Flipp said. "You’ll
Great Britain demanded full
think sometimes that he’s a mile of the death of Larkin Wyman
away, an’ then all at once you can Hall. Wounds on his body indi apology and punishment of in
see him right yonder a piece. He cated that he was murdered. A dividual offenders when the Rus
was talkin’ to you, if you can call
Japanese sword, which was one of sian Pacific squadron fired on the
it talkin'."
Dave swallowed dryly. "Still, I the curios in his room, was the in English Hull fishing fleet. Mean
feel sorry for him, out there by strument with which the crime while the Japs were vigorously
himself. Why, he doesn't even was committed. Mr. Hall was the pushing forward on all fronts, and
know it's Christmas, does he?”
son of Capt. W. E. Hall of Rock dispatches claimed that Russia was
“Why don’t you and Hope fix a land. The deceased had been em taking a terrific beating cn land
Christmas dinner for the poor ployed by Fuller & Cobb’s, when and sea, in the Russian-Japanese
soul?" Granny asked. "That would
they occupied a store in the Farwell war.
be nice.”
Oct. 25
“Let's!” Hope exclaimed, de Block.
Black Fitzsimmons and Herman
The Dot Carroll Stock Company
lighted with the idea. “Right after
dinner, Dave, we'll—"
was at Farwell Opera House for one Lissck had signed articles whereby
“But how’d we get it to him?” week,
the two would meet in this city in
Dave cut in. “We can't call to
a wrestling match. James McNa
OcL
18
him, and we can’t go into the
Some queer advertisements of the mara was named in the articles as
swamp and hunt him up.”
stakeholder.
“You’d never find him that way," day—
Mr. Flipp said. “He can move a?
The Clara Turner Stock Co. was
“Bulldog for sale; will cat any
at
Farwell Opera House.
thing,
very
fond
of
children."
quiet as a coon In soft mud. ai
Some Rockland advertisers were:
he can be so still when he wan!
“Widow in comfortable circum
to that you could be ten feet from stances wishes to marry two sons.’’ S. M. Veazie, Hardware; F. I. Lamhim an' not know he was within a
“Annual sale now on; don’t go son, hardware; A. A. Beaton. Attor
mile of you.”
“Say!” Dave exclaimed, struck elsewhere to be cheated, come in ney; W. H. Kittredge, Pharmacist
F. E. Freeman, Veterinarian; Her
by an idea. “Why not build a little i here.’’
smoke near the edge of the swamp
“Wanted—By a respectable girl, rick and Gale, monumental work;
and let the north wind carry it her passage to New York; willing C. C. Norris, Painter; W J. Rob
down into that tangle where Deefy , to take care of children and a good ertson, contractor; Union Deposit
lives. Maybe he’d smell It and
and Securities Co.
come out to see what was burn sailor.”
There was a diphtheria epidemic
“An airy bedroom for a gentle
ing. We could give him the dinner
man 22 feet long and 11 feet wide." in Maine and several communities
then.”
Mr. Flipp viewed him with new
had been visited by this dreaded
Oct. 19
appreciation. “Boy, you got more
A new watering trough was to be disease.
gumption than I figgered!” He
Oct. 26
nodded, looking sad to indicate his ! installed at Maverick Square. The
This is the way an Indian guide
commendation. “That oughta new trough was to be the same type
work.”
as those on Limerock and Park ever in Washington County spoke
The dinner was a glorious suc , streets and will be appreciated by of the game laws. “Kill man too
cess. Messrs. Flipp and Eliot con
■bad; kill cow moose, pay fine $500 ”
sumed enormous amounts of tur
Phincas Ginn of Vinalhaven was
key and dressing, sweet potato, it.”
Hope nodded. Then ahe gasped attacked by an enraged bull and
scalloped corn, coconut cake and
ambrosia. It was the first festive lightly. "Did I see a bush move, was trampled to death before the
meal that either of them had faced there by the burnt snag?” she vicious animal could be shot.
in years. Mr. Eliot, who had talked asked, locating the place without
Oct, 27
a great deal during the repast, was pointing. “I thought—"
Dan Patch paced the fastest mile
“You did!” Dave whispered. "It's
still eating long after the others
ever made by a harness horse at
had stopped. Mr. Flipp. who had —It’s Deefy! Be right still; he's
Memphis. Tenn., today. His time
not spoken a word during the meal, watching us.”
for the mile was 1.56 flat. The
except to requeet the passing of a
dish his way, looked properly Deefy Gets a
best previous record 156'/< was made
ashamed of his verbose colleague.
by this same horse in 1902.
Turkey
Dinner
Once, on the sly, he shook his head
There was a scarcity of good men
The strange creature's tattered
sorrowfully at Kate, who pretend
ed not to notice. After all. Mr. garments blended with the back for woodsmen in Maine lumber
Flipp had put away, in his steady, ground as perfectly as the coat or camps, and labor agencies could
swift eating, considerably more the feathers of wild animal or game not furnish enough men, although
than Mr. Eliot could manage at bird. At first he was just a shape the wages offered were from $26 to
his present rate unless he kept at taking form against the growth, $30 a month.
and he was moving in a crouch. It
it until midafternoon.
Oct. 28
Granny shot a sharp look at the was hard for Dave to believe that
New
York's
great underground
the
swift-gliding
figure
there
in
the
hunter-trapper, and said pointed
ly: “Mr. Eliot's store of informa north fringe qf the wilderness was railroad (the subway) ‘he latest
tion is amazing! This meal has the huge blaqk man he had seen step in the movement of rapid
been instructive as well as filling. on the momipg when he and his transit for the city, was formally
father had cut sills for the barn.
More ambrosia, Mr. Eliot?”
declared open and ready for busi
“Thank you,” he said, passing From where he stood now Deefy
ness today.
looked
much
smaller,
as
much
ani

his sherbet dish. “It is a delicious
“Shepherd's Moving Pictures"
commingling of fruits and coconut mal as human.
“It gives me creeps and chills to wrere billed at Farwell Opera House
—different, I am sure, from what
the gods of Olympus enjoyed, but watch him!” Hope whispered. *T'd for Nov. 1 and 2.
die if he came close to me, Dave!”
fully as satisfying."
Oct. 29
“Oh, I bet he wouldn’t hurt you,"
After the meal. Mr. Flipp looked
The following Rockland school
Dave
scoffed.
“
Besides,
you'd
run
popeyed and stuffed as he sat be
fore the warm fire. Mr. Eliot so fast you wouldn’t take time to teachers were attending the teach
ers' convention in Bangor: Belle
promptly began nodding, and light, die!”
"He sees the plate now!" Hope
sibilant sounds issued from his
Donahue. Martha May, Martha
exclaimed.
"Wonder
If
he
knows
rounded mouth.
Simmons, Lottie Harden, Lcrea
wbat a plate Is?”
“Poor old soul!” Granny said
"He sees us too,” Dave told her. Adams Alice Harrington and Grace
softly as she and Kate and Hope
The mute had come to the very
did the dishes. “I wonder why he’s edge of the lower growth now And Hicks.
Oct. 31
here, living like this. I mean, there he straightened to his full
Last night at the High Island
what makes him do it, aside from height, a broad-shouldered, tower
the fact that he has freedom and ing figure, and stepped out into the House, High Island, the Musseltime for reading and thinking out open. He was facing Hope and ridge Plantation was organized,
here in the swamp?”
Dave.
and officers were elected for the en
Hope fixed Deefy’s dinner on an
(To be continued1)
suing year. Frank A Crockett was
old cracked plate that would be no
loss if it never returned to the
Ives china. She piled on turkey
and dressing and all the trim
mings, even to the ambrosia and
cake. Then she and Dave struck
out toward the swamp. It was two
A
o’clock, still cloudy, cooler, with
i v -___ Z.
a sharpening breeze out of the
{CHEATING
north. They came to the point from
/Sr ‘
which Dave had heard the mute’s
weird mouthings, and Dave built a
smudge of leaves and small
chunks. They set the plate on a
stump close by. then moved a dis
tance away, toward the house.
They did not hide, for Deefy might
be watching them, and there was
no telling what strange meaning
he might find in such a move on
their part. They stood together
and waited, while the breeze bore
the pungent smoke into the swamp
fastness.
“The dinner will get cold," Hope
said. “I wish he’d come on.”
I
“It’ll be better ccld than what
he's used to eating,” Dave remind
This Chrismas, send out your own
ed her. “Maybe he won't come at
personalized
Christmas greetings.
all. He may be a mile back in the
Come' in today. Choose the design
swamp. No telling.”
“Let's go on to the house.”
you prefer, the greeting. We’ll make
Hope's teeth were chattering light
them up for you with name imprinted.
ly now. She had never seen the
giant mute, and waiting for him to
Order now so they’ll be ready for
appear was exciting; suspense and
Christmas sending.
the chill of the afternoon were com
bining their effect on her.
“Wait just a minute more,” Dave
begged. “I’d like to see him when he
PRINTING DEPARTMENT
finds what’s on the plate—if he finds

Order Your
Christmas
Cards Now
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Bayside’s Swan Song
Commander Reed Hears It
Amid the Glamour Of
Dying Summer
The Summer Community of Bayside. where so many people spent
so much time this Summer, offi
cially ceased to exist Monday, Oct
16, when the Mountain Spring Wa
ter Company which supplies the
village with water, disconnected the
pipes and drained the system, and
the Central Maine Power Company
turned off all but 12 of the street
lights. The post office closed Sept
1. and from now until next June
Bayside will be a comatose spot on
the map officially designated R .F.
D. No 4. Belfast Maine.
Bayside makes a lovely corpse
Red and gold and green and brown
and warm. Up there the other day
the thermometer outside our kit
chen door lingered around 67 all
day. The air was hazy, sounds caried a long way, the sunlight in the
woods made beautiful patterns on
the ground and the air was full of
falling leaves.
I built a fire in the fireplace,
opened the cottage doors and went
outside to view the remains. It
really wasn't a funeral I was at
tending although it seemed so with
all the cottages closed and their
owners off somewhere going about
their Fall and Winter tasks Full
of Bean's bacon and Herricks’ eggs
and the last bit of coffee left in
the can I sat down on the porch
and wondered if the Winter homes
of those Summer residents whose
vacant cottages faced me across the
street, were half so beautiful as the
places they had left behind.
Then it was that I heard it: The
message and the portent that is
Bayside’s lullaby. Faint and inex
orable it came drifting on the
breeze: the clank and bang and

chosen as moderator. Morris Hess
was made clerk and the following
officers were elected: G. W. Work
man. treasurer. George F. Fox. con
stable and collector: Florence M.
Crockett, Supt of Schools; Leslie
Mason, G. W. Wakeman and F. M.
Crockett, school committee; George
Clark, measure of lumber, Gus An
derson; Fence Viewer, and Capt.
D. C. Haskell, Harbor Master.

tinkle and thump on the surface
pipes of Bayside's water system.
To an old resident of Bayside this This story of "Black Gold In the
Joaquin,” by F F. Latta (The Caxis a lonesome and lugubrious sound
ten Printers. Ltd., Caldwell, Idaho
and for 30 years or more it has $5.00). attempts to lake up the
meant just one thing: the discon-j threads cf human knowledge of pe
necting of the water pipes and the] troleum products as far back as
draining of system before a sudden possible. In this connection are
cold snap can freeze it and cause a presented the stories of several old
lot of trouble. Henceforth, for six Indians, one of whom visited the
months, Bayside would be only a site of Oil City as early as 1830.
place to remember for those thump Practically all information recorded
ing bangs on the water pipe were by Mr. Latta has been obtained
playing Bayside's swan song :The through personal interviews with
annual signal to get up and get those who pioneered in the oil
out without further postponement ] fields, and credit has been given
It seems a pity to close up a by presenting their personal state
Summer cottage in the middle of ments.
October I am nat the only one who It is a far cry frem the first San
owns a cottage by the sea or on a Joaquin Valley oil wells to the
lake somewhere in the woods where present-day three-mile holes! The
October is in many ways the plea first black gold was dug with pick
santest month in the year but pub and shovel, "bruoght in" at the
lic utility companies are soulless grass roots. Tempera lures ranged
corporations
without sentiment. from 120 in the shade (there was
They are not interested in the riot, no shade) to 140 in the holes. Twenty
ious color of the autumn woodlands, minutes was the limit of endur
the sparkle of the sun on the wa ance.
ters of the bay and such things. 1 There are reports on the first oil
I am not the only one who has companies, the first oil tankers,
a big fireplace in his cottage either the first oil burners. Why oilmen
I may be however—and probably came from all portions cf the Unit
am—the only cottager in Bayside ed States, representing many types
who has four cords of stove and of characters and personalities.
fireplace wood stacked up in his The author’s duty was to report on
garage. I had it cut because I had this era of enterprise, a picture
a few old beeches, birch and ash here, a picture there of the earlytrees which were about ready to day persons enriching the book.
blow down and I needed the wood.
‘ Black Gold in the Joaquin" is
Having it now may color my think-1 not only fascinating, authentic, col
ing a little bit when it comes to go orful reading for Californians, it is
ing home.
a chronicle of outstanding human
Anyway I don't like to close up enterprise and endeavor for all
in October The days are warm and persons interested in the spirit of
when the air gets chilly and dusk our forbears that made possible our
begins to creep under the trees I present day abundance of good
strongly suspect that I am not the things
L. R Fuller
only one who likes to quit putter
ing around outside the house, go
in, close the doors, build up a roar
ing old fire in the fireplace, sniff
appreciatively at the odors coming
in from the kitchen, sit down com
fortably with the fire lighting up
the room before it's time to turn on
Of Tired Kidneys
the lights, and take time out to
When disorder of kidney function perralt.1
remember that there are a lot of poisonous matter to remain in your blood,
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic
people in this world who are worse it
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
off than I am.
eyes, headaches and dizz.iness. Frequent or
Then they have to go and turn scanty passages with smarting and burning
sometimes shows there is something wrong
the water off and spoil it all Some With
your kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
body is always taking the joy out
Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
of life.
G. H. Reed by millions for over 50 years. Doan’s give

Between the Bookends

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

forIhat fall Oil Change, iustsay

and qet something
EXTRA

PROTECTION

— New, fast-flowing, winter-grade
Esso Extra Motor Oil quickly reaches

vital parts . . . gives extra protection

for those cold-weather starts.

EXTRA OIL ECONOMZ
— Delivers longer mileage; less
"make-up" oil needed! Keeps its lu

bricating value.better than any other

motoroil under constant hard drivingl

EXTRA Ingredient Added

your money!
COMPLETE ESSO LUBRI
CATION AND CHECK-UP:

Get thorough winter
protection! Have your
car lubricated with aa
many as .9 specialized
Esso Lubricants, used
by Esso Dealer lube experts according to the car
manufacturer’s instructions. Also, have your Esso
Dealer check tires, lights, battery, wipers and
radiator. Get ATLAS
Perma-Guard, the anti
freeze that gives sure
cooling system protec
tion all winter long.

Esso

— Special detergent fights harmful,
power-robbing carbon and varnish

deposits, helps protect engine effi

IfoSiqnoftfappy Motorinf

For Best All-around Per
formance of any Gasoline
... Fill 'er Up All Winter
with Esso Extra'
with Esso Extra Gasoline!

ciency!

BEST FOR TOUGH WINTER DRIVING

ESSO

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

SEE YOUR NEARBY ESSO DEALER
an independent merchant eager to serve your motoring needs
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS ITEMS
Vinalhaven High

Rockland High Owes Much To This Group

Camden Seniors Elected Them

1 Senior Cake and Candy Sale
Netted $52—A Hallo
ween Dance

A

Last Wednesday and Thursday.
Dr. Earie and Ada MacCcnntl!,
'State nurse, were at ihcai to sx: amine the Gth and 8th Grade stu
dents
The Teachers' Convention st
Bangor gave us a vacatnon of three
•

<>?»■«<

l

dr

j days

The Senior cake and candy salt
I held Oct. 15 netted $52
The Seniors are sponsoring a
Hallcween dan ? nt the Town ila'...
Oct. 29. Prizes will be given and
, refreshment- sold, Proceeds w.i.
i be for class trip
The school is sponsoring a magu.
zine drive for the Curtis Publishing
I Company. The shot’s profit w.l
be used for baseball movies, and
the yearbook.

1
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Back To School
St.

George High Offers
Adults a Chance To
“Brush Up”

A wonMtrful opportunity awaits
those persons in the town of St.
George who have been hanketiug
for a commercial education, and
those who have a yen to brush up
on their rusty typing, shorthand or
bookkeeping.
This opportunity offered to all
adults of initiative through the me
dium of Arthur Frieder. teacher ot
the newly installed commercial
course at St George High School,
C< 1. nisi P.'.olc.
The students shown above are the members and officers of the Rock
Second row. left to right art: Wanda Bradbury, Jacqueline Snow. who will teach the night classes
land High School Student Council elected by the student body to serve Janette Sulides, Beulah Powell, Katheryn Curry, Catherine McPhail. Mr. Frieder has made himself very
(or this sehool year. Students in the first row from left to right are: Ruth Tootill, Dorothy Molloy, Jeanne Merrill, Ellen Sulides, Sylvia well liked by his pleasing person
Davis, Lois Cassens.
David Authsler, Robert Annis, Richard Robarts. vice president, jWcsley
Third row. left to right are: Jack Stevens, Douglas Makinen, W’alter ality in the short time he has been
Hoch; president, Joan Gardner, secretary ; William LeG^ge and A. Ham Smith, Richard Baum. Robert Gardner. William Pease, Robert Van a resident of our town, and the
ilton Boothbv.
Flett. Charles Sewall, Ronald Marsh and Charles Schofield.
course is being eagerly looked for
ward to by the few already signed
activities The officers are: Marlene
The Commercial Department ha- for it.
Witham, Editor-in-Chief; Edith
The course as tentatively outlined
purchased dictation records from
Pierpont. Senior class editor: Con
will consume about 20 weeks of two
the
Gregg
Publishing
Company
Vere Crockett Calls In In nie Randolph. Junior editor: Ste Tnomaston High School Stu
j or three evenings per week. The
terest Of Band—A Bow- phen Ludwig, free lance writer; dents Busy With Many Business letters are dictated at 60. number of classes, and whether all
83 and 103 words per minute.
and Eunice Ross and Permella
three—typing, shorthand and book,
doin Scout
Activities
Noves. typists. Other officers are
The Junior Sea Breeze staff is keeping will be taught, will depend
Vere Crockett of Rockport and to be selected shortly.
"Know Ycur Own Abilities" is planning its first issue. This pub
’ entirely on the response of the pros
musical director of Rockland High
A new schedule was put into ef the theme of ihe bulletin board dis lication is a project cf the Junior pective students wishing the course.
School was at Waldoboro High fect Friday, which frees the library play in Room 23. this week. It Class and is mimeographed by Folks interested in taking the course
School last Wednesday alternoon. lor use as such, for all periods ex hews the results of the Kuder them. Three or four volumes are or denting more intormation.
Mrs. Florence get it}'touch as soon as possible
for the purpose of demonstrating cept two. when the use of the li Preference scores made by the issued each year
Gardiner is the class advittbr.
with Crayton Hunnewell, principal
musical instruments and urging brary is somewhat limited.
Miss Ruth Billings, alumni sec Senior- ti.k.ng these- tests. Much
An outdoor basketball and volley j of Sftj. /Qeprge High, telephone 6-11.
the students to play in the school
in crest is shown in this evidence ball court has been provided for the
P; S. . The cost will be very reaband or orchestra. He demonstrated retary of Westbrook Junior College
tiiat ndividuals differ greatly in students and has been put to im i soiialtle.
was
a:
Waldoboro
High
School
last
the alto saxaphone. tenor saxaphone. baritone, trombone, trumpet Friday to talk to the Senior girls their interests. Tiie results of these mediate use.
Donald Thorndike and Edward
and clarinet He was also here in concerning the opportunities for 'i -s have been studied and dis
cussed in English class.
Vinal recently completed a cabinet
the evening to talk to the parents j further education
Oct. 19, Paul Hazelton. Assistant
Robert Spaulding. Sumner Ward. for the laboratory. This was much
Warren H. Pressley, principal fo
of those interested and he offered a
North Haven High School, an
very good plan for buying an in Director of Admissions Staff at ! Edward Cullen, and James Hall needed and appreciated.
strument. The assembly was en Bowdoin College, called at Waldo- j made wire recordings of selections
We are proud of the renovation nounces the honor roll for the first
joyed by everyone and will surely boro High School to discuss the j from Julius Caesar” last Friday. of our "gym." Roger Libby; Rich six-weeks ranking period: High
coliege with Mr. Paul and discover! The Sin ors sold home-made
result in a bigger and better band.
ard Stone and Walter Anderson honor. Corice E. Gillis; honor,
prospects
for the college in the candy at the Thursday matmee
The boy’s basketball squad which
have carefully cleaned the floor, Priscilla Mills 50; Corinne Mills
and Friday production of "A varnished it twice and relined ihe '50; James Pendleton 50 Elaine
has been working outside on con ■current classes.
Ri adv-MacIe Family." In charge of playing area.
Gillis 51; Eleanor Stone ’51; Louise
ditioning has started practice in
ales were Charlene Spaulding.
the gymnasium.
Jean Williams has been chosen Morrison 52; Jean Wooster ’52;
A press club has been organized Advertise in The Courier-Gazette Marilyn Maxey. Helen Sheffield. student orchestra leader.
Ada Babbidge ’53; Mary Louise
Naomi Henderson and Gladys
at WHS. for the purpose of CtsBaird; 53. Agnes Beverage '53.
trlbuting the news of the school
Cu liman.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Betty Parsons, 53.

Planning ‘Sea Breeze’

At Waldoboro High

North Haven Honors

The surging power of the "hocket”!

"ROCKET" ENGINE
AND HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE
-HIS
IS

FUIURAMIC "MWEI PACKAGE"

EXCLUSIVE

WITH

OLDSMOBILEI

I he incredible smoothness of Hvdra-

Matic Drive! Oldsinohilr has teamed
them together for driving at its
thrilling best! Slip behind the wheel
of an Oldsmobile ”88” and give this new "power package” a
try. Y ou'll be excited as you feel the splendid surge of the
"Rocket” Engine at the take-off. And vour excitement will
mount every mile you drive this flashing Futuramie! Hydra*
Matic Drive pairs with the high-compression power of the
"Rocket" for the easiest, smoothest motoring vou’ve ever
known! But it's on the open highway that this "Rocket”*
Hydra-Matic action teamwork really pays off. Curves and
hills and the long, level stretches of road fall behind like
magic as you discover this great new power team—the
"Rocket” Engine and Hvdra-Matic Drive! And it’s Oldsmobile alone that has this Euturamic "power package.” So try
it today! Make a demonstration date with the thrilling new
"88.” It’s waiting for you at your Oldsmobile dealer’s—now!

-si?

Officers of the Class of 1950, Camden High School. 1 eft to right, Karen Hein, treasurer; Patricia Kelley,
secretary; Wentworth Burnham, vice president and Freddie Hall, President.

BUSY AT ROCKLAND HIGH
Word From the Shop—Girls’ BasketballSubmaster Is Ill

EAST LIBERTY
Mr. and Mrs William Kershaw
and two friends of Everett, Mass,
and Mr. and Mrs Clyde Adams <30
Orono were week-end guests of theif
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Adams’.
George E. Warren. Merle Warren
and Reginald Davis were visitors
Sunday in Freeport.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Knight and
daughter of Monroe called Sunday
on Isaac N. Quigg at the McLain
home Other visitors at the Mc
Lain home were Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Pratt of Palermo. Mr. and
Mrs Fleetwood Pride, Mr. and MK;
Fleetwood Pride, Jr., and two chil
dren, and Waldon L. Pride of
Abbot.

It is with sincere appreciation | at Central Maine General Hospital
that we acknowledge and accept! in Lewiston.
for High School shop use the Gray!
• • • •
u,
The members of the “Classmate
Manne engine presented by Adin
o ai Club” Room 12 are preparing a play
Whitney of Whitneys Garage. AI. J
i .to Morns Gordon * Andy . s First Formal’ to be given
so many ..
thanks
. the
v. use of, r-v,
„i„. engine andj1 at
for
Chevrolet
_ their Club meeting° Nov.
. 4. Nellie
parts which he so generously con ; Brann is program chairman for
I this meeting. Those taking part in
tributed. These good will gestures
the play are Gail Grant, Judy Mo
are very much appreciated by both
ran, Robert Crie, Nelson Harmon,
students and teachers and help to
Dorothy Greene and Nellie Brann.
give our boys the well rounded out
• • • •
program of training needed. Other
A course in Mental Hygiene is
interested citizens who have auto- being given in Camden High School
mobile, marine, diesel, jet. out-j by prof. Leach of the University of!
board, motorcycle or two cycle en- Maine every Tuesday evening. Four;
gines that they would like to donate members of the faculty of Rockland!
for school use, please phone Mr. High school are attending the'
Boothby. Mr. McKenney or Mr. meetings. They
are Principal 1
Tozier. This week, in Mr. Grant’s, Boothby, Mr. Barnard, Mrs. Hart1
industrial arts class, Larry Bell an(j Mrs. Robinson.
As Busy as
completed overhauling his outboard;
....
Cupid in Springtime
engine, with fine results.
The typists for the Highlite this
are the wheels of our new
• • • •
' year are: Chief, Ruth Mahoney;
Automatic Printing Press
The 1949-53 Girls Basketball1 Mildred Sherman, Janette Seliger,
squad has started practice with a' Janice Webber, Patricia Valenta,
But we will find time to do
large number attending. New this) Jeanne Merrill. Alice Kenney. Bet- vour work—bring in your order.
year is coach Jasper Spear who is] ty Benner, Betty Libby, Marjorie
doing a good job {raining the girls. Nelson, Virginia Economy, David Il nill receive careful, prompt
attention.
The girls who are out for this sport Legage.
are: Jo Ann Champlin. Dorothy
THE COURIER- GAZETTE1
Have your watch repaired by the
Christoffersen, Cynthia Hallowell,
mist
expert
craftsmanship,
tested
Elizabe;h Herrick,
Mary Libby. and timed by the New Scientific
JOB PRINTING DEPT.
Marion Lindsey, Evelyn Pendleton, Watchroaster machine at Daniels
It. L. ANDERSEN, Foreman.
22-aw-tf
Virginia Economy, Audrey Hooper, Jewelers, 399 Main St, Rockland.
19tf
Carol Huntley, Marjorie Nelson, |___________
Betty Spear, Paticia Weir. Virginia!
Young, Barbara Knowlton, Gloria
Bohn .Sylvia Davis, Charlotte Dean,
»«P«V
CASH YOU GET
Barbara Ilvonen, Jeannine Leach.
Monthly
$110
$190 $260
Rita Provencher, Dorothy Wotton,
*9.21 *15.88 *21.60
Alto Harmond, Judith Burns, June
Gardi, Patricia Griffith, Dorothy
7.39 12.73 17.29
Inlerott charges- 3% p»r month on
Malloy, Diane
McAuliffe, Ellen
balances up fo $150; 2’/a% per month
Newman. Marianne Pellicani. Marie
on any fmaindor ol tuch balances up
IN ONE TRIP!
to $300._____________________________ (12)
Robishaw, Josephine Soboleski. The
newly elected captain is Evelyn
Phone the YES MANager—give a few necessary facte
—then come in. It’s “Yes” to 4 out of 5 promptly.
Pendleton. The manager is Jeanette
Loons $25 to $300 on Signature, Furniture or Car
Sulides; assistant managers. Carrie
Venezia, Patricia Seliger, Alice Crie.
“TUI COMHHri THAT IIKIS TO SAX TflnatBcrju
The winners in “spelling bees”
conducted in Room 12, Grade 8
2nd FI., 3S6 MAIN ST., PHONE: 1133
were Nadine Burpeee and Neal
leans mode to residents of all surrounding towns • Small Loan Statute License No. 35
Douglas.
,
• • • •
LOANS $350 UP TO $1000 MADE BY
>
William Fairley, sub-master of
NEW
ENGLAND
FINANCE
CORPORATION
Rockland High School, is a patient

goaffiMB

FINANCE CO.

to1

greeting

X.

/,

J

SMO
PHONE

YOUR

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

Phone 889, FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY, or visit us on Winter Street
/

Printed With Your Name.
A Lavish Variety of Styles and Sizes.
Make Your Selection Today!
:- I

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS ITEMS

KNOX BUSINESS COLLEGE

Warren High School

Whoop It Up For The Tigers

Freshman Officers

Camden High School
Cast For “The Jade Ring” Is
Announced—Halloween
Party Was Fun

Cast Is Selected For the
Senior Class Play, “Out
On a Limb”

Elected At Camden High
School—Girls’ Basketball
Practice

The cast of tile S nit. tie- ■'! •
at Warren High School has been
selected th s week The play is “Out
On a Limb" and is a story of “teens
versus parents.” Principal Fred
Perkins, Jr., will coach the play
and rehearsal:, will start immedi
ately. The cast consists of:.
Regina Weber, a scatter brained
mother, who has definite ideas foi
Iter daughter, Annette Cogan
Mark Weber, a serious minded
father, Kenneth Farris.
"Billie" Weber, their 18 year t,i
daughter with definite ideas, Joan
Maxey.
Mabel Hyde. Billie's aunt anc
Regina's spinster sister, Sadie Gam
mon.

The seniors are anxiously await
At a recent meeting of the fresh J
ing
the representative from the
men, the following stutien.s were |
Jackson-White
Studio. He is due
elected as class office, s: Pre ident j
Wednesday
morning
to take orders
Halsey Murch; vice president. Fred
lor
the
Senior
class
pictures.
Speak
erick Davis; secretar. . .-.r e e Va
ing of pictures—if any Seniors deee; treasurer. Carolyn Talbot. Rep
ide on retakes, they will have to
resentatives to the 3i udant Co.nci
ride to W iscas.sei Academy next
are President I alse.. Murch ana
.Monday From where I sit I can
John Giffln.
-ee an advantage; no school for
At a meeting of ihe fophomore
hose who decide to go Right now
class. Minnie Tian.|Uillo was elect
1 wish 1 were having mine taken
ed a repre tntative to tilt Ltuden:
over " writes Fancy.
Council, to a;.e ihe place of CairMis: Webber announced the play
ine Leach v.ho has moved to Port
vast at the Halioween Party last
land
Friday night The students who will
Ffteen mile an hour speed limn
be .een in "Ihe Jatie Ring" are:
signs have been placed on Know.ton
George Heath as Laurence Mitchell;
street, and students have ':ee.i re
Agnes Sullivan as Mrs Mitchell;
quested to walk on the .,idewal*
Gerry Straub as lvv Mit.hell; John
Instead of In the road
Ca.anaugh a
Donald Clemens;
School closed Wednesday : o
in
Phillip Grant as 1 hillip Clemens;
order to give the teachers an poShirle. fteele as Mrs. Clemens;
portunlty to attend the Maine
Phyllis Spear as Eloise Clemens;
Teacher's Association Convention
Ralph Simonton as Abe Levi; Ju
held in Bangor, Oct. 27-28
dith Gra. as D ulas Anderson; Eth.
Kathleen Dority. Muriel Heal an:.
el Eaton as Annabelle. A cast of
Elaine Spruce have passed the 60be announced
word shorthand transcription tes'
Here is tlie snappy group of cheer leaders who I. ave been (icing a grand job for the Tiger footha.l understudies will
By the way, that Halloween party
and have been awarded certificates squad this Fall. A good student following, plus the cheering ied b.v these girls lias gone a long wav toward
by the Gregg Writer. Elaine Spruce keeping the team fighting. Left lo right in the front row are, Claire Bricklev, Eunice Pettis, Dea Perry. was really fun. The Student Coun
Beulah Powell and Patricia Munro. Back row Bette Long, Joan Clough. Betty Libby, Marion Lindsey and
cil decorated the town hall, and
has also been awarded a Complete Joan Gardner.
provided sandwiches, apples, soda
Theory certificate.
and doughnuts lor refreshments.
Following the first call for upper- lunches Tuesday nights to the
cently
bought
property,
the
Warren
NORTH SEARSMONT
All members of the faculty, and a
class candidates for Girls' Basket teachers enrolled in the University
Wentworth
property.
The
Fullers
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
.
great
many students and their
ball. the following appeared for of Maine extension course in Men
Elden Maddocks were Mr. and Mrs occupied the Frank Jackscn cottage , friends were present
practice on Monday: Seniors—Betty tal Hygiene.
Donald Kenniston and family and this Summer.
This week the members of the
Thurston. Co-captain; Joyce Syl
Mrs. Kenniston's mother. Mrs.
vester. Co-eaptain; Peggy Connelly, j
For packing shipments of fragile Athletic Association are gleelully
Manager; Lucille Talbot, Pat Kel-| A GOOD JOB FOR YOU Charles Ericson, all of Warren merchandise, nothing is more prac I anticipating the beginning of basMrs. Susie Maddocks and son Rob tical than old newspapers. Bundles l ketball practice next week. Mr.
ley, Lois Cookson, Joan Salisbury,]
ert were recent overnight guests at 10 cents and up at The Courier- I Sutherland will be coaching the
Carole Thomas. Juniors—Evelyn'
Gazette.
62'aw boys. The girls aren't sure yet who
the Maddocks home.
Lunt, Eleanor Lunt, Martha Wood,:
Mr.
and
Mrs
Lester
Hook
of
will be coaching them If fighting
Thelma Knight, Grace Galanti and l
Skowhegan have closed the home
spirit can win games, Rockport
Bebe Leonard.
stead here for the Winter.
ought to get somewhere this season.
The Hayseeders Ball Friday night
The Juniors will hold a rummage
Richard Merriam and Frank
at the Opera House was greatly en.1
ANY SIZE
Jackson were recent business visi
sale on Saturday, Nov. 19, in the
joyed by those attending. The
On Order at
Town Tall provided that site Is
tors in Hancock
profits have"been placed in the
CHOOSf THIS
Mr. and Mrs Norman Fuller are
Senior Washington trip fund.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE available Proceeds will go towards
The Senior girls are serving light1 FINE PROFESSION NOW making plans to move to their re
i the Junior Class Washington Fund.

Professor Dod< nhoff,

a

friend

i f

the family, Earl Gammon
'Punk” Gray, a serious buy ol

Allan

hi

Laukka.

"Push” Pringle, a seri us mind- a
fr.end if Bill i-s, Ji n I Philbrn k.
Bird Brain, another triend. Max'ine Lind.ey.
Charles Craig, a young journalist,
Charles Berry
Dorothy Mattingly, the school
psychologist. Bertha Keto.
Cookie, a delivery boy, Foster
Robinson.
Stage manager, Richard Over
lock; prompter, Marilyn Davies.
The four classes at the High
School have selected their plays for
the one-act play contest held each
year.
The paper drive has closed, with
the Senior boys having collected
over eight tons of old paper. Tire
money earned from this will go to
ward the Senior class trip.
The money received frcm the re
cent magazine sale was divided with
the four classes and the student
council, each receiving one-fifth
of the first $100 and all over that
going to the council.
The orchsetra played Victory
March,” “Red and Blue March” and
a waltz. "June Nights," between
the acts of the Senior Class play
Thursday afternoon and Friday
night.
The orchestra consists of: Jean
Williams, leader, piano; Sally Gillchrest, piano; Dennis Sawyer, Vera
Pease. Joan Young, Warren Whit
ney. Malcolm Daggett, violins;
Bruce Strong, saxophone; John
Gatcombe, trumpet.
The Freshman class is losing
Carol Goggins. We are sorry, but
feel that our loss is Dorchester's
gain.
Senior photographs are to be ta
ken Nov 17.
The Senior Class had a cast par
ty at Mrs Gatcombe's house Fri
day night.
The members of the Senior

Knox Business College in Itockland recently elected class officers
for the year. Heading the officers is President Francis D. Hedrich of
Itockland cenltr in hack row. Left, standing, is vice president Enos
Verge of Thomaston and. right, secretary Paul Halligan of Koekland.
Treasurer Alice Morse of Waldoboro is seated at the typewriter.

the eating of food is a definite part
of each child's or youth’s complete
school day.
And Value Which the Pupils To develop an appreciation of the
importance of cleanliness in select
Derive From This
ing storing, preparing and serving
System
foods.
To serve the foods needed by the
To provide a pleasant social at
children in an appetizing manner mosphere where courtesy and sim
and in such a way as to preserve ple table etiquette are practiced.
Valuus of Sehool Lunches
the greatest possible amount of
Contributes to the general health
food value.
To teach the children to eat the of the child.
Helps children to realize that an
foods which they need.
To provide a hot lunch for every adequate diet is essential for
school age child regardless of race, health and growth.
Teaches good health habits.
creed or financial status.
Emphasizes that growing children
To serve foods needed by the
children for proper physical and nted ample nutritious food.
Teaches a child to like many
mental development.
To improve the general health o'. food: hitherto untouched at home
Establishment of good habits of
school children and youth
a
To develop desirable food habits. food selection.
Teaches the child the worth of
To develop an appreciation and
and
co-operation
understanding of types of food organization
necessary to meet the nutritional through carrying out a carefully
needs of children, youth and adults. planned progam of assisting in the
To provide a situation in which service cf lunches and in clearing
the lunch room after meals.
Teaches a child lunchroom eti
Class of T.H S w.sh to thank the
many people who helped to make quette.
Provides a hot lunch for all pupils
our play a success. Rockland High
School's spotlights were just what who do not go home for lunch.
Lack of discrimination between
we needed A net profit of approxi
mately $135 was realized from the paying and non-paying studentshence a hot lunch available to all.
Senior Class play.

Aims Of School Lunch

U.S.
ARMY

RUBBER STAMPS

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER

Preferred by more users
than the next two makes

SOUTH WARREN
A* Advertised in LIFE and LOOK

THIS CHRISTMAS
(A "tlie ReaC jCwe-^T

$4995
Buy NOW
ON EASY TERMS!

Pay just a little down,
a httle at a time.
We ll bold your Lane

for you to surprise
her Christmas.

Mrs. Jennie Buker of Hingham,
Mass.. William McNamara and Mrs
Agnes Boynton of Thomaston were
recent callers at the CopelandMaxey home,
Mr. and Mrs. John Teague of
Warren. Mr and Mrs. Eugene
Smith and Mrs Jean Bachelder of]
Martinsville were visitors Sunday ;
at L. S. Copeland's
Charles Maxey attended a re
cent banquet at the Copley-Plaza
Hotel in Boston given by the Stan
dard Oil Company to those who
had been in their employ for 20 or
more years.
Good Will Grange Circle met
yesterday at the home of its presi
dent, Mrs Rachel Raatikainen in
Thomaston. This circle was or
ganized in the Fall cf 1906 at the |
home of Mrs. Oliver Jones in
North Cushing following the loss ol i
the hall by fire, and remained ac
tive until World War II when Red
Cross work claimed the time and
attention of its members.

PORT CLYDE

Give her a Lane, the only pres

sure tested AROMA-TIGHT
Cedar Chest in the world, with

many other exclusive Lane pat
ented features. Lane Chests are

THE GIFT THAT
STARTS THE HOME

available in many finishes and
designs to harmonize with any

LANE

other furniture. FREE Moth In
surance policy with every Lane

HOPE CHEST

Chest.

V.F. STUDLEY, INC.
283 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 1154

Proceeds were $43 from a supper
held recently at the library for tiie ,
benefit of the polio emergency
drive.
J. Newton Broadbent and son
Irvin are residing in Bath for the
Winter.
William Oxenberg of New York
has been in town in the interest of
Delca Canning Co.. Inc.
Miss Rosamonde Wilson has em
ployment at Mrs. Ruth Sleeper's in
South Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Faune Littlehale
and family are in Wilson's Mills,
Mr. Littlehale enjoying a hunting
trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Zwecker have
returned to New York, having visit
ed Delca Canning Co., Inc.
Mrs. Emily Stevens and Miss Bar
bara Boynton of Rockland were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Rose B
Ulmer.
Rugs wear better If they are:
based on newspapers. Bundles 10
cents and up at The Courier-Ga
zette.
62’aw

CHEVROLET

Here’s real proof of truck value! Now that oper
ators can get the

make they really want,

Chevrolet Advance-Design trucks are setting
new sales records every week. More and more

buyers are insisting on the power, the comfort

ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS

and safety they get in Chevrolet. They like
Chevrolet’s rugged good looks . . . the way

Chevrolet trucks handle their hauling jobs with

Featuring

such low operating and upkeep expense. In

lead

fact, they like these advantages so well that

TRANSMISSIONS—Quick, smooth shifting • HYPOID REAR AXLES—S

they buy more Chevrolet trucks than the next two

makes combined! Come in now, and talk over

your trucking needs with us.

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, MAINE

•

VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINES-Greeter power pm pollen. lewar real par

DIAPHRAGM SPRING CLUTCH—Smooth engagement •

than spiral bevel typo

g

SYNCHRO-MESH

Homs stronger

DOUBLE-ARTICULATED BRAKES—Complete driver conhol

• WIDE-BASE WHEELS—Increased Nr* mileage • ADVANCE-DESIGN STYLING—With
Ihe Cob that "Breathes" • BALL TYPE STEERING—Easier handing • UNIT-DESIGN

BODIES —Precision built

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND MAINE

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, MAINE

«
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ter, its Idiosyncrasies stnd charm. birth. .
Impressions came rolling back;
It is not surprising, therefore to
friends I’d made, places I'd seen. note the huge amount of Old World
Maybe it was due to the visit to culture and morals of a number of
Stratford on Avon that I remem different nations all rolled into one!
bered something else. Anyway it while the modem conveniences)
too, came back in my mind; a line! of living, together with the pattern)
straight from the rolling hills of j of a post-war, occupied country)
Cumberland, and I could see why contribute their bit to the hodgej
there would always be—
podge.
“This blessed plot, this earth,
G. White)
The concert season was closed ’
during the month of August in Vi- [
such articles as sugar, fruit and this realm—this England."
If our brief stay in Britain had enna. "Besides," we were told, most!
tea The
restaurants frequently
been full of quick and surprising of the musicians are in Salzburg)
turn to the old English tradition of changes we were certainly not pre for the annual Mozart Festival." )
"fish n chips" for lack of something pared for whirlwind advance over
The other points of interest are|
to print on a menu. For the most the Central Portion of Europe. Our j apparent
however—the
shops, i
part, production has taken great two and a half weeks in Austria, I amusement parks, the cathedrals—
strides toward the direction of re Switzerland, France and Belgium each has something different to)
covery Britain is expected jp con swept by almost as if we had just give the tourist. Here too, is the
tribute to Western Europe's great mentioned their names and imme evidence of heavy street fighting
need for capital and consumer diately started thinking of some which still adorns the walls of
goods, it therefore must set up the thing else.
many of Vienna's proudest build
basis for this contribution with its
Our student organization of NSA ings; remainders of the Russian’s
own needs in equal proportion.
worked on a definite schedule and push to Berlin in 1945.
Marshal Plan aid is of course, our time in any one country was
A young Viennest whom we
another factor making for a stepped necessarily limited.
Because of named “Boxie" gave us the story on
up production output, and Britain this fact so many things were seen, politics. He had been a student at
is taking every advantage to maxe so much ground was covered in so the university but was now working
use of it not only for her own re little time that we were unable to with the People's Party soliciting
covery but as a means of prevent really appreciate any one country votes from the workers.
ing a weak and impoverished West to its utmost. Several years in each
“Communism," he told us, “does
ern Europe from falling easy prey would have suited us better from n't stand a chance here in a free
to Communist infiltration. The fi the standpoint of knowing the election. The people have seen too
nancial Times of April 5. 1948 re country, but another Fall was roll much Facism in the last few years.
veals that we found by talking with ing around and we had jobs and Then too, there is the stiff opposi
Britishers throughout
our stay colleges to go back to. We hoped we tion in Socialism fostered by the
there:
could return better Americans than British in Vienna."
‘ If we strive with unflagging en when we left, for having seen what
We asked him about his own
ergy for increased production Mar it means to be a citizen of another party, and he smiled.
shal aid will represent the marginal land, with a different way of life.
“The workers will give them a
assistance needed for the restora
Vienna, 1949: The Innerstadt, stiff battle when it comes election
tion of economic health and inde the Danube, string quartets and time."
pendence—however it
is purely tourists. Where the flags of four
Salzburg was our next stop. The
marginal—will achieve nothing in nations fly together and occupation little town of music and art was at |
the long run unless it spurs our forces in British, French, Russian its height in tourist attractions. The
own efforts."
and American uniforms guard the Festival, held every Summer, brings J
As for the rest, the average tour street. Vienna: the beautiful and people from all parts of the world'
ist in Britain today will find am of composer's and the world’s most ] for the three months when musi-)
ple reward for his interest, not only famous music, where the Danube is cians of international fame per
in recovery, but in the heritage, the not blue and the politicians are form the work of the masters. Here
landscape, the material things ol' still fighting it out in the battle of too, are historic points dating as j
a nation which can be found in any elections.
far back as the year 1200, and
good guide book of the British} The contrast of old and new in where the Bavarian Alps rise in a
Isles. The lowlands, the Lake Re the capitol of Austria is more than spectacle of snow capped beauty;)
gion. industrial midlands, coastal striking For a little country ruled; miniature editions of their higher1
and inland wonders are there to see by the kings and kaisers of nations I relatives across the border into!
and absorb.
twice its size since the days of Wll-j Switzerland.
As we pulled out of Harwich into liam Tell, and located in the path! From Zurich and Lucerne our trip j
the Channel for the next leg of our of territorial dispute for decades, took us down into the heart of the
journey in Europe. I tried to re changes are not new for Austria. Swiss Alps, via boat along the Britrace the picture of British charac • she has been acquiring them since enzersee to Interlaken where we'

IN GERMAN WORKCAMPS

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Display; National^Kids' Day Poster

Impressions Of a Conquered Country Gained

By a College Student
(By Conrad
'A patchwork ot impressions.'"

That was our seven day excur
sion through Britain. In our tiny
English Morris-Ten we drove over
1,500 miles in one week's time; up
the Western coast to Edinburgh,
and down the North Sea edge to
Cambridge When we had finished
we had many rolls of pictures, a
considerably lessened roll' in our
billfolds, and more ideas and
thoughts on the island we had just
seen then we knew what to do
with. But it was worth it.
Prom the lowlands and squat,
picturesque cottages of the Home
Counties to the rugged, stone dills
and castles of Scotland we absorbed
everything from vast historic cul
ture to the present, warm friendli
ness of the people Here, too we
saw the extent of reconstruction
With the old spirit of thumbs up"
and “carry on
London has
emerged irom the blitz, a new and
prosperous city. There are a few
empty lots yet along the business
districts, several crumbled foun
dations and gaping holes in walls,
reminders of the dark months of
'39 and '40
The people still remember, but
the will to survive; the typical Bri
tish doggcdness which was their
hold on life during the war, has
now become apparent m the way
they are rebuilding, and their suc
cess in bringing a ragged nation
out of the depths ol conflict into
the fellowship of Europe, where
new economies, and new govern
ments are moulding a new western
civilization in an Old World
A planned economy faces the
population ot Britain today Under
this economy the luxuries of a post
war re-hat.litation are necessarily
absent The food situation, at a low
standard last year, is even lower in
1949 Rationing is still in effect 'or

Oti« Shepard, one of the nation’s most outstanding artists, ex
plains the technique he used in drawing the poster card to be used
in connection with the observance of National Kids’ Day on Saturday,
Nov. 19, to, from left to right, James H. Eddy, field secretary, The
National Kids' Day Foundation; Carroll West, assistant secretary,
Kiwanis International; and O. E. Peterson, executive secretary,
Kiwanis International.
Kiwanis clubs in towns and cities across the nation are planning
to observe National Kids’ Day with a variety of programs and fund
raising events. All money raised in a community will remain there to
be spent in helping underprivileged children. The effects of local
Kiwanis clubs will be supported by a nation-wide promotional cam
paign provided by The National Kids’ Day Foundation which will in
clude a radio program on Friday evening, Nov. 18, ahd premieres of
a new motion picture, ‘‘Johnny Holiday,” in Indianapolis, Ind. and
Hollywood, - Calif., on Thursday, Nov. 17. R. W. Alcorn, producer of
the picture, is donating the proceeds of these premieres and others to
follow in all Kiwanis divisions for Club work with underprivileged
children.

climbed Schynige Platte and looked
over to the white majesty of the
Jungfrau.
The "Winter Playground of Eur
ope" was doing business as usual
with more international tourists
crowding into the small hotels and
alpine villages than it could han
dle. A center of world trade and a
nation untouched by war, Switzer
land today demonstrates with pride
the energetic and self-sufficient
country that she is, and her re
markable position in world affairs
shows her ability to do things well.
The language is chiefly French

and German, with certain dialects
a combination of both. However we
had no trouble making our way
around in English, and were
amazed at the agility with which
the average Swiss could manipulate
four languages fluently and at the
same time have a speaking ac
quaintance with about three others.
But. after all. one never ceases
to be amazed by the wonders, both
of Nature and of Man, in the coun
try of the Matterhorn and preci
sion watches.
M.v French was beginning to be
of more use as we kept on through

the western part of Switzerland and
on up to Basel. Not having a
chance to use it much prior to this,
I was pleasantly surprised that I
got things I ordered at restaurants,
and found the correct trains at
the stations. When we arrived in
Paris after a day in Strasbourg, I
was elated; I even had cultivated a
nasal twang as I rolled over the
expression of thanks, ordered crepe
suzettes and made my way to a
hotel from Le Gare d’Est.
I must be one of those Yankee
cynics and stoic personalities which
Will Rogers always talked about.
At any rate I could not discover the
reason for the voluminous amount
of wild glee with which the major
ity of tourists greet the word "Pa
ris." The dirt is spread inches
thicker than in London, the franc
is fast becoming next to worthless,
and (the housing problem, not to
mention unemployment, gains new
highs daily.
The careless shrugging of the
French shoulder and a “so what"
expression is the typical gesture.
True, it is that I did not have the
opportunity to enjoy the homey
“cozy” atmosphere, the friendly,
close associations of a French vil
lage in the south or north. I got
acquainted with Paris and must
have missed something somewhere
because I still cannot get excited
over it.
The historic landmarks of a
French liberty are still in evidence,
the French pastry is still fantasticly delicious. The Eiffel Tower still
looks out over the city, Notre Dame
is daily crowded with visitors, and
the eternal torch still burns unde.*
Arc de Triomphe. I bought prints
from the little book stalls along the
Left Bank of the Seine took pic
tures of the bridges and talked with
the people. We attended the Paris
Opera, spent a day at the Lourve,
saw ballet. The night clubs are stlil
operating and the Folies Bergere
still plays tt capacity audiences.
Outside of the thousands of for
eign tourists who pour into the city
daily as fast as the trains can bring
them, what, specifically is new in
Paris? Perhaps that is one of the
better results of the war; this rem
nant of a better life. Yet like the

Seine River, itself, the people and
the city begin to stagnate, flow on
in a daily oozing toward—what;
The French retain a certain ap
athy which
differentiates them
from other peoples, especially the
English who have taken hold of
their own bootstraps and pulled
themselves back into the swing of
a swiftly advancing world. In spite
of the apparant lack of recovery,
the French at least, are facing the
future calmly. The drama was yet
to come—with our entry into Ger
many.

MATINICUS
Mrs. Chaney Ripley is in Boston
visiting relatives.
Russell Thompson has been on
the mainland on business.
Mrs. Cora Young has been in
Rockland for a few days where
she was joined by her daughter,
Ruth Stinchfleld of Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Orren Aimes were
recent Rockland visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grinnell of
Damariscotta spent a few days kt
their home here the past week.
Barbara Thompson visited her
grandmother in Rockland for sev
eral days recently.
Mrs. Lena Young has been ill at
the Thorndike Hotel, Rockland, for
a few days.
Mr and Mrs. Everett Philbrook.
son Wayne and Kenneth Webber
went to Rockland Saturday to go
on a motor trip.
Jessie Philbrook is 111 and her
aunt. Miss Henrietta Ames has
been helping her.
Mrs. Joseph Peterson and son
"Joey" and “Lucky" of Portland
visited her parents, Mr and Mrs.
Max Deshon over the week-end.
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Mrs. Marian Young cooked a
“scrumptious" dinner Monday and
in company with Mrs Mabel Long
took the dinner to Ellen Wallace
and the three had a pleasant day.
School closed Tuesday for a week
during teachers’ convention.
For social items ln The CourierGazette, phone 1044, City.
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To All Production In Our Country

N

The current strike in the steel and coal industries will soon make itself felt

OW’S the time when Autumn calls

let us clean summer's dust out of your

you out for a ramble in your Buick.

air filter, flush out tired summer crank

Slide under the wheel and answer that

or increased prices.

case oil with its grit and goo, check

We have received word from some of our suppliers to the effect that stock
piles of steel can last only a few short weeks even with the shortened work week

through

your carburetor adjustment to see that
you’re getting the most powerful, most

the countryside, with your heart grow

economical mixture with October’s

ing lighter and the years slipping off

cooler, heavier atmosphere.

call! Take a Fireball cruise

in a shorter supply of all durable goods and

your shoulders at each mile!

which they have put into practice.

We have lost millions of tons of the metal so vital to our production and if
the strike continues all manufacturing of this type will stop.

We can do this quickly, economically,

with a sure touch. Our thorough Buick

If a speedy settlement is made it will mean higher prices.

your Buick is in top shape to keep step

training and long Buick experience in

with you. First bring it in to us —and

Our stocks are complete at this time, so—

doing each job the factory-designated

Just one reminder, though. Make sure

way have earned us a reputation—we’re
the "Fountain of Youth” for Buicks.

LET’S TALK

To make it easy, we’ve printed a Fall

Check List below. Just tear this out,
drive in this week and hand it to us —

and when you head out for the open
road there’ll be a happy smile on your

SS

face!

ABOUT THAT NEW

MAYTAG
AUTOMATIC WASHER
WRINGER TYPE WASHER
GAS RANGE
HOME FREEZER
IRONER

Fall Checkup — Lights, brakes,
tire wear, front-end alignment,
oil filter unit, battery, car heater.
Adjust — Carburetor,
distributor.

FRIGIDAIRE
REFRIGERATOR
FREEZER
ELECTRIC RANGE

Clean — Air cleaner.

Flush — Crankcase, cooling
system.

Estimate — Antifreeze
requirements.

•£ &
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HOOVER CLEANER

ALSO — lubricare (bumper-to-'
bumper lubrication and in»J
spection).

UPRIGHT
TANK TYPE

ALLIS CHALMERS
TRACTOR
MACHINERY

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

BAY VIEW STREET
CAMOEN, MAINE

CHARLES E. STACKPOLE
ST. GEORGE ROAD,

THOMASTON, MAINE
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Jennie and Gracie Philbrook
were recent supper guests of Isabelle
Ripley.

STEEL IS THE
lOl 11 <
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TEL 184-3
102-103
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